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Executive Board 2017-2019 
 
Officers: 

Warren (Smokey) Thomas, President Eduardo Almeida, 1st VP/Treasurer 
Sara Labelle, 2nd Vice-President Myles Magner, 3rd Vice-President 
Len Elliott, 4th Vice-President Lucy Morton, 5th Vice-President 
Carl Thibodeau, 6th Vice-President Tara Maszczakiewicz, 7th Vice-President   
Chrisy Tremblay, 8th Vice-President 
 
Julius Arscott, Region 5 Ed Arvelin, Region 7 
Drew Finucane, Region 2 Kingsley Kwok, Region 5 
Tara Langford, Region 4 Ken Maclam, Region 7  
Laurie Nancekivell, Region 1 Janel Perron, Region 3  
J.L. Roy, Region 6 Philip Shearer, Region 1    
Ken Steinbrunner, Region 6 

Outgoing EBM’s: Jessica Sikora Region 5, Michel Bisaillon Region 6, Erin Thorson Region 
2, Gareth Jones Region 4, and Tracy Vyfschaft Region 3.  

 

Summary of Executive Board Meetings 
January 2018 – February 2019 

The following report is presented to Convention as a summary of Board decisions and initiatives at 
Executive Board meetings. The report was prepared on behalf of the Executive Board by the 
Corporate Secretary.  

The report presents the issues and resolves of the Board Meetings. Each meeting is identified by 
its date. All motions CARRIED unless otherwise noted. 

 
January 17, 2018 
The Executive Board was called to order at 9:33 a.m. First Vice President/Treasurer Almeida was 
in the Chair. All members were present except Lucy Morton, President Thomas, Erin Thorson, 
Tracy Vyfschaft, the reasons were acceptable to the Chair.  Peggy Maybury, Executive Assistant 
to the President, was also in attendance.  
 
Agenda: 
The agenda was amended to add:  

 Recommendations from January 11th, 2018 Executive Committee meeting: 
o Local 389 
o Local 388 
o Local 574 

 Convention Resolution: Charter of Inclusive Workplaces and Communities 

 Bill 148 

 Withdraw resolution and constitutional amendment under New Business 

 Referral from the December Board meeting: OPSEU Staff Pension Plan MOA expenses 

 Org Chart 

 Corrections Bargaining update 
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Consent Agenda: 

 The minutes of December 13, 2017 were adopted. 

Business Arising: 

 Resolution H2: work in progress 

 Referral from the December Board meeting: OPSEU Staff Pension Plan MOA expenses: 
OPSEU will consult with the other two Plan Sponsors (OPSSU and ASU) regarding the 
outstanding invoice for actuarial and other professional services related to the development 
of the MOA between the Sponsors, and will ensure payment of the revised invoice. 

 Org Chart: Discussion, work in progress 

Treasurer’s Report: 

 Financials 

 Contingency Fund 

 Defence Fund 

 Strike Back Fund 

 ODSP Fund – OPS Job Protection Fund 

 ODSP Fund – MERC Action Plan 

 ODSP Fund – OPS Redeployment Fund 

 LBED – Anti-privatization Fund 

 Section 23-Policy Statements-Environment-23.1-8: Whenever possible portable water will 
be made available at OPSEU events and if large containers of water cannot be provided, 
bottled water can be used as an alternative.  Policy under Environment be amended to say 
“Whenever possible OPSEU will try to minimize the use of convenience products such as 
styrofoam cups and plates, plastic glasses and tetra packs (drinking boxes) at its offices, 
meetings, conventions and other events and promote the use of reusable containers and 
municipal tap water; and OPSEU locals and members will observe this policy in a united 
effort to reduce waste and promote environmentally sustainable practices and protect the 
environment.” 

 Summary Report 

Committees: 

 Updates were given on all Board committees 

 Convention Planning: OPSEU purchase a minimum block of 300 tickets for the game 

scheduled on Wednesday April 18th, 2018 and that these tickets be offered at a reduced 

rate on a cost recovery basis for our members at a maximum of 4 per member. 

New Business: 

 Developmental services 2018 campaign: Referral to the President’s Office and First Vice 

President/Treasurers office to have MPP Lobbying and any anomalies in the numbers 

looked into, consider what could be done in house and to be brought back to the Board no 

later than the March Board or if the information is available sooner to be brought back via 

conference call. 

 Children’s treatment 2018 campaign: the OPSEU Executive Board approve funds for a 

campaign to prepare and support members in sector 15 to strategically lobby their MPPs in 
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every region in advance of the June provincial election in 2018, with monies to be drawn 

from the Contingency Fund. 

 Sector 3 Boards of Education: the OPSEU Executive Board approve the funds as outlined in 

the attached proposal from the Contingency Fund for a social media based public 

awareness, political lobbying, and member education campaign to raise the profile and 

awareness of the work OPSEU educational support staff performs. 

 Recommendation from the January 11, 2018 Executive Committee meeting: 

o Local 389: the OPSEU Executive Board approve that these members be 

assigned the Local number 389 and become a standalone local. 

o Local 388: the OPSEU Executive Board approve that the members of the 

newly organized unit, Addictions Services York Region be placed into 

local 388   

o Local 574:  the OPSEU Executive Board approve that the new bargaining 

unit at St. Joseph’s Health Centre be established as a new OPSEU Local 

and that it be assigned local number 574 

 Bill 148: OPSEU reaffirm its commitment to the fight for fair wages, benefits and working 

conditions for all Ontario workers, including the gains represented by the increase in the 

minimum wage to $15 by Jan 1, 2019, and the improvements in the ESA and OLRA set out 

in Bill 148.  OPSEU will issue a public statement condemning the actions of Tim Hortons 

and its franchisee, and any other employer that uses the recent minimum wage increase 

and ESA changes as an excuse to attack workers' wages and benefits and claw back the 

economic gains for workers won through bill 148.  OPSEU contact the Ontario Federation of 

Labour and request that they issue a statement condemning the actions of these companies 

and that they organize pickets against any business that attacks workers over the minimum 

wage increase.  OPSEU will support any and all actions by our labour and community allies 

that brings attention to the need to defend the recent minimum wage increase and 

employment standards improvements in Ontario. 

 Convention Resolution: Charter of Inclusive Workplaces and Communities: OPSEU 

endorses the following Charter of Inclusive Workplaces and Communities: (Referral to the 

President’s Office to be brought back on or before the March Board WAS DEFEATED) 

Charter of Inclusive Workplaces and Communities  

Discrimination in all its forms, including racism and Islamophobia, threatens our country’s rich 
social fabric, including the workplaces of OPSEU members and other workers, and the 
communities in which we live. Dividing people because of race, religion, ancestry or any other 
difference that undermines human rights serves only to weaken our unions and our society.  

By endorsing this Charter, we commit to standing up for the rights and dignity of everyone in order 
to promote inclusive, just and respectful workplaces and communities. 

That is why we affirm that:  

•         Islamophobia, anti-Black racism, anti-Indigenous racism and all other forms of racism, 
xenophobia, anti-Semitism and bigotry have no place in our workplaces or communities. 
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•         Discrimination and acts of hate against OPSEU members and others in our communities 
marginalizes individuals and groups and excludes them from participating fully in our unions, 
workplaces and communities. 

•         The dignity of every member is essential to a healthy and vibrant union and workplace. 

•         As a union, we will work with the labour movement, all levels of government, Indigenous 
peoples, civil society, and communities to develop policies, programs and initiatives to reduce and 
eliminate racism, hate and bigotry in all its forms. 

•         By working together, we can nurture inclusive workplaces and strengthen our shared 
commitment to OPSEU’s values of equality, respect, justice, and dignity for all.  

And be it further resolved that OPSEU will communicate our endorsement of the Charter of 
Inclusive Workplaces and Communities to our locals, area councils, equity committees and 
caucuses and members, and will encourage their continued engagement in organizing against 
racism, Islamophobia, bigotry and discrimination of all kinds. 

President’s Report: 

 Treasury Board Secretariat campaign against privatization: the OPSEU Executive Board 

approve the funds as outlined in the attached proposal from the Contingency Fund for a 

political lobbying, and Public –Service advertising campaign to raise awareness within 

Ontario of the threats to our secure OPS data storage. 

 Correctional BU Nurses Working Group Consultation: Referral to the President’s Office to 

be brought back to the next Board meeting. 

 Provincial Prosecutors Campaign Against Downloading: the OPSEU Executive Board 

approve the funds as outlined in the attached proposal from the Contingency Fund to fund a 

political lobbying campaign to pressure the Ontario Government to keep provincial 

prosecutors employed by the Ministry of the Attorney General to prosecute Part III offences 

rather than downloading that responsibility to the municipalities. 

 The following Statutory Resolution was approved and forwarded to Convention: 

 THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT in compliance with Section 129 of the 

Corporations Act, the Convention endorse the actions of the Executive Board 

from the closing of the last Convention until the closing of this Convention. 

 THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT in compliance with Articles 26.2 and 28.4 

of the Constitution and Section 94 of the Corporations Act, PWC, 

PricewaterhouseCoopers, be Auditors of OPSEU for the fiscal year January 1, 

2018 through to December 31, 2018 and the Executive Board fix the Auditors’ 

remuneration. 

 Third Party registration in Ontario provincial election:  OPSEU seek registration as a Third 

Party in the 2018 election, as required by the Ontario Elections Finances Act. 

 CAAT S Divisional meeting: the CAAT Support Divisional meeting be held in the Spring of 

2018 and the elections normally conducted at the Divisions Final Demand Set be held at 

that time and that the funds for this conference come from the contingency fund. 

 CAAT A Divisional meeting: the CAAT Academic Divisional be held in the Spring of 2018 

and that the funds for this conference come from the contingency fund. 
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 The following resolutions were approved and forwarded to OPSEU Convention: 

 Equal Pay for Equal Work 

 Sell Cannabis through the public system 

 Make hydro public again: Referral to the President’s Office to see if this will be an 

issue leading up to the election. 

 Improving Emergency Medical Services in Ontario 

 Improving access to public long-term care beds 

 Renewing the call for a public home care system 

 Demanding health system planning 

 Ensuring all OPSEU members vote in the 2018 provincial elections 

 Securing voluntary recognition for all part-time Academic college workers 

 Lobbying for funding increases to social services transfer payment agencies 

 “We Own It”- protecting good jobs and quality services by continuing to fight 

privatization: Referral to the President’s office to be brought back with more 

details in regards to funding to be brought back to the March Board or earlier 

 Corrections Bargaining Update: Discussion 

 

February 20, 2018 
The Executive Board was called to order at 7:00p.m. President Thomas was in the Chair. All 
members were present except J.L Roy, the reason was acceptable to the Chair.  Peggy Maybury, 
Executive Assistant to the President, was also in attendance.  
 
President’s Report: 

 CAAT-S Local Assignments 
o The part time support workers at Fanshawe College be assigned to Local 

109 and if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, they will 
now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at Lambton College be assigned to Local 
124 and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, 
they will now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at St Clair College be assigned to Local 137 
and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, they will 
now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at Conestoga College be assigned to Local 
238 and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, 
they will now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at Mohawk College be assigned to Local 
241 and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, 
they will now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at Niagara College be assigned to Local 243 
and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, they will 
now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at Sheridan College be assigned to Local 
245 and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, 
they will now become composite locals. 
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o the part time support workers at Georgian College be assigned to Local 
349 and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, 
they will now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at Fleming College be assigned to Local 351 
and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, they will 
now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at Durham College be assigned to Local 353 
and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, they will 
now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at Algonquin College be assigned to Local 
416 and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, 
they will now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at St Lawrence College be assigned to Local 
418 and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, 
they will now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at Loyalist College be assigned to Local 421 
and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, they will 
now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at La Cite College be assigned to Local 471 
and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, they will 
now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at George Brown College be assigned to 
Local 557 and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit 
local, they will now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at Centennial College be assigned to Local 
559 and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, 
they will now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at Seneca College be assigned to Local 561 
and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, they will 
now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at Humber College be assigned to Local 563 
and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, they will 
now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at Sault College be assigned to Local 612 
and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, they will 
now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at Northern College be assigned to Local 
654 and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, 
they will now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at Cambrian College be assigned to Local 
656 and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, 
they will now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at  Canadore College be assigned to Local 
658 and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, 
they will now become composite locals. 

o the part time support workers at Boreal College be assigned to Local 672 
and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit local, they will 
now become composite locals. 
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o the part time support workers at Confederation College be assigned to 
Local 731 and that if this CAAT Support Local is currently a single unit 
local, they will now become composite locals. 

  
March 21-22, 2018 
The Executive Board was called to order at 9:33a.m. President Thomas was in the Chair. All 
members were present except J.L Roy, the reason was acceptable to the Chair.  Peggy Maybury, 
Executive Assistant to the President, was also in attendance.  
 
Agenda: 
The agenda was amended to add:  

 recommendations from March 15, 2018 Executive Committee meeting: 
o 326 Memorial Avenue Interior Renovation 
o Local 217 to Local 212 
o L338 
o L348 
o L492 
o Dissolution of L659 

 Audit timed presentation @ 11:00 

 Workplace Violence Leadership – Phase 2 

 Event Calendar 

 College Support part time 

 Pension Liaison motion 

Region 5 EBM Kingsley Kwok was sworn in as Board Members. 

Consent Agenda: 

 The minutes of December 13, 2017, February 20, 2018 and February 16, 2018 E-poll were 
adopted. 

Business Arising: 

 Developmental Services 2018 campaign proposal be tabled 

 Correctional BU Nurses proposal be moved to redundant 

 Make Hydro public again – Resolution be tabled 

 “We Own It” Protecting good jobs and quality services by continuing to fight privatization – 
Resolution be tabled 

Treasurer’s Report: 

 Financials 

 Contingency Fund 

 Defence Fund 

 Strike Back Fund 

 ODSP Fund – OPS Job Protection Fund 

 ODSP Fund – MERC Action Plan 

 ODSP Fund – OPS Redeployment Fund 

 LBED – Anti-privatization Fund 

 Executive Board P.A days, Discussion 

 Summary Report 
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President’s Report: 

 Provincial Elections 
o Mike Grimaldi gave a presentation to the Board 

 Statutory Resolution: in compliance with Article 26.2 of the Constitution and Section 97 of 
the Corporations Act, the Financial Statements for the 12-month period ending December 
2017, including the Statement of Financial Position, the Statement of Revenue and 
Expenditures, the Statement of Fund Balances and the Statement of Cash Flows, together 
with the Auditors’ report thereon, and all transactions reflected thereby be approved and 
that the President and First Vice-President/Treasurer be authorized to sign the financial 
statements on behalf of the Executive Board. 

 2017 Convention Award Nominations 

o Health & Safety Individual - Ballots were distributed, votes were cast 
and tabulated.   Kelly Martin, L330 will be the recipient of Health & 
Safety Individual Award. 

o Health & Safety Local – Mental Health Division will be the recipient of the 
Health & Safety Local Award. 

o Honourary Lifetime Membership Award - Ballots were distributed, votes 

were cast and tabulated. Abidh Khan, L500; Sue Brown, L662 and Steve 

Graham, L462 will be the recipients of the Honourary Life Membership 

Award. 

o Human Rights Award Individual - Ballots were distributed, votes were cast 

and tabulated. Albert Salmon, L378 will be the recipient of Human Rights 

Individual Award. 

o Human Rights Award Local – No nominations were submitted 
o Leah Casselman Award Individual - Ballots were distributed, votes were 

cast and tabulated.  Jay Jackson, L245 will be the recipient of the Leah 

Casselman Award - Individual. 

o Leah Casselman Local – Ballots were distributed, votes were cast and 
tabulated.  College Support Locals will be the recipient of the Leah 
Casselman Award - Local 

o Live and Let Live Award – No nominations were submitted 
o Rainford Jackson Education and Development Fund - No nominations 

were submitted 

o Stanley H. Knowles Humanitarian Award - Ballots were distributed, votes 
were cast and tabulated.  Howard McCurdy will be the recipient of the 
Stanley H. Knowles Humanitarian Award 

o Tim Brown Award – Geri Kakeeway, L732 will be the recipient of the Tim 
Brown Award 

o Withering Trillium Award, Discussion 

 Co-op and summer student policy 
o The OPSEU Executive Board pass the revised policy on student 

internships as presented. 

 College Support Part Time Negotiations budget: Referral to the First Vice 
President/Treasurer office to consult with staff in regards to the costing on the submission 
and to be brought back to the Board tomorrow. 

 College support part time mobilization 
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o the OPSEU Executive Board approve the funds as outlined in the attached 
proposal from the Local Services and Collective Bargaining Division to 
fund the book-off of members to support College Support Part-Time 
bargaining for a first contract with funds to be drawn from Contingency 
Fund. 

 Workplace violence leadership proposal 
o in consultation with the Divisional Executives, the President will assign two 

members to join the working groups under Phase 2 of the Leadership 
Table for the Prevention of Workplace Violence Project to help develop 
sector-specific tools to prevent violence at work.  The funding as outlined 
in the attached proposal is approved for the members’ expenses, in 
accordance with OPSEU Policy, to attend seven (7) meetings and 
caucuses, with funds to be drawn from the contingency fund.    

 Recommendation from the March 15, 2018 Executive Committee meeting 
o Dissolution of Local 659: the Charter of Local 659 be dissolved 

 College Support Part Time Negotiations budget 
o the Executive Board approve the Negotiations budget line for CAAT 

Support part time as outlined in the attached proposal with funds to be 
drawn from Contingency 

 Sector 10 – Health Professionals Week 
o the OPSEU Executive Board approve the funds outlined in the attached 

proposal from the Contingency Fund to fund a campaign to engage 
OPSEU Hospital Professionals Division members on the ground, 
reinforcing positive connections with our members and supporting future 
organizing efforts by building OPSEU's brand as the union of choice for 
allied health professionals and the Lobby Section of the proposal and 
costs associated with the Lobby Day be discussed after the Provincial 
elections. 

 LBED Anti-Privatization Lobby Campaign 
o the OPSEU Executive Board approve the funds as outlined in the attached 

proposal from the LBED Anti-Privatization Account, to fund a campaign to 
continue to push back against the privatization of beer, cider, and wine 
sales which are a serious threat to the LCBO, good jobs in our 
communities and the LCBO's profits that help pay for public services. 

 Regional We Own It Funds 
o an additional $25,000 be added to each region under We Own It to further 

educate our communities and members on the good work of public 
services in our communities with the funds to be drawn from the 
Contingency Fund. 

 Event Calendar: OPSEU create a calendar of both tentative and confirmed dates of central 

conferences (including but not limited to bargaining conferences and equity conferences), 

central training events, divisional meetings and various conventions that can be accessed 

by OPSEU staff, including regional staff members; and this calendar will be posted & 

updated routinely on the OPSEU website for the purpose of planning regional educationals, 

other regional events and other activities of the union and that this calendar be created by 

July 2018. 

  CAAT-PT Discussion 

 326 Memorial Ave. Interior Renovations 
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o The Executive Board approve that the tender be awarded to Perhol 

Construction Ltd with the funds to be drawn from the strike fund. 

 Central Labour Updates (OFL/NUPGE/CLC) 

Committee Reports: 

 Updates were given on all Board committees 

 Audit 

o Maurice Gabay, Administrator of Financial Services was present for the 

Audit report provided to the Board 

 CPAC 

o CPAC 2018 Provincial election – Voter turnout campaign:  the OPSEU 

Executive Board approve the funds as outlined in the attached proposal 

and the monies to be drawn at a 1/3 of the cost from the CPAC line and 

2/3 from the Contingency fund.  The mobilizers will keep daily logs of their 

activities and those logs are to be submitted with their timesheets 

 Pension 

o OPTrust Plan Select: the OPSEU Executive Board approve the Pension 

Liaison Committee continue discussions with the Government Sponsor 

and OPTrust to finalize agreements to establish the creation of the OPT 

Select defined benefit pension plan subject to the final approval of the 

board.  

o Healthcare of Ontario Pension Plan (HOOPP): the OPSEU Executive 

Board appoint Laura Dumoulin, member of OPSEU Local 675, to the 

HOOPP Board of Trustees for a three (3) year term commencing July 1, 

2018 and ending June 30, 2021, provided Laura sign and return the 

OPSEU Letter of Understanding. 

o OPT Trustees: the OPSEU Executive Board reappoint Randy Sloat, 

OPSEU Local 201 to the OPTrust Board of Trustees for a three (3) year 

term commencing May 1, 2018 and ending April 30, 2021, provided Randy 

sign and return the OPSEU Letter of Understanding.  The OPSEU 

Executive Board re-appoint Tim Hannah, OPSEU Local 308 to the 

OPTrust Board of Trustees for a three (3) year term commencing May 1, 

2018 and ending April 30, 2021, provided Tim sign and return the OPSEU 

Letter of Understanding.  The OPSEU Executive Board re-appoint Mike 

Grimaldi, OPSEU Local 211 retiree to the OPTrust Board of Trustees for a 

one (1) year term commencing October 1, 2018 and ending September 

30, 2019, provided Mike sign and return the OPSEU Letter of 

Understanding. 

o CAAT Pension Plan:  The OPSEU Executive Board re-appoint Donald 

Wright, OPSEU Local 557 as a trustee to the CAAT Pension Plan for a 

three (3) month period commencing April 1, 2018 and ending June 30, 

2018.  The OPSEU Executive Board re-appoint Rasho Donchev, OPSEU 

Local 559 as a trustee to the CAAT Pension Plan for a three (3) month 
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period commencing April 1, 2018 and ending June 30, 2018. The OPSEU 

Executive Board re-appoint Tom Wilcox, OPSEU Local 245 as a sponsor 

representative to the CAAT Pension Plan for a three (3) month period 

commencing April 1, 2018 and ending June 30, 2018. 

o Pathways to Independence: The OPSEU Executive Board appoint Sharon 

Boldrick, OPSEU Local 448, to the Pension Committee for the Pension 

Plan for the Employees of Pathways to Independence effective April 1, 

2018 to December 31, 2019 provided that Sharon sign and return the 

OPSEU Letter of Understanding.  The OPSEU Executive Board appoint 

Tiffany Rittwage, OPSEU Local 448, to the Pension Committee for the 

Pension Plan for the Employees of Pathways to Independence effective 

April 1, 2018 to December 31, 2019 provided that Tiffany sign and return 

the OPSEU Letter of Understanding. 

 Convention-Constitutional 

o Constitutional Amendment:  Article 14.8.2 of the Constitution be amended 

to read: 

14.8.2 Should a Regional Vice-President be elected President or First 

Vice-President/Treasurer, the delegates from the Region(s) concerned 

shall, immediately following the election to these two offices, meet 

and elect a new Regional Vice-President from among the remaining 

Regional Board Members the Region’s Alternate Regional Vice-

President will become the new Regional Vice-President, and the third 

remaining Executive Board Member would become the Alternate 

Regional Vice-President. 

 Convention-Resolutions 

o Section 4 of the Policy Manual be amended to include the expectation of 

phone numbers and e-mail addresses (if applicable) on the form when 

submitting the resolutions.  The first Convention call, titled “Your Guide to 

Resolutions and Constitutional Amendments” be amended to include this 

requirement, if necessary and this process be implemented prior to 2019 

Convention.  The Board adopted the following report of the Resolutions 

Committee: 

The conditions of acceptable submissions for Convention resolutions and 
constitutional amendments will be provided in current instructions in the 
Convention document, included in the first Convention call, titled, “Your Guide 
to Resolutions and Constitutional Amendments.” 

(January 22-23, 2014 B, p.9) 

The existing rules will remain, but clearly state that two separate sets of 
signatures are required, one set of signatures on the minutes of the local 
meeting with quorum at which the resolutions were debated and on which 
there were separate votes; and one set of signatures on each of the voted 
upon resolutions. The phone numbers and email addresses (if applicable) of 
the signatories will also be included on the form when submitting the 
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resolutions. These procedures should continue so that the convention is 
assured that the submitted resolutions reflect the will of the submitting body.  

Technical defects could be repaired by the submitting body and the missing 
information, signatures, minutes, etc. would be received by the committee up 
to the printing deadline of the resolutions book, provided that the resolutions 
themselves were received by the deadline for submission. 

Since the resolutions submission deadline is set by constitution, the options to 
provide relief or assistance are limited. It was agreed that the chair of the 
resolutions committee would send a letter to division chairs with a copy to the 
president, supervisor of job security and the resolutions committee, reminding 
them of the deadline. It was also agreed that the job security unit and the 
division chairs should take the resolutions deadline into account when 
deciding on the dates for their division meetings. "Endorsed" by the Board 
does not make these resolutions the property of the Board. Such resolutions 
must still be submitted by the original body to the convention through the 
usual procedures as amended by this document. The first report of the 
Resolutions Committee will be distributed in convention kits at registration, 
which brings it in line with the practice of the Constitutional Committee. 

(April 4-5, 1995 B, p.23) 

 Policy Review Committee 

o OPSEU Executive Board approve the suggested changes in the Policy 

Manual under section 10.1 

o OPSEU Executive Board approve the suggested changes in the Policy 

Manual under section 11.1 

o OPSEU Executive Board approve the suggested changes in the Policy 

Manual under section 11.3 

o Lucy Morton was acclaimed to the Policy Review Committee 

 Staff Pension Plan Trustees 

o Erin Thorson was acclaimed to the Staff Pension Plan Trustees.  Kingsley 

Kwok declined the nomination 

New Business 

 Local 217 to Local 212 

o the Executive Board approve the transfer the members from Local 217 to 

Local 212. 

 L338 

o the Executive Board approve that the newly organized RN's and RPN's 

from Saint Elizabeth Healthcare become part of Local 338. 

 L348 

o the Executive Board approve the members from 311 Rouge Valley Ajax-

Pickering site shall merge with Local 348; and the current Local 348, 

former Local 311 Ajax-Pickering members, former non-union and former 

ONA members shall now form the newly merged unit in Local 348; and 
this shall be effective after the close of Convention 2018. 
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 L492 

o the Executive Board approve that the Charter of Local 492 be dissolved.  

 L391 

o the Executive Board approve that the newly organized RN's and RPN's 

from We Care Healthcare be assigned their own Local 391 

April 11, 2018 
The Executive Board was called to order at 12:25p.m. President Thomas was in the Chair. All 
members were present except Sara Labelle and Carl Thibodeau, the reasons were acceptable to 
the Chair.  Peggy Maybury, Executive Assistant to the President, was also in attendance. 

President’s Report: 

 The OPTrust Select Addendum: the OPSEU Executive Board direct the President of 

OPSEU to sign the Letter of Agreement referred to as “The OPTrust Select Addendum” 

along with any other documents that may need to be signed in order to establish the 

creation of the OPT Select defined benefit pension plan. 

 
April 18, 2018 
The Executive Board was called to order at 9:00a.m. President Thomas was in the Chair. All 
members were present except Sara Labelle, the reason was acceptable to the Chair.  Peggy 
Maybury, Executive Assistant to the President, was also in attendance.  
 
Agenda: 
The agenda was amended to add:  

 Letter to support – OPSEU Ambulance Division 

Consent Agenda: 

 The minutes of March 21-22, 2018 were adopted. 

Treasurer’s Report: 

 Financials 

 Contingency Fund 

 Defence Fund 

 Strike Back Fund 

 ODSP Fund – OPS Job Protection Fund 

 ODSP Fund - MERC Action Plan 

 ODSP Fund - OPS Redeployment Fund 

 LBED – Anti-privatization Fund 

 Local Communications Incentive Fund Rebate 
o A request from a Local for a ‘local communication funding’ will be reviewed 

using the assistance of TARs information and previous assistance 
requests.  Such requests must be forwarded to the office of the First Vice 
President/Treasurer for approval. 

 Section 15 – Locals – 15.4 – Local Dues Rebates – Election Campaigns 
o the section under Local Rebates, titled “Election Campaigns” have the title 

changed to “Internal Campaigns”. 

“In keeping with the rights of locals to use their rebates in the interest of 

their members, it is OPSEU's policy that locals have the right to make 
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contributions to campaign funds of any member running for office in 

OPSEU, providing that such expenditure is approved at a general 

membership meeting. 

President’s Report: 

 Ontario Associations of Food Banks 
o the Executive Board approve the Memorandum of Understanding with the 

Ontario Association of Food Banks in the amount of $25,000, with the 
funds to be drawn from the Contingency Fund. 

 2019 Regional Meetings 
o in accordance with Article 14.2 of the OPSEU Constitution, that the 2019 

Regional Meetings be scheduled and held on Saturday, May 4, 2019 

 Letter to support – OPSEU Ambulance Division 
o OPSEU send a letter of support for CUPE’s complaints re: the IAFF and 

its subordinate bodies, to the CLC. 

 Central Labour Updates (OFL/NUPGE/CLC) 

Committee Reports: 

 Updates were given on all Board committees 

 
May 23, 2018 
The Executive Board was called to order at 9:31a.m. President Thomas was in the Chair. All 
members were present except Michel Bisaillon, Len Elliott and Lucy Morton, the reasons were 
acceptable to the Chair.  Peggy Maybury, Executive Assistant to the President, was also in 
attendance.  
 
Agenda: 
The agenda was amended to add:  

 Recommendations from Officers 

 Women’s Committee 

 Corrections Meeting – Local Presidents/RERC Chairs 

 EBM resolutions 2016 communication 

 Regional boundaries decisions 

 Roll of the Board committees 

 Black workers matter meeting update 

Consent Agenda: 

 The minutes of April 11, 2018 and April 18, 2018 were adopted. 

Business Arising: 

 Referral from the October 25, 2017 meeting: Terms of Reference Rainbow Alliance: were 
referred to the President’s office with instruction that any Board member that has issues to 
send in an e-mail to the President’s Office. 

 Temporary Supervisor Organizing: work in progress 

Treasurer’s Report: 

 Financials 

 Contingency Fund 

 Defence Fund 
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 Strike Back Fund 

 ODSP Fund – OPS Job Protection Fund 

 ODSP Fund - MERC Action Plan 

 ODSP Fund - OPS Redeployment Fund 

 LBED – Anti-privatization Fund 

 Section 11 – Financial Control and Accountability: Section 11.1 of the policy manual be 
amended to read: 

Purchases of goods and services: 
 
1. up to $15,000 must be approved by signature of a Supervisor or  and 
Administrator, 
 
2. $15,000 to $50,000 must be approved by signature of an Administrator and 
The First Vice President/Treasurer;  
 
3.         over $50,000 must be approved by signature of either the President or and 
the 1st Vice-President/Treasurer and as well as the Administrator. 
 
Signatures must be acted upon within 5  10 working days. 
 
All staff shall report any possible anomaly to the Administrator of the Financials 
Services Unit 
immediately. 
 
(June 17, 2015, B, p.2) 

 Local 229, Discussion 

 Summary Report 

President’s Report: 

 Executive Assistant’s attendance at meetings 
o The President designate one executive assistant to attend executive 

board and executive committee meetings, including in camera discussion 
as appropriate, for a period of one year to be reviewed at that time by the 
executive board. 

 OPSEU website identifier for CAAT-A and CAAT-S 
o the OPSEU website identifier for CAAT Academic and CAAT Support be 

changed to College Faculty and College Support Full-time; and we create 
a new link to a page for College Support Part-time. 

 Final Report of the Resolutions Committee: 
o Referral of resolution B1 to the First Vice-President/Treasurer’s office for 

further clarification 
o Resolution E2 be moved to REDUNDANT 
o Resolution M5 be moved to FOR WAS DEFEATED 
o Resolution B3 be moved to FOR WAS DEFEATED 
o Resolution L5 be moved to FOR 
o Resolution M2 be moved to AGAINST 
o Under Resolution L3, after “OPSEU” add “in conjunction with the OFL, 

CLC and NUPGE” 
o Resolution M3 be moved to AGAINST 
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o Amend Resolution E1 to read “six (6) months” instead of “three (3) 
months” 

o Referral of Resolution E1 to the President’s office to come back to the 
September Board with costing and how it would be delivered. 

o Referral of Resolution M6 to the President’s office to come back to June 
Board meeting. 

Committee Reports: 

 Updates were given on all Board committees 

 Pension Liaison 

o the OPSEU Executive Board re-appoint Rasho Donchev, OPSEU Local 

559 as a trustee to the CAAT Pension Plan for a three (3) year period 

commencing July 1, 2018 and ending June 30, 2021 provided that Rasho 

sign and return the OPSEU Letter of Understanding. 

o the OPSEU Executive Board appoint Virginia Di Monte, OPSEU Local 561 

as a trustee to the CAAT Pension Plan for a three (3) year period 

commencing July 1, 2018 and ending June 30, 2021 provided that Virginia 

sign and return the OPSEU Letter of Understanding. 

o the OPSEU Executive Board appoint Veneise Samuels, OPSEU Local 

557 as a sponsor representative to the CAAT Pension Plan for a three (3) 

year period commencing July 1, 2018 and ending June 30, 2021 provided 

that Veneise sign and return the OPSEU Letter of Understanding. 

o the OPSEU Executive Board appoint Jennifer Richards, OPSEU Local 

279, to the OMERS Sponsors Corporation effective January 1, 2019 to 

December 31, 2021 provided that Jennifer sign and return the OPSEU 

Letter of Understanding. 

o the OPSEU Executive Board adopt the following policy with respect to 

suspension and potential removal of an OPSEU appointed trustee and/or 

sponsor representative: 

“Removal of OPSEU elected/appointed trustee or sponsor representatives 

OPSEU has oversight of its appointed and elected sponsors and trustee 
representatives and has an obligation to ensure the policies of the Union are 
being followed and that trustees and sponsors are acting with integrity and in 
good faith in all that they do. In the event that an OPSEU appointed trustee or 
sponsor representative fails to perform his or her duties OPSEU reserves the 
right to suspend or remove such trustee or sponsor representative and has 
developed the following process.   

Any concern that an OPSEU appointed Trustee or Sponsor is not 
appropriately fulfilling their role should be brought to a member of the Pension 
Liaison Committee to discuss the issue(s). Information provided should 
include the concern, what has been done to bring the problem to the attention 
of the trustee/sponsor representative and their response to the matter. Any 
evidence that may exist should also be provided.  In assessing the matter, the 
Pension Liaison Committee will consider OPSEU’s reputation, this pension 
policy, fiduciary obligations, trust law, common law and other pertinent factors.  
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The Pension Liaison Committee will further investigate the matter utilizing all 
appropriate resources and people available, including direct communication 
with the trustee or sponsor representative involved. After the investigation is 
complete, the Pension Liaison Committee may make remedial 
recommendations, such as education/training or mentoring. If the 
circumstances warrant it, the Pension Liaison may make recommendations to 
the OPSEU Executive Board to remove the OPSEU trustee/sponsor 
representative.  

Any OPSEU elected or appointed trustee or sponsor representative may be 
removed from their position by a resolution at a meeting of the OPSEU 
Executive Board, which has the approval of a majority of the attending 
OPSEU Executive Board Members. The following protocol must be followed 
when recalling a standing OPSEU Trustee or Sponsor Representative: 

1. The Trustee/Sponsor Representative will be notified in writing at least 30 

days in advance that a motion to recall them from their appointment, will 

be debated and voted on at a meeting of the Executive Board and of the 

grounds for such recall. The notice will provide sufficient details to allow 

the member to address the concerns. The notice should also include a 

copy of any evidence, findings or other pertinent information related to the 

recall.  

2. The Trustee/Sponsor Representative will be given the opportunity to 

address the issues outlined in such notice, in writing, and/or in person to 

the OPSEU Executive Board meeting, prior to a vote taking place on the 

recall motion. 

 OPSEU reserves the right to suspend an OPSEU appointed trustee or 
sponsor representative while an investigation into serious allegations is taking 
place by the Pension Liaison Committee. Serious allegations include, but are 
not limited to, criminal behaviour, sexual harassment, breach or neglect of 
duty, willful misconduct, actions that would bring into question the integrity of 
the trustee or sponsor representative, conflict of interest, or similar actions. 
Suspensions are not a presumption of guilt, but rather to protect the pension 
plan’s interests and OPSEU’s reputation in the event allegations turn out to be 
proven true.” 

 Policy review ad-hoc 

o all sections under Section 4 of the OPSEU Policy Manual titled 

“Resolutions – Not Dealt with at Convention” be struck and replaced with 

the following: 

All resolutions not dealt with at Convention will be brought to the first regularly 
scheduled Executive Board meeting after Convention for debate and will be 
decided upon no later than October of the same year.   

 

For any resolutions that were not supported by the Executive Board, 
notification will be sent to the submitting body/bodies with the decision and a 
rationale.  If the Executive Board supported the recommendation of the 
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Resolutions Committee to defeat the resolution, the rationale from the 
Resolutions Committee will be provided to the submitting body/bodies and will 
be identified as written by the Resolutions Committee.  

If the Executive Board voted against a resolution that was not recommended 
as defeat by the Resolutions Committee, the Executive Board Member that is 
the Resolutions Committee Liaison will work with the Corporate Secretary to 
create the Board rationale.  The Executive Board rationale will be provided to 
the Executive Board prior to it being shared with the submitting body/bodies 
for any potential edits.   

The result of a defeated resolution and the corresponding rationale will be 
provided to the submitting body/bodies no later than one month after the 
October minutes have been approved. 

 PWC 

o Domestic Violence:  Referral back to the submitting body to bring back to 

the June Board and that the Board members submit any thoughts 

regarding the motion over to the submitting bodies. 

 Solidarity Fund Board, Live and Let Live 

o OPSEU donate the funds held in trust to the Live and let live/Social justice 

Committee; and after the account is cleared the Live and let Live 

Committee create a new account under a separate not for profit number. 

New Business: 

 Acorn:  Referral to the President’s Office for more information 

 Sector 18 Bargaining Conference: The OPSEU Executive Board approve the funding for the 

planning and execution of a bargaining conference to be held in the fall of 2018, in 

accordance with the details and outline in this proposal. 

 Sector 13 Bargaining Conference:  The OPSEU Executive Board approve funding for a 

sector 13 bargaining conference with the funds as outlines in the attached proposal to be 

drawn from the current budget. 

 Presidential assignment days, discussion 

 L336: The Executive Board approve that the newly organized RN's and RPN's from Saint 

Elizabeth Healthcare become part of Local 336. 

 Windsor’s roots and Rhythm Caribbean Festival: referral to the region for funding to come 

from the region. 

 Corrections Meeting – Local Presidents/RERC Chairs: the OPSEU Executive Board 

authorize a one-day tele town hall for Institutional Facilities Local presidents / highest 

ranking and adult/youth RERC Chairs; and the one day tele town hall take place at a time to 

be determined, either after a mediation settlement/award is effected or immediately after the 

first day of arbitration is completed with funds to be drawn from contingency fund as outlined 

in the attached proposal. 

 Regional Boundaries: In situations where there are Members newly organized that cross 

OPSEU’s regional boundaries, or when a Local or a Unit is being reorganized and/or 

restructured within OPSEU and there is an impact on more than one region within OPSEU, 
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all regional Executive Board Members from the impacted regions will be made a part of the 

decision making process to determine what local the Members should belong to. WAS 

DEFEATED 

 Roll of Board Committees, Discussion 

 
June 20, 2018 
The Executive Board was called to order at 9:36a.m. President Thomas was in the Chair. All 
members were present.  Peggy Maybury, Executive Assistant to the President, was also in 
attendance.  
 
Agenda: 
The agenda was amended to add:  

 Indigenous Circle June 21 proposal 

 Corrections H&S proposal 

Consent Agenda: 

 The minutes of May 23, 2018 and May 17, 2018 E-poll: Retired Members Division-to attend 
OFUR Convention were adopted. 

o the OPSEU Executive Board approve the expenses of three (3) members 
of the Retired Members Division, as outlined in the attached proposal, to 
attend the 14th Biennial Convention of the Ontario Federation of Union 
Retirees as proposed. 

Business Arising: 

 Terms of reference, Rainbow Alliance: work in progress, to come back in October 

 Resolution B1: Tabled/Referred to the November budget debate. 

 Resolution M6: WAS DEFEATED 

 Resolution E1: work in progress, to come back in September 

 PWC: original motion withdrawn and new one in place 
o OPSEU work with its labour affiliates to lobby the provincial government to 

review and strengthen Bill 148 making it comparable to Bill 26, including 
expanding leave provisions under the ESA to give all workers impacted by 
sexual and domestic violence no less than 10 days of paid leave, and to 
remove criteria for leave eligibility.  OPSEU work with labour affiliates to 
lobby for changes to the OHSA so that domestic and sexual violence are 
clearly defined in the Act and are embedded in requirements for workplace 
policies and programs.  OPSEU work through NUPGE and its affiliates to 
lobby the Federal Government to expand standards federally to address 
issues of domestic and sexual violence against intimate partners and 
children.  OPSEU promote awareness about sexual and domestic violence 
by launching an educational program that will empower the membership 
and community to recognize and respond to domestic and gender-based 
violence and by proposing model bargaining language for workplace 
programs and processes that address sexual and domestic violence.  
OPSEU begin to lobby, campaign and promote awareness of sexual and 
domestic violence as proposed no later than June 2018. 

 Temporary Supervisor, Organizing: work in progress 

Treasurer’s Report: 
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 Financials 

 Contingency Fund 

 Defence Fund 

 Strike Back Fund 

 ODSP Fund – OPS Job Protection Fund 

 ODSP Fund - MERC Action Plan 

 ODSP Fund - OPS Redeployment Fund 

 LBED – Anti-privatization Fund 

 Section 16-Meetings-16.13-Executive Board meetings: unless a motion is deemed to be an 
emergency, it shall not be added to the agenda; and the similar criteria used for convention 
where emergency Resolutions, an added Motion is to be classified by the Chair as an 
"Emergency", in that matter is urgent, important, unexpected or cannot be dealt with at 
future Board: Referred to the Strategic Planning Committee 

 Other Business 
 
President’s Report: 

 OPSEU Job Vacancies: Referred to be brought back to the September Board 

 Corrections Meeting – Local Presidents/RERC Chair: Reconsideration of the original motion 
was moved. 

o Referral to a future date when there is a set date and an arbitrated 
decision WAS DEFEATED 

o the OPSEU Executive Board authorize a one-day in person meeting for 
Institutional Facilities Local presidents / highest ranking and adult/youth 
RERC Chairs; and the one day in person meeting take place at a time to 
be determined, either after a mediation settlement/award is effected or 
immediately after the first day of arbitration is completed with funds to be 
drawn from contingency fund as outlined in the attached proposal. 

 CAAT A-C.A Interpretation and Enforcement Training: the OPSEU Executive Board approve 
the funding as outlined in the attached proposal for the planning and execution of a one day 
training and education conference on contract interpretation and enforcement to be held in 
the fall of 2018, in accordance with the details attached and that the funds for this 
conference be drawn from the contingency fund. 

 Pay Equity Report, Discussion 

 Central Labour Updates (OFL/NUPGE/CLC)    

Committee Reports: 

 Updates were given on all Board committees 

New Business: 

 Thunder Bay Building, Discussion 

 2018 OPSEU Young Workers Conference: the budget for the 2018 Young Workers 

Conference (August 10-12) be increased to account for the additional number of 

participants to a maximum as indicated in the proposal. The additional funds, up to a 

maximum of what is indicated in the proposal, be taken from the Contingency Fund.   

 MTO Transportation Enforcement Officers Campaign: Referred back to the President’s 

office to come back at the latest to the September Board with a fulsome OPS and 

potentitally BPS, CAAT campaign in regards to the work our members do. 

 MERC Compositions and Sub-Committee Report 
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o The Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services be removed 

from this motion due to the negotiations up to this point have not been 

finalized at this point 

o Referred to the President’s office to come back to the next Board 

 Strategy for Better Health and Safety in Corrections: the OPSEU Executive Board approve 

the attached proposal in that this project be developed by staff of OPSEU’s Health & Safety 

unit and Education Unit as well as members of the PJOHSC&MERC and that the total 

amount of the proposal be reflected in regards to the changes based on who will participate 

in coordinating the facilitation for 2019; and this training be part of the 2019 budget 

discussions. 

 Indigenous Circle June 21 Campaign: the OPSEU Executive Board approve continuing the 

June 21 campaign as a committee of the Indigenous Circle with funding as indicated in the 

attached proposal. 

 Defence Fund request: the Defence Fund provide up to $30,000 

to pay for actual legal costs incurred by the member in the course of the criminal 

proceedings, provided that criminal counsel continues to charge reasonable rates  

and provides satisfactory updates concerning the progress of the case, as confirmed by 

OPSEU General Counsel. 

 

July 10, 2018 – Conference Call 
The Executive Board was called to order at 7:00p.m. President Thomas was in the Chair. All 
members were present.  Peggy Maybury, Executive Assistant to the President, was also in 
attendance.  
 
President’s Report: 

 OPSEU’s Executive Board approve funds for a special one day meeting of all local 

presidents (or next highest ranking if unable to attend), sector/division chairs or designate (if 

not already attending) and the equity committee and caucus chairs or their designate (if not 

already attending), to be held centrally in Toronto in October 2018, in order to communicate, 

strategize and outline the process for campaigns to protect members, our families and our 

communities; and the funds are to be drawn from the Contingency Fund. 

 

September 26-27, 2018 
The Executive Board was called to order at 9:30a.m. First Vice President/Treasurer Almeida was 
in the Chair. All members were present except President Thomas, the reason was acceptable to 
the Chair.  Peggy Maybury, Executive Assistant to the President, was also in attendance.  
 
Agenda: 
The agenda was amended to add:  

 OMERS 

 Recommendation from the Executive Committee: Local 590 

 Timed presentation – WOCC – 9:30 

 Corrections proposal 
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 Strategic planning motion 

 Area Council Dues 

 TAR’s policy 

Consent Agenda: 

 The minutes of June 20-21, 2018, July 10, 2018 Conference Call, July 13, 2018 E-poll: New 
Local Assignments (4), August 1, 2018 E-poll: All Presidents Conference call; August 24, 
2018 E-poll: L267 Strike Support; September 10, 2018 E-poll: Liquor and Cannabis Public 
Opinion Research and September 14, 2018 E-poll: Ontario Health Coalition Rally were 
adopted. 

New Business: 

 WOCC – Timed presentation: Carol Mundley and Kola Iluyomade gave a presentation to 
the Board. 

o OPSEU endorses the OABS and the UN Decade of People of African 

Descent, and commits to the eradication of anti-black racism in all its 

forms; and OPSEU endorses the OABS and the UN Decade of People of 

African Descent, and commits to the eradication of anti-black racism in all 

its forms and the OPSEU Statement of Respect explicitly recognize people 

of African Descent and anti-black racism and is revised as follows: 

".. We accord respect to all persons, regardless of age, political affiliation 
and racialization including and not limited to People of African 
descent, Black, Caribbean, South Asian, Asian, women, men, First 
Nations, Métis and Inuit peoples, members of ethno-racial groups, people 
with disabilities, gays, lesbians, bisexual, transgender/transsexual people, 
and gender diverse persons, francophones and all persons whose first 
language is not English..." 

Business Arising: 

 Temporary Supervisor, Organizing: work in progress 

 Resolution E1 
o Referral to the budget process WAS DEFEATED 
o within six (6) months of being elected, all new incoming equity committee 

members receive train-the-trainer training from OPSEU. 

 MERC Compositions and Sub-Committee report: work in progress 

 Sector 10 Health Professional’s week: the Lobby section of the proposal and costs 
associated with the Lobby Day be approved as outlined in the attached proposal. 

 OPSEU Job Vacancies 
o Original motion withdrawn, new one moved 
o Referral to be brought back to the October Board 

Treasurer’s Report: 

 Financials 

 Contingency Fund 

 Defence Fund 

 Strike Back Fund 

 ODSP Fund – OPS Job Protection Fund 

 ODSP Fund - MERC Action Plan 

 ODSP Fund - OPS Redeployment Fund 
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 LBED – Anti-privatization Fund 

 Summary Report 

President’s Report: 

 All President’s meeting: Ron Elliot, Administrator of Local Services and Collective 
Bargaining Division gave a presentation to the Board regarding the all President’s meeting. 

 Current Campaigns: a motion was made and withdrawn 

 Terms of Reference-PWC: a motion was made and withdrawn 

 2019 proposed schedule of meetings for Executive Committee and Executive Board: the 
OPSEU Executive Board approve the 2019 meeting dates for the Executive Committee and 
Executive Board 

 Pay Equity, update provided 

 Corrections proposal: the Executive Board approve the election of an additional Corrections 
MERC team member at the 2018 OPS Divisional Meetings, that is a member of the formerly 
unified employees (non CO/non PPO), that will be considered the Corrections Unified 
Member Elect and this fifth member will be added to the Corrections MERC team, when a 
Corrections MERC agreement is reached with the employer OR should an agreement 
around the MERC team composition be reached prior to a Collective Agreement. 

 Central Labour Updates (OFL/NUPGE/CLC)    

Committee Reports: 

 Updates were given on all Board committees 

 Central Political Action:  the Executive Board of OPSEU approve funds as indicated in the 

attached Project Budget Proposal, to undertake a province-wide advertising campaign 

designed to make the issue of all public services that are under attack, a municipal election 

issue.  The campaign urge candidates and municipalities to “Take Back Their Power” by 

demanding that the provincial government provide the option of safe and responsible 

publicly owned cannabis retail outlets.  The campaign reach as many municipalities as 

possible by focusing on the province’s many small and large radio stations, as well as with 

direct communication to municipal candidates and incumbents; and the above campaign 

funding be taken from the Contingency fund. 

 Pension Liaison 

o The OPSEU Executive Board appoint David Haley, Local 415 as Union 

Trustee to the CAAT Pension Plan Board of Trustees from January 1, 

2019 to December 31, 2021 provided Brother Haley signs the OPSEU 

Letter of Understanding. 

o The OPSEU Executive Board reappoint Don Smith, Local 350 as Union 

Trustee to the CAAT Pension Plan Board of Trustees from January 1, 

2019 to December 31, 2021 provided Brother Smith signs the OPSEU 

Letter of Understanding. 

o The OPSEU Executive Board reappoint Patrick Kennedy, Local 415 to the 

CAAT Pension Plan Sponsors Committee from January 1, 2019 to 

December 31, 2021 provided Brother Kennedy signs the OPSEU Letter of 

Understanding. 

o The OPSEU Executive Board reappoint Kim Macpherson, OPSEU staff 

member, to the CAAT Pension Plan Sponsors Committee from January 1, 
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2019 to December 31, 2021, provided Sister Kim signs the OPSEU Letter 

of Understanding. 

o OMERS Tele Town hall: the OPSEU Executive Board approve up to 

$10,500 to hold two Tele Town Halls in order to inform OPSEU members 

participating in OMERS about the current comprehensive plan review and 

its implications for OPSEU members participating in OMERS. 

 Strategic Planning 

o The OPSEU Executive Board approve the addition of a one day 

Governance Strategic planning meeting October 26. 

 New Business: 

 Debrief of Local 276, Discussion 

 Sector 8 LTC – Bargaining Conference: the Executive board approve the planning and 

convening of a bargaining conference for the Sector 8 locals, to be held in the fall of 2018, 

in accordance with this proposal. 

 College Faculty Day of Action: the OPSEU Executive Board approve up to $11,000 to assist 

the College Faculty Division locals to hold a Day of Action. 

 OPS Divisionals, Discussion 

 LBED Anti-Privatization Lobby Campaign: the OPSEU Executive Board approve the funds 

as outlined in the attached proposal from the LBED Anti-Privatization Account, in order to 

campaign against the privatization of the LCBO which is a serious threat to the profits that 

help pay for public services and good jobs in our communities. 

 Recommendation from the September 26, 2018 Executive Committee meeting: 

o Local 590, Local 5117: the OPSEU Executive Board approve the proposal 

to divide Local 590 and establish a new, single-unit local to represent 

members at the Black Creek Community Health Centre; and the OPSEU 

Executive Board approve that this new local be established and chartered 

as OPSEU Local 5117 effective as of October 1, 2018, and the new local 

be supported in scheduling local elections as soon as possible, and in the 

establishment and effective functioning of the new local executive.  

 Area Council Dues: the area council dues topic as discussed will be sent to the policy 

review committee for review and to be brought back to the October Board. 

 TAR’s policy, Discussion 

 

October 24-25, 2018 – Web Conference 
The Executive Board was called to order at 9:30a.m. First Vice President/Treasurer Almeida was 
in the Chair. All members were present except President Thomas, J.L Roy and Tracy Vyfschaft, 
the reasons were acceptable to the Chair.  Clarke Eaton, Advisor to the President, was also in 
attendance.  
 
Agenda: 
The agenda was amended to add:  

 Recommendation from the Executive Committee 
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o Local 311, L575 
o Local 525, L5118 

 Policy motions (2) 

 2019 Hotels for Executive Board and Committee meetings 

 WIFI passwords 

 Correctional Divisional meeting 

 Bill 47 (regarding bill 148) 

Consent Agenda: 

 The minutes of September 26-27, 2018 were adopted. 

Business Arising: 

 Temporary Supervisor, Organizing, Work in progress 

 OPSEU Job Vacancies 
o Original motion was withdrawn and new one put forward 
o As part of the job competition process OPSEU members who apply for job 

vacancies will have their resumes reviewed and evaluated against the 
minimum job qualifications outlined in the job posting.  The members who 
meet the minimum job qualifications, for a period of one year, will not be 
subject a resume review/evaluation and will automatically be invited to test 
for any future postings for the same position (provided the minimum 
qualifications for the position remain unchanged). 

 Terms of Reference: Rainbow Alliance: Referral to the President’s office to be brought back 
to the December meeting with input from the Board. 

 Area Council Dues 
o the Policy manual state under Section 1: 

Policy Manual section 1 – Area Council: 

Where a local has a geographic spread and has members who work in 
more than one jurisdiction of a particular area council, the local may 
choose to belong to more than one area council.  The local would be 
expected to inform all area councils involved, how many of its members 
work within the jurisdiction of each of the involved area councils.  The local 
would then be expected to pay the dues for each council that it affiliates to 
as outlined by each council.  These dues will be reimbursed at the same 
rate that all other locals would be reimbursed within OPSEU. 
 

Treasurer’s Report: 

 Financials 

 Contingency Fund 

 Defence Fund 

 Strike Back Fund 

 ODSP Fund – OPS Job Protection Fund 

 ODSP Fund - MERC Action Plan 

 ODSP Fund - OPS Redeployment Fund 

 LBED – Anti-privatization Fund 

 Section 10 – Expense Guidelines – Transportation: Most Economical 
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o accounting staff will reimburse members based on the most economical 

fare and the policy under Expense Guidelines – Transportation be 

amended to say;  

Wherever it is more economical, members should be instructed to use 
public transportation. Reimbursement of the most economical means of 
transportation and fare will be honored. Receipts for public transportation 
including bus transportation should be furnished, if possible, before the 
expense will be honored. Whenever possible, air travel must be economy 
class. Reimbursement of the first piece of standard checked luggage, with 
receipts, per individual airline is allowed. 

 Section 10 – Expense Claim Guidelines – 10.1 General – Taxi 
o that along with the services of Taxi’s, other forms of transportation may be 

used (e.g. Uber, Lyft) and like Taxi services, a member must include their 
emailed receipt or proof of payment to receive reimbursement  WAS 
DEFEATED 

 2019 Hotel for Executive Committee and Executive Board meetings: Referral to come back 
to the December Board 

 Summary Report 

President’s Report: 

 Organizational Chart:  the OPSEU Executive Board approve the revised Organizational 
Chart 

 Central Labour Updates (OFL/NUPGE/CLC)    

Committee Reports: 

 Updates were given on all Board committees 

 Central Political Action: 

o Broadbent: OPSEU purchase a table to the Broadbent’s Institute 2018 

Progress Gala and the monies to fund this contribution be drawn from the 

Contingency Fund. 

 Recommendation from the October 14, 2018 Executive Committee meeting: 

o Merger L311, L575: the Executive Board approve that: 

 the members of Local 311 at the former Rouge Valley Centenary 

Site be merged with Local 575; and 

 the former CUPE and non-union employees in the new 

paramedical bargaining unit at the Scarborough and Rouge 

Hospital be assigned to Local 575; and 

 Local 575 will be the sole local representing all members of the 

newly amalgamated paramedical bargaining at the Scarborough 

and Rouge Hospital 

o Local 525, Local 5118: the OPSEU Executive Board approve the proposal 

to divide the local and to establish a new, separate local, which will include 

members in the following 13 OPSEU legal clinic bargaining units (including 

the HRLSC):  Advocacy Centre for Tenants Ontario; Canadian 

Environmental Law Association; Community Legal Education Ontario; 

Human Rights Legal Support Centre; Income Security Advocacy Centre; 
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Injured Workers’ Consultants; Kensington-Bellwood’s Community Legal 

Services; Mississauga Community Legal Services; Neighbourhood Legal 

Services; Parkdale Community Legal Services; Parkdale Community 

Legal Services – Summer Students; Scarborough Community Legal 

Services; West Toronto Community Legal Services.  The members in the 

6 OPSEU bargaining units at Legal Aid Ontario, namely Legal Aid Ontario 

- Provincial Head Office, Legal Aid Ontario - GTA Centralized Services, 

Legal Aid Ontario – Toronto North District, Legal Aid Ontario – Central 

District, Legal Aid Ontario – Essex Lambton Kent District, and Legal Aid 

Ontario – Peel York District, will remain members of OPSEU Local 525.  

The OPSEU Executive Board approve that the new local be established 

and chartered as OPSEU Local 5118 effective as of November 1, 2018, 

and that both locals receive assistance and support as required to 

schedule local elections and establish effective Local Executive 

Committees as expeditiously as possible. 

 

New Business: 

 Membership application forms: the motion was ruled as redundant 

 Policy & Procedures for member complaints: Referral of the issue of policy & procedures on 

how OPSEU addresses members complaints regarding the union, consistent with the 

Constitution, the Ontario Human Rights Code and other applicable legislation, as well as 

their rights when subject to complaints and/or investigations by the union to the President's 

Office for review and report back to the December Board meeting. 

 Correctional divisional meeting: The Delegate status for the members of the 2018 

Corrections Bargaining Team be decided at the plenary session of the 2018 Corrections 

Divisional meeting by the Delegates. 

 WIFI Passwords, Discussion 

 Bill 47 (regarding bill 148): OPSEU stands in opposition to Bill 47, the so-called "Making 

Ontario Open for Business Act," and will work with the Ontario Federation of Labour and the 

Fight for $15 & Fairness Campaign and our labour and community allies as part of the 

campaign to defend good jobs, workers' rights, and the gains for workers won in Bill 148 

and the $15 minimum wage, and to oppose the Ford government's plan to eliminate the 

Ontario College of Trades.  OPSEU provide the OFL $50,000 for a fight back campaign 

against Doug Ford’s Government and in support of the $15 and fairness campaign, based 

on the commitment that OPSEU made at the OFL and the funds are to be drawn from the 

Contingency Fund. 

 

November 21, 2018 
The Executive Board was called to order at 9:32a.m. First Vice President/Treasurer Almeida was 
in the Chair. All members were presen.  Clarke Eaton, Advisor to the President and Maurice 
Gabay, Administrator of Financial Services Division, were also in attendance.  
 
First Vice President/Treasurer Almeida presented the 2019 budget to the Board. 
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 Motion 1: the following senior positions be deleted from the Organization Chart: 

- Senior Pension & Benefits Officer; 

- Senior Health & Safety Officer; and  

- One of the three Senior Negotiators; and 

the following three positions be added to the organization chart to replace the 

three deleted senior positons: 

- One Pension & Benefits Officer 

- One Health & Safety Officer 

- One Negotiator  

 

 Motion 2:  one of the five Secretary positions in the legal services division be deleted from 

the organizational chart and replaced with the permanent position of Secretary Bilingual. 

 Motion 3:  the ppt positions in Windsor, Timmins and Sault Ste. Marie be deleted from the 

organizational chart. 

 Motion 4:  the Cleaner Lead Hand position be deleted from the organizational chart. 

 Motion 5:  the EBM clerk, two Claims clerk and one of two Secretary positions be moved 

from the Accounting Unit and be relocated to the Membership Services Unit on the 

organizational chart. 

 Motion 6:  the Inclusions Officer position be deleted from the organizational chart and a 

Grievance officer position be added, increasing the Grievance Officer complement from 22 

to 23. 

 Amendment to budget: the OPSEU Executive Board approve the expenses as outlined in 

the OPSEU CoRW Building Capacity Program proposal with the funds to be drawn from the 

2019 budget, was REFERRED to the President’s office to get more information in regards to 

the process and a placeholder in regards to the amount of money being requested be 

placed into the budget and that it be brought back to the December Board. 

 Referral of the proposal “CoRW Advisor and Investigator Training” to the President’s office 

to seek further clarification on process, costing, if any implications in regards to staff C/A’s 

and that a placeholder for the funding be placed in the 2019 budget and it be brought back 

to the December Board WAS DEFEATED. 

 Amendment and Amendment to the Amendment:  the “OPSEU CoRW Advisor and 

Training” proposal be approved with amendments to the funding so that the total money 

approved is $53,496.  Be it further resolved that the training to be provided under the 

proposal will incorporate the content and meet the requirements of OPSEU’s HDPP 

member advisor and investigator training; and any members who receive this training will be 

recognized as OPSEU Advisors and Investigators under the HDPP: WAS REFERRED to 

the President’s office to be brought back to the December Board. 

 

December 12-13, 2018  
The Executive Board was called to order at 9:30a.m. President Thomas was in the Chair. All 
members were present.  Clarke Eaton, Advisor to the President, was also in attendance.  
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Agenda: 
The agenda was amended to add:  

 Recommendation from the Executive Committee 
o Local 442, 444, 450 into L4106 

 Timed presentation – Eric O’Brien @ 10:00 

 Resolution K2 

 Policy manual changes 15.4 – start up fund 

 MCCSS MERC motion 

 Corrections H&S 

 OPSEU Calendar 

 AMAPCEO welcoming letter 

 Leadership conference, educationals 

Consent Agenda: 

 The minutes of October 24-25, 2018 and November 21, 2018 were adopted. 

Business Arising: 

 Terms of Reference: Rainbow Alliance, work in progress 

 CoRW Advisor training: The Executive Board approves the expenses and part on of RWCP 
as described in proposal 

 CoRW Building Capacity: The executive Board approved part two of the RWCP, as 
described, as well as the expenses proposed. 

Treasurer’s Report: 

 Financials 

 Contingency Fund 

 Defence Fund 

 Strike Back Fund 

 ODSP Fund – OPS Job Protection Fund 

 ODSP Fund - MERC Action Plan 

 ODSP Fund - OPS Redeployment Fund 

 LBED – Anti-privatization Fund 

 2019 Hotel for Executive Committee and Executive Board meetings:  the hotel 
accommodations for designated Executive Board and Executive Committee meetings for 
2019 be booked with the DoubleTree by Hilton Toronto Airport West. 

 Local Ford Fight Back Fund:  the fund known in the 2019 budget as the Local Fight Ford 
Fund be used to engage and mobilize members, engage with politicians and/or hold 
community events exposing the ills of the PC Ford agenda and this fund will be used for 
booking off members from Locals.  To access fund, Local President or LEC must send 
detailed request to their regional Board member for consideration and once the regional 
Board member of the region OK’s the item, they will forward to OPSEU President and First 
Vice President Treasurer for review.  Additional funding will be provided outside of member 
time off for incidentals such as food, drinks and Local/regional travel and this fund will not 
be used for hotel accommodation.  Where possible, employer “bill backs” will be utilized and 
where this is not an option, accounting will arrange for member reimbursement of lost 
wages, minus statutory deductions, upon proof of lost wages being provided and this fund 
will be initially divided at $60,000 per region 

 Policy Section 15.1-4 
o Article 15.1-4 be amended to read: 
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1. A request for start-up funds shall be made by the Regional Supervisor 

on behalf of the Local, in writing to the First Vice-President/Treasurer’s 

office. With copies to their Administrator. 

 Resolution K2, Referred to be dealt with at the next Board meeting 

 Other Business 

Committee Reports: 

 Updates were given on all Board committees 

 PYWC Board Liaison: Ken Maclam was acclaimed 

 Retiree Board Liaison: Ed Arvelin was acclaimed 

 Solidarity Fund Board – International Humanity Work: Ken Steinbrunner was acclaimed 

 Staff Pension Plan: Drew Finucane was acclaimed 

President’s Report: 

 Update on all local president’s meeting was provided 

 Staff Rep position, Dryden: OPSEU conduct an external search for candidates from the 

public at large in order to fill the position of Staff Rep in Dryden. 

 OPSEU Stands in Solidarity with CUPW: OPSEU will encourage its members to support 

CUPW at rallies and solidarity actions across the province.  OPSEU will provide its National 

Union with the necessary monies, in an interest-free loan, for lending to the Canadian Union 

of Postal Workers should it be required.  OPSEU will continue to demand that both the 

federal and provincial governments respect the labour rights of all workers. 

 MCCSS MERC: The MCCSS MERC team be provided an additional position for a CPRI 

Representative with the funding to be drawn from the OPS Negotiations budget. 

 Central Labour Updates (OFL/NUPGE/CLC) 

Committee Reports: 

 An update was given on all committees. 

 Recommendation from the Executive Committee meeting 

o Local 442, 444, 450, into 4106: The Executive Board approve that 

members of Locals 442, 444, 450 be merged into a new local, 4106 and 

that the locals 442, 444, 450 be dissolved. 

 Pension Liaison 

o OMERS Pension Plan: the OPSEU Executive Board reappoint Laurie 

Hutchinson to the OMERS Administration Corporation for a three (3) year 

term commencing January 1, 2020 and ending December 31, 2022, 

provided Sister Laurie sign and return the OPSEU Letter of 

Understanding. 

o Canadian Blood Services Pension Plan: the OPSEU Executive Board 

appoint OPSEU Benefits Officer, Cheri Hearty to the Canadian Blood 

Services Pension Plan for a one (1) year term commencing January 1, 

2019 and ending December 31, 2019, provided Cheri sign and return the 

OPSEU Letter of Understanding and that a call out be sent out to the 

membership in regards to applications. 
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o Pension Plan for the Employees of Pathways to Independence, OPSEU 

Local 448: the OPSEU Executive Board reappoint Siobhan Harrison, 

OPSEU Local 448 to the Pension Committee for a three (3) year term 

commencing January 1, 2019 and ending December 31, 2021, provided 

Siobhan sign and return the OPSEU Letter of Understanding.  The 

OPSEU Executive Board reappoint Ianthe Stringer, OPSEU Local 448 to 

the Sponsor’s Committee for a three (3) year term commencing January 1, 

2019 and ending December 31, 2021 provided Sister Ianthe sign and 

return the OPSEU Letter of Understanding.   

New Business: 

 CUPW Solidarity, Discussion 

 Corrections MERC proposal – Special Divisional Meeting request: the OPSEU Executive 

Board authorize and approved a one-day Special Divisional Meeting for the approximate 

102 Corrections Divisional Delegates to take place on May 22nd, 2019 with funds to be 

drawn from the OPS Negotiations line. 

 Strategies for better Health & Safety in Corrections, Discussion 

 OPSEU Calendar, Discussion 

 AMAPCEO welcoming letter, Discussion 

 Leadership Conference, Educationals, Discussion 

 

January 23-24, 2019 
The Executive Board was called to order at 9:30a.m. President Thomas was in the Chair. All 
members were present.  Clarke Eaton, Advisor to the President, was also in attendance.  
 
Agenda: 
The agenda was amended to add:  

 HPD Lobby Day proposal 

 Feet on the ground leadership training program 

 Social Mapping request for services 

 Ontario Health Coalition rally, April 30th, 2019 

Consent Agenda: 

 The minutes of December 12-13, 2018 and January 8, 2019 E-poll were adopted. 

Business Arising: 

 Terms of Reference: Rainbow Alliance, work in progress 

 Policy & Procedures for member complaints, work in progress 

Treasurer’s Report: 

 Financials 

 Contingency Fund 

 Defence Fund 

 Strike Back Fund 

 ODSP Fund – OPS Job Protection Fund 

 ODSP Fund - MERC Action Plan 
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 ODSP Fund - OPS Redeployment Fund 

 LBED – Anti-privatization Fund 

 Other Business 

 Section 10 – Expense Guidelines – General 
o Members be notified in writing only once annually, in November, regarding 

their outstanding advances and such notification include information on 
how to view their member profile for any outstanding advances and how to 
resolve them.  If a member has outstanding advances more than 90 days 
following the date of the event, any further advances will be denied until 
the outstanding advances are resolved. 

 Francophone and Bilingual Convention Resolution: OPSEU will continue to review the 
demands of the membership for francophone services to determine whether the designated 
bilingual staff complement is sufficient to meet those needs and OPSEU will continue to 
provide Francophone services as required: 

o Referred back to the First Vice President/Treasurer’s office for more 
information on obligations on becoming an officially designated bilingual 
union, efficiencies and costing and to be presented at the next Board 
meeting. 

 Access to membership lists: Local Treasurers will also have access to the membership lists. 

President’s Report:  

 The President designate one excluded staff to attend the Executive Board and Executive 
Committee meetings, including in camera discussions as appropriate, for a period of one 
year to be reviewed at that time by the Executive Board. 

 OPSEU CORW Conference: The Realities of Racialization: the Executive Board approve 
the expenses of 75 members to attend the upcoming Racialized Workers Conference, to be 
covered centrally through the contingency fund as per the proposal. 

 2019 Equity Gathering, Resolution B1: OPSEU create a separate budget line for the equity 
committees/caucuses to host an annual two (2) day gathering to network and share 
workplace and union strategies and equity.  The gathering will be held prior to the resolution 
submission deadline for the OPSEU Convention with a cost not to exceed $100,000 for 
committee and caucus members to attend and the Gathering will be planned and executed 
by the OPSEU Equity Chairs and the Equity Unit. 

 OPSEU Course on Francophone Culture: The OPSEU Executive Board approve the 
creation of a weekend course on "la Francophonie" and the union movement which will be 
available in both official languages for all OPSEU/SEFPO members in time for the spring 
educational session of 2020. 

 2019 OPSEU Convention Agenda: The Executive Board approve the 2019 OPSEU 
convention Agenda as amended. 

 Strategies for Better Health and Safety in Corrections: the OPSEU Executive Board approve 
the above-mentioned proposal in that this project be developed by staff of OPSEU’s Health 
& Safety unit and Education Unit as well as members of the PJOHSC&MERC and that the 
total amount of the proposal be reflected in regards to the changes based on who will 
participate in coordinating the facilitation for 2019. 

 Electronic Voting: an ad-hoc committee be setup by the President’s office, including one 
staff member from Communications, Local Services and Financial Services, to recommend 
a policy detailing a process to the Executive Board to be used across the province for 
electronic voting. 
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o Elections were held for 2 EBM’s to join the electronic voting ad-hoc 
committee and Tara Langford and Ken Maclam were elected to this 
committee. 

 Resolution EB1 to Convention – Fight Back Campaign: Mandy Dumais A/Supervisor of 
Member Education & Campaigns Unit and Megan Park Senior Campaigns Officer gave a 
presentation to the Board. 

o Referral motion: the motion and appendixes be referred to the President’s 
Office with instructions:  

 the President ask staff to convene a meeting as soon as possible 
with the CPAC and President to implement changes as per board 
discussions 

 the President will bring back via conference call a revised plan and 
costing as soon as it is available 

 said plan will move funding for Book off of Regional Mobilizers and 
training to a regional budget, to be approved through the Regional 
Executive Board members, for the purpose of individuals or groups 
to access and/or use for Area Coordinating meeting 

 these funds will be divided equally amongst Regions 
 each Local will be able to send the Local President or designee to 

said Regional Coordinating group meeting to plan work place 
and/or community and Regional actions to combat the Ford Nation 
Agenda  

 Committee/Caucus/Sector and divisional leaderships are 
encouraged to attend Regional coordinating meetings as well and 
their budgets will be approved for such activity 

 Sector 10- Health Professional Lobby Day: the OPSEU Executive Board approve the funds 
outlined in the attached proposal from the Contingency Fund to fund a campaign to engage 
OPSEU Hospital Professionals Division members on the ground, reinforcing positive 
connections with our members and supporting future organizing efforts by building OPSEU's 
brand as the union of choice for allied health professionals. This Lobby Day was previously 
approved and the request to carry over the remaining funding requirements be approved as 
well.  

 Defence Fund Request: the Defence Fund provide up to $90,000 to pay for actual legal 
costs incurred by the member in the course of the criminal proceedings, provided that 
criminal counsel continues to charge reasonable rates and provides satisfactory updates 
concerning the progress of the case, as confirmed by OPSEU General Counsel. 

 Feet on the ground campaign: the OPSEU Executive Board approve funding as per the 
attached proposal, enabling five partial-load members to learn organizing skills and tactics 
to support a future organizing drive in the colleges. 

 Social Mapping: the OPSEU Executive Board approve the vendor recommended by the 
social mapping committee. 

 Ontario Health Coalition Rally: the OPSEU Executive Board approve the funds as outlined 
in the attached proposal, from the Contingency Fund, to rent buses from a number of 
geographic areas across the province to afford OPSEU members the opportunity to stand in 
strength and solidarity against health care cuts and privatization at the Ontario Health 
Coalition rally at Queen’s Park in Toronto on April 30, 2019.  The geographic areas covered 
will include Windsor, London, Hamilton, Niagara, Scarborough, Oshawa/Durham, 
Peterborough/Lindsay, Orillia/Barrie, Kingston, Ottawa, and North Bay.  The Executive 
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Board Members will arrange for these buses within their own regions, and use their avenues 
of communication to engage members to attend and participate in this event. 

 Central Labour Updates (OFL/NUPGE/CLC) 

Committee Reports: 

 Audit Committee: Ed Arvelin was acclaimed to the Audit Committee 

 Pension Liaison: Janel Perron was elected to the Pension Liaison committee 
o The OPSEU executive Board approve the Pension Liaison Committee 

(PLC) to engage in conversation with the HOOPP Pension plan regarding 
remuneration for Trustees on the Board and as well addition of Observers 
to the Board and the PLC report back to the board the final proposals for 
approval. 

 Convention Planning: referral to the Convention Committee with instructions to: 
o Explore options to ensure that alcohol tickets are available for sale at the 

location where alcohol is served and on the evenings of the hospitality 

suites 

o Explore options for replacing regional hospitality suites with a single ball 
room central party including cost and report back to the board. 

 Policy Review: the OPSEU Executive Board approve the recommended changes as 
outlined in the attached part of Section 22 of the OPSEU Policy Manual as amended. 

 
 
 
February 1, 2019 
The Executive Board was called to order at 5:30p.m. President Thomas was in the Chair. All 
members were present.  Clarke Eaton, Advisor to the President, was also in attendance.  
 
President’s Report: 

 OPSEU-Unifor Provincial Lobby: the OPSEU Executive Board approve funding as per the 
attached proposal, enabling 35 OPSEU members to participate in the joint lobby day events 
to be held from February 19, 2019 to February 21, 2019 

For further detailed Executive Board minutes and Executive Committee minutes please see the 
OPSEU website at http://opseu.org/executive-board-minutes  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://opseu.org/executive-board-minutes
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Donations 
OPSEU Annual Standing Donations: 
 Amount Donated Amount 
G.T.A. Injured Worker Resource Centre 1,250.00  1,250.00  
CCPA 5,000.00  5,000.00  
Rainford Jackson Educ. Fund 0.00  2,500.00  
Canadian Civil Liberties 1,250.00  1,250.00  
Ont. Coalition for Better Daycare 500.00  500.00  
Workers' Arts & Heritage Center 5,000.00  5,000.00  
Helen Kiss Memorial Bursary 250.00  250.00  
Andre Bekerman Bursary 750.00  750.00  
National Movement for Harmony 2,500.00  2,500.00  
Donna Bryant Memorial Fund 250.00  250.00  
Our Times 1,000.00  1,000.00  
Stephen Lewis Fund 25,000.00  25,000.00  
The Leonard Peltier Fund 2,500.00  2,500.00  
Brian MacIntosh Memorial Fund 250.00  250.00  
Bill Kuehnbaum Bursary 250.00  250.00  
Larry Cripps Bursary/Scholarship 1,000.00  1,000.00  
Carol McGregor Scholarship 1,500.00  1,500.00  
Curt Bishop Scholarship 1,000.00  1,000.00  
L.E.A.F. Patron Sponsorship 5,000.00  5,000.00  
Mayworks Festival of Working People 2,000.00  2,000.00  
Barbra Schlifer Commemorative Clinic 750.00  750.00  
First National Technical Institute 1,500.00  1,500.00  
Speakers School 2,250.00  2,250.00  
Peter Kormos Memorial Bursury 1,000.00  1,000.00  
CAAT Support Sch 0.00  3,007.00   
 

Donations – Approved at Committee/Board Meetings 
 
Winnipeg 1919 Strike Celebration-Donation 10,000.00  
Ontario Association of Food Banks-Donation 25,000.00  
Anti-Bill 47 Donation 50,000.00 
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Affiliations 
NATIONAL UNION OF PUBLIC AND GENERAL EMPLOYEES (NUPGE) 

INTRODUCTION 

It’s been a busy year for the National Union and its Components. At the federal level, 
despite its promise to be progressive, green, and labour friendly, Prime Minister 
Trudeau’s Liberal government looks a lot like the corporate friendly Harper Conservative 
government it replaced. 

 

The Trudeau government has been very busy promoting and expanding what began as 
Harper’s corporate rights agenda with trade and investment agreements like the Canada-
United States-Mexico Agreement (CUSMA) (which will replace the North American Free 
Trade Agreement) and with the misnamed Comprehensive and Progressive Trans-
Pacific Partnership (CPTPP). 

 

Most recently, the Liberals took a page right out of the anti-union handbook, by passing 
back-to-work legislation to interfere with free collective bargaining. 

 

Other promises the federal government made have yet to be realized, have been 
abandoned, ignored, or altered, such as open and transparent government, electoral 
reform, restoring home mail delivery, meeting our Paris Agreement targets, and resolving 
longstanding indigenous issues. 

 

However, the federal government is not the only government attacking public services and 
workers’ rights. Unfortunately, we have seen right-wing populist governments elected in 
a number of provinces over the past couple of years. 

 

The Components of the National Union have been struggling to both defend their 
members and to make their provinces better places to live for all citizens. 

 

A small example of the activities of our Components would include: 
 

• In January, NAPE members in 15 public sector bargaining units representing 
approximately 20,000 workers voted overwhelmingly to accept a new collective 
agreement, ending a long and difficult round of bargaining. 

 

• In March, Health Sciences Association of Alberta ratified a 3-year collective agreement 
for its 19,000 members employed by the health authority, bringing improvements to 
working conditions, benefits, and work-life balance for which we’ve been advocating 
for many years. 

 

• In June, over 300 developmental services workers at Community Living 
Cambridge voted strongly in favour of joining the Ontario Public Service 
Employees Union; and that same month some 100 front-line workers at the Kenora 
Catholic District School Board voted in favour of joining OPSEU. 
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• In August, a mediator-arbitrator established a collective agreement for more 
than 6,000 employees in the Health Care Bargaining Unit at the Nova 
Scotia Health Authority and IWK Health Centre. This came after 5 days of 
mediation-arbitration and concludes a process that began in October 2016. 

 

• In September, members of the Manitoba Government and General 
Employees’ Union at Main Street Project, who offer programming and 
services for Winnipeg’s homeless and most vulnerable, ratified a new 3-
year collective agreement. This ended a long and frustrating round of 
bargaining that was complicated by wage freeze legislation and 
restructuring and layoffs at the agency. 

 

• In November, nearly 700 members of the B.C. Government and Service 
Employees’ Union at Gateway Casinos in the Thompson-Okanagan 
ratified a new contract, ending a 19-week strike. 

 

Despite our different struggles, we have been united in putting front and centre 
on the public agenda demands such as worker health and safety, an end to 
precarious work, the right to decent benefits and living wages, gender equality, 
justice and equality for racialized and transgender workers, reconciliation with 
Indigenous peoples, international solidarity, and democratic reform. Our 
members are united in exercising their constitutionally guaranteed labour 
rights to end income inequality and to fighting for tax fairness, good jobs, and 
quality public services. 

 

This report is an opportunity to reflect on and present some of this work that 
the National Union has been engaged in. 

NUPGE IN THE BROADER LABOUR MOVEMENT 

Canadian Labour Congress 

Through NUPGE, our Components are part of the 3.3 million-member 
Canadian Labour Congress (CLC), of which we are the second-largest 
affiliate. Our Components are also major funders of, and play a full role in, the 
day-to-day operations of federations of labour and labour councils across 
Canada. As NUPGE President, Larry Brown serves on the CLC Executive 
Committee and as a General Vice-President on the Canadian Council. 
BCGEU President Stephanie Smith represents NUPGE on the CLC Executive 
Committee and as a Vice-President on the Canadian Council. The Congress has 
a number of Standing Committees and Working Groups in which NUPGE plays 
an active role. Our representatives on these committees 
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are either staff from the national office, or leadership activists, and/or staff from 
Components. They are appointed by NUPGE’s President to represent our 
union. 

 
In 2018, members from several NUPGE Components participated in the 
Canadian Labour Congress’s (CLC) Lobby on the Hill. Issues addressed on the 
lobby day included pharmacare, pay equity, pension and bankruptcy reform, 
and employment insurance. The National Union’s role involved ensuring 
participants had the information they needed and that people were registered. 

 

The National Union also continued to make sure that our members’ voices were 
heard on the CLC’s governing bodies and at committee meetings. 

 

The next CLC Convention takes place May 4–8, 2020, in Vancouver, British 
Columbia. 
 
Public Services International 

The National Union is affiliated with Public Services International (PSI), an 
international federation representing 20 million public sector workers who 
belong to over 700 unions in 163 countries. Through our membership in PSI, we 
work closely with other public sector unions in the international community to 
represent and defend public services and public employees. The National 
Union plays an important role within PSI. Canadian representation on PSI’s 
Executive Board, on the Inter-American Regional Executive, and on the World 
Women’s Committee is rotated every 2.5 years among the leaders of the 4 
Canadian national affiliates. NUPGE President Larry Brown is the current 
titular member for Canada on the Executive Board and on the Inter-American 
Regional Executive. 
 
Legal Challenges Coordination 

NUPGE 
 

The National Union is concerned about the growing number of Components 
forced to launch legal challenges against provincial legislation that attacks 
workers’ rights and freedom of association. We have engaged Andrew Raven, 
from Raven Law, to assist with monitoring and providing opinion when needed. 
Following the debate about the use of section 33 of the Canadian Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms (the notwithstanding clause) by Ontario’s Ford 
government, NUPGE asked Raven Law to provide a legal opinion on options 
to challenge its use. This opinion was delivered in November and was followed 
by a conference call on November 29. The call saw the broadening of the 
committee to become the Legal Strategies and Component Coordinating 
Committee, which will meet to share information 
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and discuss strategies related to these legal cases. Some Components are 
actively pursuing cases individually or as part of a collective challenge, but all 
Components will be impacted by the results of these cases, so this committee 
provides an important opportunity to share information. 

 

CLC Legal Challenges Coordinating Committee 
 

NUPGE President Larry Brown continues to lead the work of the CLC’s Legal 
Challenges Coordinating Committee. The committee creates cooperation and 
coordination among labour allies when taking forward a legal challenge 
involving the rights of workers or trade unions. At the CLC’s Canadian Council, 
President Brown presents a report by the committee on the important cases 
that impact workers and unions. These could be rulings or cases that are still 
being contested. 

NUPGE WORKING WITH OUR ALLIES 

The National Union proudly works with a variety of allies through the year. We 
do this when it allows us to better move forward on issues critical to our 
Components. 

Canadian Health Coalition 

The National Union is represented on the board of the Canadian Health 
Coalition (CHC) and works closely with the CHC, as well as with provincial and 
territorial health coalitions and other allies. The Components of the National 
Union play an active and important role in their provincal health coalitions. 

 

Some significant issues are enforcement of the Canada Health Act, federal 
funding of health care, implementation of pharmacare, the ongoing Cambie 
constitutional challenge and stopping health care privatization, which includes 
the rise of paid plasma clinics. We also participate in the monthly calls between 
the CHC, provincial and territorial health coalitions, and labour allies. NUPGE 
Components joined the annual CHC lobby week on Parliament Hill. In 
February of 2018, Components were well represented as the issue of 
pharmacare was brought to the attention of MPs and Senators. 

 
Canadian Blood Services  

NUPGE is a convenor of the multi-union meeting of union representatives of 
Canadian Blood Services (CBS). The last meeting was held in Winnipeg, June 
5–6, 2017, and we look forward to the 2019 meeting. We continue to work with 
allies such as the Canadian Health Coalition and BloodWatch to resist the 
expansion of paid plasma in Canada. We joined in decrying the report by 
Health Canada’s Expert Panel on Immune Globulin Product Supply and 
Related Impacts in Canada. The National Union made a submission to the 
panel. Despite the pressure of many progressive groups, the report left the door 
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open to paid plasma and did not respect the Krever Commission’s 
recommendations. 

 
BloodWatch 

On October 29–30, 2018, NUPGE Components participated in a 
parliamentary lobby led by BloodWatch. Over 50 MPs and Senators were 
engaged in an effort to support Bill S-252, the Voluntary Blood Donations Act. Bill 
S-252 and the lobby have brought the issue of paid plasma directly to the 
federal government in an attempt to get federal action banning paid plasma. 4 
provinces— Alberta, Ontario, British Columbia, and Quebec— have all banned 
paid plasma, but without federal action, our blood supply will continue to be 
placed at risk. 
 
Canadians for Tax Fairness 

The National Union continues to work closely with Canadians for Tax Fairness 
(C4TF). Our support reflects the fact that without a fair tax system, governments 
in Canada will not be able to fund the comprehensive, high- quality network of 
public services and programs required to meet our social, economic, and 
environmental needs in the 21st century. 

 

New C4TF campaigns are targeting snow washing and the fact that 
multinational corporations in the digital economy aren’t required to pay the 
same taxes as their Canadian competitors. Snow washing refers to the fact that 
the high level of secrecy in Canada around who controls private companies 
has made it easy for tax dodgers, terrorist groups, and other criminals to 
launder money. 

 

The anti-snow washing campaign has already met with some success,  as 
federal and provincial finance ministers have agreed to the need for 
corporations to report who their beneficial owners are (the people who control 
the corporation). This is intended to make it harder for tax cheats and money 
launderers to use private corporations to hide their activities. What is still 
missing is a requirement that information on beneficial owners be made public. 
The increased scrutiny that a public registry of beneficial owners provides is 
seen as essential for disclosure of beneficial ownership to be an effective tool 
in dealing with tax avoidance, money laundering, and related problems. 
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Trade Justice Network and Trade and Investment Research Project 

Modern trade agreements typically promote and protect the rights of investors 
and corporations, while suppressing the democratic rights and freedoms of 
citizens. So there is great importance in common civic action. Therefore, the 
National Union continues to work closely in coalition with 2 organizations: the 
Trade and Investment Research Project, and the Trade Justice Network. Their 
aims are to raise greater awareness about Canada’s trade and investment 
agreements, to examine the effects of these far-reaching treaties on public 
services, public interest regulation, and environmental protection, and to 
promote sustainable, equitable, and socially just alternatives to free trade. 

 

NUPGE WORKING WITH OUR COMPONENTS 

Working Sessions, Conferences, Committee Meetings, and Conference 
Calls 

Advisory Committee on Women’s Issues 
• March 1–2, 2018, Ottawa 
• September 20–21, 2018, Ottawa 

 

Canadian Health Coalition Lobby: February 26–27, 2018, Ottawa 
 

Canadian Health Professionals Secretariat 
• May 7–8, 2018, Ottawa 
• December 3–4, 2018, Ottawa 

 

Collective Bargaining Advisory Committee: March 1–2, 2018, 
Ottawa 

 

Community Service Workers Lobby Training: March 8–9, 2018, 
Ottawa 

 

Correctional Officers and Youth Facility Workers: September 27–
28, 2018, Ottawa 

 

Highway Maintenance Workers 
• June 25, 2018, Conference Call 
• September 13–14, 2018, Ottawa 

 

Highway Safety Officers: October 1, 2018, Ottawa 
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Infrastructure Investment by Pension Plans: February 16, 2018, 
Conference Call 

 

Leadership Development School: August 18–24, 2018, Jackson’s 
Point, Ontario 

 

Liquor Board Representatives 
• February 26, 2018, Conference Call 
• November 1–2, 2018, Ottawa 

 

National Executive Board 
#295, January 22–23, 2018, Ottawa 
#296, March 26–27, Richmond, BC 
#297, June 27, Conference Call 
#298, October 10, 2018, Conference Call 
#299, November 5–6, 2018, Ottawa 

 

Occupational Health and Safety Representatives: June 21–22, 2018, 
Ottawa 

 

Ad Hoc Meeting on the Opioid Crisis: March 9, 2018, Ottawa 
 

Pension Webinars 
• January 24, 2018 - Plan design considerations 
• April 11, 2018 - Canadian pension funds’ investment in infrastructure 
• May 30, 2018 - Investing for impact: Generating financial returns with 

targeted social & environmental benefits 
 

United Nations Commission on the Status of Women: March 12–23, 
2018, New York 
 
Governance Workshops and Accountability Sessions 

A few years ago, the National Union initiated a process of regularly meeting with 
the Boards of our Components. This was a way of continuing our efforts to 
ensure that we are connected to, and appropriately representing, our 
Components. The sessions, usually lasting between 1 to 2 hours, focus on 
topics of union governance and include a report on the day-to-day work of the 
National Union. These sessions have proven highly successful, and during 
2018, an Officer of the National Union met with the majority of Component 
Boards. 
 
Canadian Health Professionals Secretariat  

The Canadian Health Professionals Secretariat (CHPS) meets twice a year, 
and meetings this year took place on May 7–8 and December 3–4. CHPS 
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is an important forum for Components to share perspectives on critical health 
care issues. CHPS representatives benefit from presentations by subject 
experts as well as by sharing information on key topics with each other. This 
year we had presentations on pharmacare, the opioid crisis, and on a range 
of other topics. 

 
Ad Hoc Meeting on the Opioid Crisis  

To improve understanding of the opioid crisis and to further the work of the 
National Union and its Components, an Ad Hoc Meeting on the Opioid Crisis was 
held on March 9, 2018, in Ottawa. The meeting centred around 4 presentations 
that generated considerable high-quality discussions: 

 

1. The Opioid Crisis in Canada: Federal Approach to a National Public Health 
Crisis. Speaker: Brittany Sauvé, Senior Advisor, Opioid Response Team, 
Health Canada 

 

2. The Opioid Crisis: Occupational Exposure, a Cross-Canada Update. 
Speaker: Michael Temelini, National Representative, National Union 

 

3. North America’s Fentanyl and Novel Opioid Crisis: What Is Illicit Fentanyl? 
Where Does It Come From? How Do We Stay Safe from Exposure? Speaker: 
Conor King, Justice Institute of BC 

 

4. The Opioid Crisis: Beyond Physical Safety—Mental Health Considerations. 
Speaker: Elisabeth Ballermann, Secretary-Treasurer, National Union 

 
Leadership Development School 

The annual Leadership Development School is one of NUPGE’s longest- 
running and most successful programs. It is an intensive week-long school, held 
every year at the end of summer, aimed at senior leadership and staff. 
Curriculum for the school is developed in conjunction with Elaine Bernard, the 
former executive director of the Harvard University Labor and Worklife Program, 
and reflects many of the unique and challenging experiences faced by the 
Canadian and international trade union movement. 

 

This past year marked the 20th annual school since its founding. It was held 
at the Briars Resort in Jackson’s Point, Ontario, from August 18–24, 2018. The 
school brought together 22 members from NUPGE’s Components, as well as 2 
international guests: one from American Federation of State, County and 
Municipal Employees (AFSCME) in the US, and one from Unions New South 
Wales in Australia. 

 

For over a week, participants received a core curriculum by Elaine Bernard, and 
lectures from 12 guest speakers on 18 topics, including “The Attack on 
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Unions,” “The Contradictions of Pension Fund Capitalism,” “Tax Fairness,” and 
“Domestic Violence in the Workplace,” and more. Central themes explored 
included leadership and organizational change, strategic choices for unions, 
building organizational capacity and external leveraging for unions, and 
innovation and change in unions. 

 

Plans are already underway for the 21st session in 2019! 

NUPGE CAMPAIGNS 

All Together Now! Phase 2 

Building on the work on income inequality in the All Together Now! campaign, 
the National Union began planning ATN Phase 2 in the summer of 2017. With the 
help of Grey Canada, the digital-first campaign was designed to be a little 
edgy, something that would communicate all the great ways that unions are 
still relevant to Canadians, and leave people thinking, “I can’t believe that 
message came from a union!” The tagline for the campaign was “Unions F@#k 
Yeah!”—designed to pique the interest of youth and instill pride in our members. 
The tagline “All Together Now!” was used to tie various aspects of the campaign 
together, as well to link to other research we published. 

 

The first part of ATN 2 was a commercial that aired multiple times in 60-second 
and 30-second versions on CBC during the winter Olympics (February 2018). 
The commercial was also pushed digitally on YouTube and as ads on 
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. 

 

The YouTube videos were viewed 9,000 times in 2 months. 
 

On Facebook, the 60-second ad reached 756,609 people with 486,000 views 
in 6 days. 

 

Within a month, NUPGE videos were viewed 803,733 times. And posts were 
viewed 3,026,842 times, with a total of 37,211 engagements (likes, comments, 
shares, and reactions). 

 

On Twitter, the ad reached 1,993,396 people. And in the next 28 days, 
NUPGE tweet impressions were up to 26,700 (a boost of 1,044.1%). 

 

On Instagram, the ads received 190,219 views in 6 days.
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With the commercial as a hook, the next part of the digital-first approach was a 
new website: unionsyeah.ca. The site was developed using thematic elements 
from the commercial to create cohesion between the 2 mediums and strengthen 
the message of the campaign. 
 

When visitors landed on the main page, they were met with an invitation to take 
the Union Challenge: a quiz to demonstrate how people have benefited from 
the work of unions. As an incentive, the National Union offered a draw for 3 
prizes of $5,000; the draw was open to anyone who completed the full quiz 
and submitted their contact information. After each question, a pop-up 
appeared that framed the question in its historical context and showed what role 
unions played in shaping present policies. 

 

The Union Challenge ran for 3 weeks, during which time 2,573 people took the 
quiz. 642 of those participants subscribed to our news update. And the quiz still 
remains active as a learning tool. Though the monetary incentive has ended, 
participants are still eligible to win a free Unions F@#k Yeah! T-shirt. The 
winners of the draw were randomly selected by Grey Canada and their stories 
are profiled on the website. 

 
Community Service Workers Lobby Training and Campaign 

NUPGE has been continuing its national campaign in support of 
community service workers. News stories are regularly posted on our 
website, nupge.ca, sharing the struggles of front-line members working in 
the sector. We also document how underfunding and austerity cuts have 
impacted those who rely on services in their communities. 

 

Community Services was added as a theme to the Why Unions Matter 
contest. Entries were then submitted by front-line members, sharing how 
unions matter to community services. 

 

A train-the-trainer workshop was held in March 2018 for community service 
members to help prepare them to lobby federal MPs prior to the 2019 
election. Guest speakers were invited to discuss the benefits of lobbying 
decision makers, and how important it is to build support for any campaign. 
The participants took part in a hands-on how-to lobby and strategy session as 
well. A lobby guide, posters, and Facebook frames were created in order to 
help support the federal lobby meetings. 

 
Pensions 

The National Union has been working on issues related to federal 
legislation on pensions. This included getting involved in attempts to reduce 
some of the problems with the regulations on CPP enhancements and 
supporting amendments to bankruptcy legislation to protect pensions. 
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The amendments to the bankruptcy legislation are intended to give pension 
deficits priority when companies are insolvent. This is to prevent a repeat of 
what happened to workers and pensioners when Sears shut down. 
 
Privatization  

The National Union has continued to expose more of the flaws with social 
impact bond projects in Canada. NUPGE revealed how the design of social 
impact bonds allowed investors to game the system. A social impact bond 
contract obtained by SGEU/NUPGE showed how social impact bonds can 
harm an organization’s ability to provide services. The harm and restrictions 
included the service provider having to cover many of the administrative costs 
that come with social impact bonds and having to surrender control over how 
services are provided. We also helped with the promotion of a documentary 
on social impact bonds: The Invisible Heart. The approach to social impact 
bonds taken in the documentary was not one we would take in our materials. 
However, we recognized that a documentary presenting both sides of the 
debate on social impact bonds had a better chance of getting the truth through 
to people who desperately want to believe the claims of those promoting social 
impact bonds. 

 

A recent development at the federal level is the announcement of a 
$755 million Social Finance Fund. There are concerns that the Social Finance 
Fund will be used to fund social impact bonds and other new forms of 
privatization. Social finance started as a way to fund economic development 
and other projects when banks and other traditional financial institutions were 
unable or unwilling to help. We have called on the federal government to ensure 
the fund is used for economic development, instead of allowing it to become a 
subsidy for the privatization industry. 

 

The National Union has also continued to produce materials on problems with 
privatization and emerging threats. The backgrounder on Medavie Blue Cross 
produced by NUPGE looks at that company’s growing role as an operator of 
privatized services. While Medavie tries to hide behind its not-for-profit status, 
the lack of financial accountability and the secrecy around decision-making 
that characterize privatization are problems with the services Medavie 
operates. 
 
Trade and Investment Deals 

An important part of the National Union’s work continues to be our response 
to Canada’s negotiations for, and participation in, international trade and 
investment agreements such as CETA (the Canada-European Union 
Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement), and NAFTA 
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(the North American Free Trade Agreement). This year our staff devoted 
particular attention to the negotiations that resulted in 2 trade and investment 
agreements: 

 

• The Canada-United States-Mexico Agreement (CUSMA), a trilateral trade 
and investment deal finalized on September 30 and signed on November 
30, which will replace NAFTA upon ratification by  the US Congress in 
2019. Note that it was with the latest version of this agreement signed on 
Nov 30 that the abbreviation CUSMA was adopted by the Canadian 
government, replacing USMCA, the preferred abbreviation of the US 
government. 

 

• The Comprehensive and Progressive Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP), a 
multilateral trade and investment agreement among 11 countries 
bordering the Pacific Ocean. In the fall of 2018, Canada became one of 
the first to ratify this agreement that replaces the Trans-Pacific Partnership 
(TPP), which was not ratified and could not enter into force after the US 
withdrew its signature. The remaining states regrouped, continued 
negotiations without the US, and the result is the CPTPP. 

 

The National Union also continued to monitor Canada’s ongoing free trade 
negotiations to join 3 other economic trading blocs: 

 

• MERCOSUR (comprising Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay) 
 

• Pacific Alliance (comprising Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru, and 
with separate bilateral talks with Australia, New Zealand, and Singapore) 

 

• We also followed developments regarding the stalled negotiations over the 
Trade in Services Agreement (TISA) 

 

Together with our allies in the labour movement and civil society, we will 
continue to monitor developments in these and other trade issues. Our work 
entails participation in: meetings, seminars, government-labour advisory 
groups, and government-sponsored technical briefings and stakeholder 
consultations. It also involves: writing letters to Ministers and government 
officials, and publishing various research documents. 

 

We have worked closely with our coalition partners across North America and 
around the world, in the labour movement and in civil society organizations 
such as 

 

• Public Services International 
 

• the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives 
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• the Trade Justice Network 
 

• Council of Canadians 
 

• Public Citizen’s Global Trade Watch 
 

• The International Institute for Sustainable Development which 
organized a 2018 meeting on “Developing a Progressive Agenda for 
Reform of International Investment Law: Canadian Perspectives.” 

 
 

NUPGE PUBLICATIONS AND WEBINARS 

Publications 

2018 was another busy year for publications. The National Union released 
research papers, fact sheets, backgrounders and pamphlets. Below is a 
chronological list of titles: 

 

Jan. 2018 Guide to Communicating with Young Members  

Feb. 2018 Child Care: The best deal for all of us—Fact Sheet  

Feb. 2018 Fair Taxes: Benefit all of us—Fact Sheet 

Feb. 2018 Good Jobs: For a strong economy—Fact Sheet 
 

Feb. 2018 Pay Equity: One step toward gender wage equality—Fact 

Sheet Feb. 2018 Unions Still Matter: As much as ever— Fact Sheet 

Feb. 2018 Strong Democracy: Unions are a positive force in society—
Fact Sheet 

 

Mar. 2018 Pharmacare: Prescription for Change 
 

May 2018 Medavie: A new face of privatization—Fact Sheet  

May 2018 Medavie Blue Cross—Backgrounder 

June 2018 Unions help strengthen democracy—Backgrounder  

June 2018 Growing Income Inequality and You—Backgrounder  

June 2018 Precarious Work and Youth—Fact Sheet 

June 2018 Fair Taxes: Tax Avoidance—Backgrounder 
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June 2018 Fair Taxes: Making Income Tax Fairer—Backgrounder  

June 2018 The National Union and the Global Union Movement 

Aug. 2018 Good Jobs for a Strong Economy—Backgrounder 

Sept. 2018 Pay Equity—Backgrounder 

Sept. 2018 Digital Working: A guide to net neutrality— Fact Sheet 
 

Nov. 2018 New NAFTA: USMCA is the United States-Mexico-
Canada Agreement— Backgrounder 

 

Nov. 2018 Child Care: Good for Families, Good for the Economy—Backgrounder 

Webinars 

A second series of NUPGE’s pension webinars was held between November 
2017 and June 2018. This series is part of our ongoing efforts to increase the 
knowledge base and skill level of Component pension activists. The topics of 
the webinars were 

 

• Defending good pension plans 
 

• Labour rights in pension investment 
 

• Pension plan design considerations 
 

• Canadian pension funds’ investment in infrastructure 
 

• Investing for Impact: Generating financial returns with targeted social and 
environmental benefits 

 

As in the first series, most of the webinars have been posted on YouTube so 
they can serve as an ongoing resource for pension activists. See the following 
link: https://nupge.ca/content/nupge-pension-webinars-available-youtube. 
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NUPGE WEB RESOURCES 

The importance of online communications for the modern labour 
movement cannot be overstated. The National Union was among the first 
Canadian unions to launch a website. Keeping our sites such as NUPGE. ca 
up to date with new items posted daily is an ongoing commitment    of the 
National Union. But continuous technical improvement is also a goal for our 
websites. In 2015, we did considerable work improving the look, security, and 
functionality of our NUPGE.ca site. It now has a more accessible, simplified 
design that runs faster, and is more stable and secure than ever before. 

 

Since our last Convention, we have updated the All Together Now! website 
with the look and feel of our ATN 2 campaign. It can be found at 
unionsyeah.ca. This site goes beyond the traditional website stories to include 
interactive content, videos, maps, fact sheets, and backgrounder reports. It 
also has an online shop (shop.unionsyeah.ca) where people can buy our 
campaign merchandise such as hats, T-shirts, and even tattoos. Another site 
we would like to encourage members and the public to regularly consult is the 
one for the Community Service Workers campaign 
(communityserviceworkers.ca). 

 

NUPGE AND THE FUTURE 

Communicating with Young Members 

We are witnessing a growing shift in the composition of unions. For decades we 
struggled through policies of restraint and hiring freezes throughout Canada. 
As a large number of our members move into retirement, hopefully enjoying 
the benefits of a union pension, younger workers are being hired to replace 
them. 

 

In 2017, the National Union embarked on some ground-breaking research 
looking at the attitudes of our young members and to explore the best way to 
reach out and engage these workers. The results of this research led to a 
number of presentations on the findings and to producing a publication called 
Communicating with Young Members to assist unions in reaching out to our 
members. Given the popularity of the presentations and the publication, we 
have created a web resource for unions that can be found on our 
unionsyeah.ca website. 
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While the first phase of the project has been completed, we still want     to 
improve the manner in which we work with all our members. Past membership 
polls have indicated that there can be differences, based on age, in the priority 
placed on some issues. 

 

We are undertaking a new study to help us develop more generational 
cohesion in our unions. We want to explore and measure the extent to which 
the values, perceptions, and expectations of our members align or deviate 
based on age. Then we plan to develop a communication strategy to help our 
Components frame issues in a way that builds member unity and defends 
against potential internal divisions both within the workplace and within the 
union. 
 

Environment 

NUPGE has done a broad assessment of the groups working on the 
environment in Canada towards looking at a 2019 launch of new initiatives in this 
area. We continue to see climate change as a great challenge that will affect 
us all. It will require each of us to be engaged in the effort to reduce 
greenhouse gases and build a future that is both ecologically sustainable and 
respects the rights and livelihoods of all people. 

 

From NUPGE’s perspective, the future needs to be not only green but fair and 
just. Last year, Secretary-Treasurer Elisabeth Ballermann attended the United 
Nations Climate Change Conference in Bonn, Germany, and she continues to 
be engaged with the issue. 

 

In 2018, NUPGE joined Trade Unions for Energy Democracy (TUED), an 
International group of trade unions and allied organizations working for energy 
democracy. 

 

The National Union is also working on a project with York University called Work 
in a Warming World, which focuses on adapting Canadian work to respond to 
climate change. 
 

Scholarships  

Every year the National Union awards 5 scholarships to the children and 
grandchildren and the foster children and foster grandchildren of current or 
retired NUPGE members. The scholarships are open to those who are starting 
a post-secondary education in a public educational institution. 
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The 2018 winners were 
 

Brian Fudge Memorial Scholarship: 
Jimmy Yan, child of Chester Jianjun Yan (OPSEU/NUPGE) 

 

Scholarship for Indigenous Students: 
Caleb Coulter, child of Greg Coulter (OPSEU/NUPGE) 

 

Scholarship for Students of Colour: 
Jereka Jiaying Hudyma Yu child of Bo Nancy Yu (MGEU/NUPGE) 

 

Terry Fox Memorial Scholarship: 
Adrianna Ochitwa, child of Paula Ochitwa (BCGEU/NUPGE) 

 

Tommy Douglas Scholarship: 
Jenae Roehl, child of Christi Roehl (HSAA/NUPGE) 
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2017-2019 Executive Board Committees  
 
Indigenous Circle – Ken Maclam 
Audit – Ed Arvelin, Carl Thibodeau, Chrisy Tremblay 
Central Political Action –Len Elliott, Sara Labelle, Ken Maclam 
Convention: Resolutions – Laurie Nancekivell; Constitutional – Carl Thibodeau;  
  Credentials – Janel Perron; Planning – Tara Langford 
Disability Rights Liaison – Philip Shearer 
Excluded Staff Hiring – Ed Arvelin 
Francophone Committee – J.L Roy 
Highest Ranking Female (NUPGE & OFL Seats) – Sara Labelle 
In Solidarity Board Liaison – Tara Maszczakiewicz 
MDT/SDT Ad Hoc–Ed Arvelin, Chrisy Tremblay 
OPSEU Resource Centre/Enterprises –Lucy Morton, Tara Langford 
OPSEU Staff Pension Plan Trustees – Len Elliott, Sara Labelle, Myles Magner, Drew 
Finucane 
Pension Liaison – Len Elliott, Janel Perron 
PHRC Board Liaison – Sara Labelle 
PWC Board Liaison – Chrisy Tremblay 
PYWC Board Liaison – Ken Maclam 
Rainbow Alliance Liaison – Tara Maszczakiewicz 
Retirees Board Liaison – Ed Arvelin 
Social Mapping Project – Laurie Nancekivell  
Solidarity Fund Board: HIV/Aids Work (Live and Let Live); International Humanity Work; 

International Solidarity Work; Philip Shearer, Ken Steinbrunner, J.L Roy 
Staff Negotiating – Len Elliott, Sara Labelle, Laurie Nancekivell 
Strategic Planning – Lucy Morton, Philip Shearer, Ken Steinbrunner 

 

2018 MDT Program 
The 2018 MDT program commenced on Monday, September 17th with nine MDT’s enrolled for a 
twelve week period ending on December 7th, 2018.  The MDT’s for the 2018 program consisted 
of nine candidates, seven Staff Reps, one per region and two Grievance Officers in the 
Arbitration Unit at Head Office. 
 
The 2018 MDT’s are: 
Staff Rep - Region One      Amanda Picott 
Staff Rep - Region Two      Mark Campaner 
Staff Rep - Region Three   Andrea Gordon 
Staff Rep -Region Four      Tara Langford *  
Staff Rep - Region Five       Ram Selvarajah 
Staff Rep - Region Six         Nathalie Rondeau 
Staff Rep - Region Seven   Laurie Koval 
Grievance Officer               Joseanne Job 
Grievance Officer               Carlotta Ewing 
 
*Tara Langford left the program after week 2 for a temporary Staff Rep job in the Kingston 
Regional Office and was not replaced in the program. 
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2018 Program Process 
Every Friday morning the MDT’s were emailed their “Key Activities” (curriculum) for the following 
week.  Staff Mentors were also copied on the Key Activities so that they were aware of the 
nature of the assignments that the MDT’s were being asked to complete.  This process helped 
the Mentors and MDT’s to shape their activities and discussions around the Key Activities for 
the coming week. 
 
Key Activities in the MDT program included Collective Bargaining, Pay Equity, Diversity training, 
Solution Focused Coaching, Mental Health, Work-Life Balance, Health and Safety, Workplace 
Stress, Case-law just to name some of the subjects covered this year.  
 
The feedback for the MDT program has been extremely positive from the participants.  As 
always, there were some small challenges along the way but there was nothing that hindered 
the program or the participants learning outcomes. 
 
The transition from member activist to staff member poses a steep learning curve for many of 
the candidates, especially in the area of effectively managing time and commitments in order to 
meet expected service standards.  This was continuously put to the test throughout the duration 
of the program. 
 
The 2018 MDT program was significantly fined tuned from last year’s offering and has been a 
continuous learning experience for all of those involved.  This program takes considerable time 
and effort to not only create but to organize and continually hone according to the participant 
expectations and feedback as the program progresses. 
 
The design of the 2018 MDT Program will help solidify a consistent training program for 
members wishing to transition into a staff role at OPSEU. 
 
Below are just a few comments directly from this year’s MDT’s: 

 
“Even though this valuable educational and practical learning experience has ended, I 
am now continuously looking for ways to further improve my skill set in hopes of one day 
being a Staff Representative at OPSEU.” 
 
“Overall this has been an intensive 12 weeks, there is a lot that I have learnt.  When I 
started this program, I was not sure if I wanted to be in a staff rep role.  I am now 
seriously considering opportunities.” 
 
“I am amazed with how much I have learned in such a short time! I have gained so much 
knowledge and confidence that I am excited to put to great use in my Local and 
hopefully someday as an OPSEU staff!” 
 
“The experience overall has been a positive one. It has been a nerve wracking one. It has 

been an emotional one.  I feel so much growth as a result of being part of this program. It 

solidifies that I belong in my union making a difference.”  
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Strategic Planning 
The Strategic Committee concentrated on governance this term.  Boards contribute to either 
dysfunction & frustration to their members and organization or success and vibrancy of their 
members and organization.   
A half day course which was facilitated by Larry Brown, President of NUPGE and degrees in 
political science and law, was attended by the Board of Directors.  Discussion surrounding roles 
and responsibilities, the relationship and authority between the Board and Staff.   
This is the beginning for Directors to have an understanding and importance of policy, 
procedures and process that mandates a positive functioning Board.  
Our goal is that these educational events will continue to make our Board contribute to a 
successful and vibrant organization and members.   

 
OPSEU Resource Centre/Enterprises 
After several meetings we have moved our provider for swag from Universal to Union 
Marketing.  Union Marketing will donate a percentage of ALL sales to "OPSEU's Live & Live 
Fund. 
We continue to have members prices for group, home and auto insurance, Baka wireless and 
Bell Mobility, Pearson Express Business travel program, Park’N Fly discount, Ontario Science 
Centre, Fallsview indoor Waterpark, Via Rail discounts and Royal Ontario Museum 
discounts.   For more information please see us at OPSEU.org. 
We have been requested to look for gym memberships for our members but we continue to 
struggle to find a gym that would meet the needs of ALL our members.  The search 
continues.            
 

Pension Liaison Committee 
The PLC plays a critical role in facilitating communication and education within OPSEU on 
pension related issues as well as advertising, recruiting and facilitating the appointment of 
trustees and sponsors by the OPSEU Executive Board. To this end, the following is a report 
related to pension issues in 2018. 

Funded status of Jointly Sponsored Pension Plans 
Annual reporting by OPSEU Sponsored defined benefit pension plans (CAAT Pension Plan, 
HOOPP, and OPTrust) revealed they are fully funded.  Despite the challenges in the markets 
late in the 4 quarter 2018, these plans along with OMERS, either maintained or improved their 
funded status as at year end.  
OPSEU Sponsored, Ontario public sector pension plans are recognized globally as some of the 
best pension plans in the world. OPSEU proudly sponsors these plans supported by committed 
members and staff.   

Launch of two new Pension Plans: 
CAATT DB plus and OPT Select 
In 2019 two of our jointly sponsored Pension Plans launched a new pension product.  These 
plans will allow a greater number of workers the opportunity to participate in a meaningful 
retirement savings program where they and their employer would otherwise not have had the 
resources to provide such a benefit.  These plans will offer their members a predictable, fixed 
amount in retirement, alleviating any risk of outliving their savings.   The Two plans are: OPT 
Select (created and administered by OPTrust) and DB Plus (created and administered by 
CAATT). 
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OMERS comprehensive review: 
The PLC worked hard with our fellow labour sponsor peers to defeat a proposal that would have 
seen the removal of guaranteed pension indexation (raises in retirement).   In addition to voting 
down conditional indexation, the PLC in partnership with our fellow labour sponsors, 
successfully supported two plan improvements: the removal of the 35 year cap on service 
accrual and recognition of age 60 normal retirement date for all participating paramedics who 
negotiate this benefit in their Collective Agreement.  This comes after many years of advocacy 
for the equitable treatment of all emergency service works.  We are really proud to see this 
change after years of relentless pursuit for equitable recognition. 

Highlights from our plans: 
HOOPP: In 2019 HOOPP will welcome more that 14,000 new members following a merger of 6 
healthcare pension plans into HOOPP (pending regulatory approval) 
CAATT: Has also merged with a number of other smaller pension plans (ROM and Toronto 
Star) to help improve plan sustainability and growth. 
OPT: Sign off on the Net Benefit test is complete and now OPT Select is up and running and 
has several employers already enrolled in the plan 

PLC changes:  
Gareth Jones, who has been a passionate advisor and pension advocate has stepped down 
from his role on the Pension Liaison Committee.  Over the years, he has been an integral part of 
our many successes including the launch of the two new pension products: OPT select and 
CAATT DB Plus.  We greatly appreciate the passion and dedication he brought to the 
committee.  Plan members will benefit from his contributions for years to come.  We would like 
to thank him for all the hard work; he will be greatly missed.  We welcome Janel Perron to the 
PLC.  Janel comes from Local 303 Country of Simcoe Paramedic Services.  He has been a 
Paramedic for over 30 years and OPSEU executive Board member for over 2 years.   The 
President designee for OPSEU Social Mapping Committee and a Member of the OMERS 
pension plan.   We are excited to have him and look forward to working with him. 

Interested in pensions? 
Interested in learning more about pensions? NUPGE in conjunction with the Shareholder 
Association for Research and Education delivered an excellent series on many aspects of 
retirement and pension plans. You can find the links to the webinar sessions at: 
http://share.ca/NUPGE-webinars/ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://share.ca/NUPGE-webinars/
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Record of Minority Reports 

Convention Resolution: Charter of Inclusive Workplaces and 
Communities 

January 17-18, 2018 – Eduardo Almeida, Janel Perron, Philip Shearer 

Whereas there has been a marked increase in reports of racism, Islamophobia and 
attacks on immigrants and refugees, including an increase in incidents of racist and far-
right violence, fueled by right-wing politicians in both Canada and the United States; and 
Whereas the National Council of Muslim Canadians called for action to endorse the 
NCCM’s Charter for Inclusive Communities and to fight Islamophobia in July 2016; and 
Whereas Renu Mandhane, Bernie Farber, Andrea Horvath, Jagmeet Singh, and Peggy 
Sattler, among others, have endorsed the NCCM Charter for Inclusive Communities; 
and 
Whereas a number of unions and labour councils, area councils and locals have 
adopted a “Charter of Inclusive Workplaces and Communities” and called on the labour 
movement to engage and mobilize our members to combat rise of racism, Islamophobia 
and bigotry of all kinds; and  
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU endorses the following Charter of Inclusive 
Workplaces and Communities. 
  
Charter of Inclusive Workplaces and Communities 
  
Discrimination in all its forms, including racism and Islamophobia, threatens our 
country’s rich social fabric, including the workplaces of OPSEU members and other 
workers, and the communities in which we live. Dividing people because of race, 
religion, ancestry or any other difference that undermines human rights serves only to 
weaken our unions and our society.  
  
By endorsing this Charter, we commit to standing up for the rights and dignity of 
everyone in order to promote inclusive, just and respectful workplaces and 
communities. 
  
That is why we affirm that: 
•         Islamophobia, anti-Black racism, anti-Indigenous racism and all other forms of 
racism, xenophobia, anti-Semitism and bigotry have no place in our workplaces or 
communities. 
•         Discrimination and acts of hate against OPSEU members and others in our 
communities marginalizes individuals and groups and excludes them from participating 
fully in our unions, workplaces and communities. 
•         The dignity of every member is essential to a healthy and vibrant union and 
workplace. 
•         As a union, we will work with the labour movement, all levels of government, 
Indigenous peoples, civil society, and communities to develop policies, programs and 
initiatives to reduce and eliminate racism, hate and bigotry in all its forms. 
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•         By working together, we can nurture inclusive workplaces and strengthen our 
shared commitment to OPSEU’s values of equality, respect, justice, and dignity for all. 
  
And be it further resolved that OPSEU will communicate our endorsement of the 
Charter of Inclusive Workplaces and Communities to our locals, area councils, equity 
committees and caucuses and members, and will encourage their continued 
engagement in organizing against racism, Islamophobia, bigotry and discrimination of 
all kinds. 
 

Janel Perron – EBM Region 3 
During the executive board meeting on January 17th 2018 a resolution to convention was 
brought forward. During that board meeting I spoke against, and also voted against the motion. 
I'm providing rationale for my vote in this minority report. 

OPSEU prides itself on being apolitical and non-religious. This means we don't affiliate with any 
political party, or religious group. There are many reasons our union does not affiliate with these 
groups. Non affiliation helps ensure we are not unduly influenced by a group whose motives 
may not always match the union's. We have a simple yet comprehensive Statement of Respect 
that is very diverse in nature and also encompasses many different equity seeking groups.  

The NCCM charter does not explicitly outline or name the various equity seeking groups listed 
in OPSEU's statement of respect. By not identifying these groups, we run the risk of turning the 
clock back and damaging relationships that we've worked decades to build and encourage. 
Equity and inclusion are cornerstones of OPSEU. Endorsement of any charter that is not owned 
by OPSEU ties us to the organization that does own it.  

Should the resolution pass at Convention, we run the risk of opening the union up to influences 
by countless other groups. Various religious groups could easily view the union's endorsement 
of the charter as a bias toward the NCCM and then assert pressure on the union to endorse 
their charters. My belief is that the majority of members do not want this to occur. For decades 
the union has staunchly opposed exactly this type of outside influence. I will continue to strongly 
support OPSEU's political and religious non-affiliation in any way possible. 

 

CPAC 2018 Provincial Election - Voter Turnout Campaign 

March 21-22, 2018 – Julius Arscott 

Whereas poor voter turnout in the previous election is a critical issue in the current 
upcoming election; and  

Whereas the CPAC's primary task is to build voter identities and a stronger community 
of potential voters through key messaging and mobilizer canvassing efforts; and  

Whereas the CPAC is dedicated to supporting the We Own It campaign by ensuring 
that privatization is a priority issue for all candidates via the We Own it online survey;  

Therefore be it resolved that the OPSEU Executive Board approve the funds as 
outlined in the attached proposal; and 

Be it further resolved that the monies to be drawn at a 1/3 of the cost from the CPAC 
line and 2/3 from the Contingency fund; and 
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Be it further resolved that the mobilizers will keep daily logs of their activities; and 

Be it further resolved that those logs are to be submitted with their timesheets. 

 

Julius Arscott – EBM Region 5 
I filed a minority report on this issue because it did not include a call for the membership 

to vote NDP. We are not a public service announcement body, whole sole responsibility 

is to remind members to vote or brush their teeth. It is the responsibility of the 

leadership of our union to lead, and that means making a recommendation to vote for a 

particular party, the NDP, as a way of galvanizing our base and fighting the Doug 

Ford/Bay Street agenda. What ended up happening is the union spent money to 

encourage members to vote conservative and liberal. This tactic is confusing and does 

nothing to build our capacity to fight the bosses agenda. 

 

Final Report of the Resolutions Committee 

May 23, 2018 – Julius Arscott, Kingsley Kwok, Myles Magner, Janel Perron  

Be it resolved that the recommendation from the Resolutions Committee be moved as 
amended. 

 

Windsor's Roots and Rhythm Caribbean Festival (Referral) 

May 23, 2018 – Julius Arscott, Ed Arvelin, Gareth Jones, Kingsley Kwok, Myles 
Magner, Laurie Nancekivell, Janel Perron, Philip Shearer, Chrisy Tremblay 

Referral to the region for funding to come from the region. 

 
Laurie Nancekivell – EBM Region 1 
The Coalition of Racialized Workers (then, the Workers of Colour Caucus) submitted a 
proposal to the Executive Board asking for OPSEU to Sponsor Windsor’s Roots and 
Rhythm Caribbean Festival.  This request was similar to requests made for the 
Caribana Festival that OPSEU provides funding for in Toronto.  The Executive Board 
decided to refer this request to the Region 1 Executive Board Members to consider 
through the Promoting the Union Agenda (PUA) Fund since it was occurring within 
Region 1.  I did not believe that this was an appropriate referral.  This event was open 
for Members from other regions to attend as well and it is not the practice that is used 
with other events, like the Caribana Festival.  We do not expect that the Region 5 PUA 
fund carry all of these costs and deal with all of the requests simply because it happens 
in Toronto. 
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Regional Boundaries 

May 23, 2018 – Laurie Nancekivell 

Whereas OPSEU’s regional boundaries are defined for OPSEU’s purposes and often 
do not match the boundaries of the employers and therefore our locals and/or units, and 

Whereas Members can belong to the same employer throughout the province and 
belong to differing locals within their regional boundaries, and 

Whereas OPSEU has, at times, decided to have Members that belong to the same 
employer across regional boundaries, belong to one dedicated local, regardless of 
OPSEU’s geographic boundaries, and 

Whereas OPSEU prides itself in the servicing abilities of its Members, and 

Whereas OPSEU, like all other unions, needs to engage its Membership and bring up 
the next level of activists that will carry on our work, 

Whereas servicing Members in a different geographic region can be a great challenge, 
depending on the distance apart, and 

Whereas having Members engage in leadership positions and within their local can be 
trying and problematic, especially when they are situated in a different region, 

Therefore be it resolved that in situations where there are Members newly organized 
that cross OPSEU’s regional boundaries, or when a Local or a Unit is being reorganized 
and/or restructured within OPSEU and there is an impact on more than one region 
within OPSEU, all regional Executive Board Members from the impacted regions will be 
made a part of the decision making process to determine what local the Members 
should belong to. 

 

Laurie Nancekivell – EBM Region 1 
I believe that the Regional Executive Board Members should be involved in the 
decisions that impact their region.  Specifically, with this issue, I do not believe that 
some of the decisions being made are the best decisions for the Members, the Locals 
involved and the Region as well.  There are greater impacts that may or may not be 
considered when some of these decisions are being made by those outside of the 
region and/or without input from all of the Executive Board Members in the region.   

 
Retired Members Division - to attend OFUR Convention 
May 17, 2018 E-Poll – Gareth Jones, Tara Maszczakiewicz, Lucy Morton 

Whereas the 14th Biennial Convention of the Ontario Federation of Union Retirees 
(OFUR) will be held May 28 – May 29, 2018, at the Unifor Family Education Centre in 
Port Elgin; and 

Whereas the mandate of OFUR is to advocate for retired persons including petitioning 
and lobbying legislators to improve the health and welfare of retired persons and to fight 
for equitable standards of living, improved labour relations and employment standards 
for retired persons consistent with labour affiliates and like-minded organizations; and 
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Whereas the participation of the OPSEU Retired Members Division in the 14th Biennial 
Convention will provide significant opportunity for delegates to contribute to the policy 
agenda of OFUR that will shape the actions, campaigns and initiatives OFUR will 
advance on behalf of all retired persons across Ontario;  

Therefore be it resolved that the OPSEU Executive Board approve the expenses of 
three (3) members of the Retired Members Division, as outlined in the attached 
proposal, to attend the 14th Biennial Convention of the Ontario Federation of Union 
Retirees as proposed. 

 

Lucy Morton – Region 2 RVP 
While supporting the importance of our Retirees petitioning and lobbying our legislators 
and that this Convention would allow OPSEU to participate in any actions, campaigns 
and initiatives, I did not support this motion. 
Rational: 
My voting against was specifically regarding the location of the Conference being at the 
Unifor Family Education site in Port Elgin.  Unifor disaffiliated from the Canadian Labour 
Congress in issues related to “raiding”.   

 

Resolution M6 

June 20-21, 2018 – Eduardo Almeida, Ed Arvelin, Len Elliott, Sara Labelle, Lucy 
Morton, Janel Perron, Philip Shearer, Carl Thibodeau, Erin Thorson, Tracy 
Vyfschaft 

Whereas the BPS memberships of OPSEU are covered by over 500 separate 
Collective Agreements, and in some cases may be members of small units within large 
and diverse Locals; and 

Whereas BPS Sectors face significant challenges in connecting with units within 
composite Locals; and 

Whereas Communication is essential to mobilization and solidarity; and 

Whereas Communication would be improved if Sectors had access to contact 
information for all stewards of a Unit or Local, other than just the highest ranking 
member of a single Unit; 

Therefore be it resolved that Sector Chairs be provided with contact lists of all LEC 
members for Locals that include any unit(s) of their Sector. 

 

Corrections Meeting-Local Presidents/RERC Chairs 

June 20-21, 2018 – Eduardo Almeida, Gareth Jones, Janel Perron, Warren Thomas 
Therefore be it resolved that the OPSEU Executive Board authorize a one-day in 
person meeting for Institutional Facilities Local presidents / highest ranking and 
adult/youth RERC Chairs; and 
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Be it further resolved that the one day in person meeting take place at a time to be 
determined, either after a mediation settlement/award is effected or immediately after 
the first day of arbitration is completed with funds to be drawn from contingency fund as 
outlined in the attached proposal. 

 

Local 276 Strike Support – E-poll 

August 26, 2019 – Philip Shearer 
Whereas Local 276 has now been on strike for 12 weeks; and  
Whereas the members and other supporters have been assaulted on this picket lines; 
and  
Whereas this strike lines require additional support to send a strong message to this 
employer that an injury to one, is an injury to all. 
Therefore be it resolved that each Region send upwards as 25 members to assist this 
Local’s strike; and  
Be it further resolved that funds for this activity to be drawn from the strike fund. 

 
Philip Shearer, Region 1 EBM 
I agree with the motion before us that we need to bolster the intended local 276 picket 
line, but in its implementation of each region booking ‘up to 25’ members off to ‘bloster’ 
at local 276 while members are getting strike pay. And, staying at local hotels etc., we 
will wear the publicity of ‘hired’ picketers for a long time to come. I thought we would 
each send picketers when we could by regional van, never thought that we would send 
25 for 2 weeks. 

 
Resolution E1 

September 26-27, 2018 – Gareth Jones 
Whereas currently some regions struggle to find co-facilitators; and 
Whereas this resolution will satisfy Social Mapping Project (SMP) recommendations 
SMP 25.d, 25.d.i, 25.e, 25.e.i, and 25.e.ii; and  
Whereas it is in OPSEU’s best interest to have their elected equity members trained; 
and 
Whereas there is no consistent policy in place regarding who will be trained and when; 
and 
Whereas it is in each committees mandate to educate OPSEU members; and 
Whereas most of the equity committee members facilitate and assist with workshop, 
educational, and conferences; and 
Whereas new committee members will be required to facilitate a conference as early as 
six (6) months after being elected; 
Therefore be it resolved that within six (6) months of being elected, all new incoming 
equity committee members receive train-the-trainer training from OPSEU. 
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OPSEU Job Postings 
October 24, 2018 – Sara Labelle 
Whereas jobs at OPSEU are highly desirable to the membership and members are 
encouraged to apply; and 
Whereas OPSEU has a very active job competition process, for a limited number of 
positions within the organization; and 
Whereas vacancies must be filled subject to the timelines and provisions in the OPSSU 
and ASU Collective Agreements; and  
Whereas failure to meet these timelines can result in costly grievances and conflicts 
between the parties; and 
Whereas the current process to fill vacancies has become unwieldly due to the 
overwhelming number of applications being received; 
Therefore be it resolved that as part of the job competition process OPSEU members 
who apply for job vacancies will have their resumes reviewed and evaluated against the 
minimum job qualifications outlined in the job posting; and 
Be it further resolved that the members who meet the minimum job qualifications, for 
a period of one year, will not be subject a resume review/evaluation and will 
automatically be invited to test for any future postings for the same position (provided 
the minimum qualifications for the position remain unchanged). 

 
Section 10 – Expense Claim Guidelines – 10.1 General – Taxi 

October 24, 2018 – Eduardo Almeida, Lucy Morton 
Whereas there are now modern modes of public transportation; and 
Whereas these offer a multitude of services and ways of tracking trips, drivers and fees. 
Therefore it be resolved that along with the services of Taxi’s, other forms of 
transportation may be used (e.g. Uber, Lyft); and 
Be it further resolved that like Taxi services, a member must include their emailed 
receipt or proof of payment to receive reimbursement 

 
Lucy Morton, RVP Region 2 -  
The motion to allow members to use taxis, also available to use other means of 
transportation ie Lyft, Uber.   While I support taxi’s (which is my choice) I supported this 
motion 
Rational: 
I have been broached by members who due to their own personal negative experience 
with one specific means of transportation, would have an option that maintains their 
need to feel safe, without having to explain themselves to accounting.   A choice that 
would give comfort and safety, an option that would allow them the best choice fo them.   

 
Policy & Procedures for member complaints (Referral) 

October 24, 2018 – Philip Shearer 
Referral of the issue of policy & procedures on how OPSEU addresses members 
complaints regarding the union, consistent with the Constitution, the Ontario Human 
Rights Code and other applicable legislation, as well as their rights when subject to 
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complaints and/or investigations by the union to the President's Office for review and 
report back to the December Board meeting. 

 

Resolution EB1 - Fight Back Campaign (Referral as amended) 
January 23-24, 2019 – Kingsley Kwok, Myles Magner 
Be it resolved that the motion and appendixes be referred to the President’s Office 
with instructions; and 
Be it further resolved that the President ask staff to convene a meeting as soon as 
possible with the CPAC and President to implement changes as per board discussions. 
Be it further resolved that the President will bring back via conference call a revised 
plan and costing as soon as it is available; and 
Be it further resolved that said plan will move funding for Book off of Regional 
Mobilizers and training to a regional budget, to be approved through the Regional 
Executive Board members, for the purpose of individuals or groups to access and/or 
use for Area Coordinating meeting; and 
Be it further resolved that these funds will be divided equally amongst Regions; and  
Be it further resolved that each Local will be able to send the Local President or 
designee to said Regional Coordinating group meeting to plan work place and/or 
community and Regional actions to combat the Ford Nation Agenda; and  
Be it further resolved that Committee/Caucus/Sector and divisional leaderships are 
encouraged to attend Regional coordinating meetings as well and their budgets will be 
approved for such activity. 

 

OPSEU-Unifor Provincial Lobby 
February 1, 2019 – E-poll – Julius Arscott, Kingsley Kwok, Sara Labelle, Myles 
Magner 
Whereas the Ford government has started to implement an anti-worker and pro-
corporate and pro-privatization agenda that threatens the well-being of Ontario's 
communities and people; and 
Whereas OPSEU and Unifor, Ontario's most prominent public and private sector 
unions, have joined forces to defend the rights of all Ontario workers and their 
communities; and 
Whereas decent-paying jobs in the public and private sectors are key to supporting 
vibrant local economies and the strong public services all Ontarians rely on;  
Therefore be it resolved that the OPSEU Executive Board approve funding as per the 
attached proposal, enabling 35 OPSEU members to participate in the joint lobby day 
events to be held from February 19, 2019 to February 21, 2019. 

 
Julius Arscott, EBM Region 5 -  
I filed a minority report on the joint OPSEU UNIFOR lobby day because there was an 

attempt to get some clarification and pass a motion at the board that the union would 

ask UNIFOR for a signed statement saying that they would not raid other unions and 

also the motion included language to the effect that OPSEU would not join UNIFOR. 

This motion was defeated with an ‘objection to consideration motion’. Without any real 
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opportunity to speak about the concerns of the board members, debate was shut down 

and the motion on the lobby days passed.  There was concern with the optics of 

OPSEU working closely with UNIFOR considering that they continue to raid other 

unions. A statement by UNIFOR would have been useful in letting our allies in the 

house of labour know that we are with them and that we object to raiding. 
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Resolutions Report 
 

The following resolutions were REFERRED: 

 

K2 

The following was referred to the 1st VP/Treasurer’s office for proper costing and a plan for 

implementation. 

Whereas there have never been as many bilingual Canadians in Canada’s history; proud, 
conscientious and eager to improve the equity and quality of their services; and 
Whereas English and French are recognized in the Canadian Charter of Rights, and since 2016 
the province of Ontario is now an observing member within the International French 
Organization and a delegation of 6 women representative have participated at the Francophone 
Women’s Conference in Romania; and 
Whereas OPSEU is not only a service model union but is a strong voice for social justice that 
reflects the diversity that exists within both the labour movement and our various communities; 
and 
Whereas OPSEU strives to serve its members in both official languages French and English; 
and 
Whereas OPSEU makes great effort to provide inclusive services to all of its members; 
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU be officially designated as a bilingual union where 
members can be served in either official language of French or English within the next five (5) 
years.  A budget line be allocated at a sum of $100,000.00 per year to transition materials 
(forms, websites, member portal, educationals, collective agreements, and printed 
documentation) to a bilingual format.  Where positions become posted that the ability to speak 
both official languages be considered. 
 
 

The following resolutions CARRIED: 
 

A1  STATUTORY RESOLUTIONS 

Be it resolved that in compliance with Article 26.2 of the Constitution and Section 97 of 
the Corporations Act, the Financial Statements for the 12-month period ending 
December 2017, including the Statement of Financial Position, the Statement of 
Revenue and Expenditures, the Statement of Fund Balances and the Statement of 
Cash Flows, together with the Auditors’ report thereon, and all transactions reflected 
thereby be approved and that the President and First Vice-President/Treasurer be 
authorized to sign the financial statements on behalf of the Executive Board. 
 
 

A2  STATUTORY RESOLUTIONS 

Be it resolved that in compliance with Section 129 of the Corporations Act, the Convention 
endorse the actions of the Executive Board from the closing of the last Convention until the closing 
of this Convention. 
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A3  STATUTORY RESOLUTIONS 

Be it resolved that in compliance with Articles 26.2 and 28.4 of the Constitution and Section 94 
of the Corporations Act, PWC, PricewaterhouseCoopers, be Auditors of OPSEU for the fiscal 
year January 1, 2018 through to December 31, 2018 and the Executive Board fix the Auditors’ 
remuneration. 

 

B1 
Whereas the Social Mapping Report states in 24a)(i)(iii) to allow members to network with the 
other committees/caucuses to share workplace and union strategies for equity; and  
Whereas the current equity committee and caucuses have been using funds from their current 
budgets to fund the Gathering which has decreased the ability of the Equity 
Committees/Caucuses to achieve their mandates; and 
Whereas the gathering needs to be expanded into a second day in order for the Equity 
Committees/Caucuses to properly network and design union and workplace strategies; 
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU create a separate budget line for the equity 
committees/caucuses to host an annual two (2) day gathering to network and share workplace 
and union strategies and equity; and 
Be it further resolved that the gathering will be held prior to the resolution submission deadline 
for the OPSEU Convention with a cost not to exceed $100,000 for committee and caucus 
members to attend; and 
Be it further resolved that the Gathering will be planned and executed by the OPSEU Equity 
Chairs and the Equity Unit.  

 

C1 
Whereas OPSEU is a member-driven union that is founded on the principles of solidarity, union 
democracy and free collective bargaining; and 
Whereas OPSEU’s policy and practice is to conduct collective bargaining, based on democratic 
principles that provide members with input into the bargaining process through: 

i) members right to democratically elect their bargaining teams from among the 
membership 

ii) their right to actively participate in establishing their team’s bargaining objectives and 
priorities through a democratic demand-setting process 

iii) their ability to affect the outcome of bargaining by participating in workplace 
mobilization; and 

iv) their exclusive right to ratify or reject a contract offer or tentative agreement through 
a democratic vote, except where outstanding issues are subject to binding 
arbitration; and 

 
Whereas under article 24.1.1 of the Constitution, OPSEU’s Executive Board is the only body 
authorized to establish or modify bargaining procedures, based on prior input and direction from 
the respective Sector or Divisional conference; and 
Whereas bargaining procedures established or modified by the Executive Board constitute 
OPSEU policy; and 
Whereas in 2017, OPSEU negotiated several major province wide “extension” collective 
agreements, affecting more than 60,000 members, without following existing, Board- approved 
bargaining procedures that set out specific processes for democratically electing bargaining 
teams and conducting a democratic demand-setting process, as approved by their respective 
Divisional Conferences; and  
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Whereas these procedures were set aside without prior consultation with the full elected 
divisional leadership,  local leaders and/or the division’s membership as a whole, and without 
authorization by the OPSEU Executive Board , contrary to Article 16.2.1 of the Constitution; and 
Whereas the decision to bypass the requirement for an elected bargaining team and a 
democratic demand-setting process effectively denied members of the affected bargaining units 
their rights to meaningful input into their own collective bargaining, and failed to engage and 
mobilize members to maximize their bargaining power and achieve the best possible collective 
agreements; and 
Whereas the experience of other bargaining campaigns, including the recent CAAT-Academic 
strike, has shown that OPSEU’s normal democratic bargaining procedures, combined with a 
focus on effective member engagement and mobilization, can generate real bargaining power 
and result in significant gains for OPSEU members; 
Therefore be it resolved that as a member-driven union, OPSEU reaffirm its commitment to 
the democratic principle that members must have meaningful input into the collective bargaining 
process, including: 

i) The right to democratically elect their bargaining teams from among their 
bargaining unit’s membership, 

ii) The right to actively participate in establishing bargaining objectives and priorities 
through a democratic demand setting process, 

iii) Member engagement and mobilization to support their bargaining objectives; and 
iv) Members’ exclusive right to ratify or reject a contract offer or tentative agreement 

through a democratic vote, except where outstanding issues and subject to 
binding arbitration; and 

Be it further resolved that OPSEU will not alter, depart from or set aside existing, Board-
approved bargaining procedures without the prior authorization by a majority vote of both the 
delegates at the Divisional or Sector meeting of the affected bargaining unit and of the 
Executive Board; and 
Be it further resolved that OPSEU will not engage in collective bargaining on behalf of a 
bargaining unit without first ensuring members’ ability to participate in the democratic election of 
their bargaining teams from among the membership and the right to participate in a democratic 
demand-setting process, without first obtaining authorization to do so through a majority vote of 
the membership of the affected bargaining unit. 

 
Resolution E1 
Whereas currently some regions struggle to find co-facilitators; and 
Whereas this resolution will satisfy Social Mapping Project (SMP) recommendations SMP 25.d, 
25.d.i, 25.e, 25.e.i, and 25.e.ii; and  
Whereas it is in OPSEU’s best interest to have their elected equity members trained; and 
Whereas there is no consistent policy in place regarding who will be trained and when; and 
Whereas it is in each committees mandate to educate OPSEU members; and 
Whereas most of the equity committee members facilitate and assist with workshop, 
educational, and conferences; and 
Whereas new committee members will be required to facilitate a conference as early as six (6) 
months after being elected; 
Therefore be it resolved that within six (6) months of being elected, all new incoming equity 
committee members receive train-the-trainer training from OPSEU. 
 

E3 

Whereas our Employers are using monitoring systems in our workplaces; and 
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Whereas our Employers are using these systems to discipline our members during 
investigations; and 
Whereas there are numerous acts and pieces of legislation regarding workplace surveillance; 
and 
Whereas the majority of our members are unaware of their rights, entitlements and protections 
under numerous pieces of laws and legislation; 
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU create an Educational on the use of surveillance in our 
workplaces, outlining the current protections through laws and legislation; and 
Be it further resolved that bargaining language, grievance language and arbitration awards be 
included in the course outlining; and 
Be it further resolved that OPSEU have this course developed by the end of 2018. 
 

EB1 
Whereas there has been a marked increase in reports of racism, Islamophobia and attacks on 
immigrants and refugees, including an increase in incidents of racist and far-right violence, fueled 
by right-wing politicians in both Canada and the United States; and 
Whereas the National Council of Muslim Canadians called for action to endorse the NCCM’s 
Charter for Inclusive Communities and to fight Islamophobia in July 2016; and 
Whereas Renu Mandhane, Bernie Farber, Andrea Horvath, Jagmeet Singh, and Peggy Sattler, 
among others, have endorsed the NCCM Charter for Inclusive Communities; and 
Whereas a number of unions and labour councils, area councils and locals have adopted a 
“Charter of Inclusive Workplaces and Communities” and called on the labour movement to 
engage and mobilize our members to combat the rise of racism, Islamophobia and bigotry of all 
kinds;  
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU endorses the following Charter of Inclusive Workplaces 
and Communities. 
 
Charter of Inclusive Workplaces and Communities 
  
Discrimination in all its forms, including Islamophobia, anti-Black racism, anti-Indigenous racism, 
anti-Semitism, and all other forms of racism, xenophobia and bigotry threatens our country’s rich 
social fabric, including the workplaces of OPSEU members and other workers, and the 
communities in which we live. Dividing people because of race, religion, ancestry or any other 
difference that undermines human rights serves only to weaken our unions and our society.  
  
By endorsing this Charter, we commit to standing up for the rights and dignity of everyone in 
order to promote inclusive, just and respectful workplaces and communities;      
 
That is why we affirm that: 
  

 Islamophobia, anti-Black racism, anti-Indigenous racism, anti-Semitism, and all 
other forms of racism, xenophobia, and bigotry have no place in our workplaces or 
communities. 

  

 Discrimination and acts of hate against OPSEU members and others in our 
communities marginalizes individuals and groups and excludes them from 
participating fully in our unions, workplaces and communities. 

  

 The dignity of every member is essential to a healthy and vibrant union and 
workplace. 
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 As a union, we will work with the labour movement, all levels of government, 
Indigenous peoples, civil society, and communities to develop policies, programs 
and initiatives to reduce and eliminate racism, hate and bigotry in all its forms. 

  
By working together, we can nurture inclusive workplaces and strengthen our shared 
commitment to OPSEU’s values of equality, respect, justice, and dignity for all.  
 
Be it further resolved that OPSEU will communicate our endorsement of the Charter of 
Inclusive Workplaces and Communities to our locals, area councils, equity committees and 
caucuses and members, and will encourage their continued engagement in organizing against, 
Islamophobia, anti-Black racism, anti-Indigenous racism, anti-Semitism, and all other forms of 
racism, xenophobia, bigotry and discrimination of all kinds. 

 
 

EB2 

Whereas Ontario’s Bill 148, the Fair Workplaces, Better Jobs Act, enshrines the principle of 
“equal pay for equal work” and other improvements to the Employment Standards Act (ESA); 
and 
Whereas this principle arises from the idea that it is discriminatory to pay workers in casual, 
part-time, temporary, temp agency, or other precarious jobs less than full-time workers doing 
the same job, merely because of their job status; and 
Whereas Bill 148 says that “no employer shall reduce the rate of pay of an employee in order to 
comply” with equal pay for equal work, but does not require employers to pay equal benefits to 
workers in precarious jobs, including pro-rated benefits for part-time workers; and 
Whereas this allows employers to continue to discriminate against precarious workers; and 
Whereas Bill 148 does nothing to prevent employers from cutting hours, benefits or other terms 
& conditions of work for part-time, contract, casual, temporary, agency or other precarious 
employees; and 
Whereas Bill 148 does nothing to prevent employers from cutting the incomes of full-time 
workers by cutting hours, benefits, or terms and conditions of work other than their rate of pay; 
and 
Whereas Bill 148 does not explicitly recognize that paying workers less, or denying them 
benefits, because of their job status is discriminatory; and 
Whereas Bill 148 fails to recognize that in many cases this allow employers to force part-time & 
precarious workers and/or full-time workers, not the employers themselves, to pay equal pay 
and other improvements for precarious workers;  
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU continue to call for legislative change to strengthen 
equal pay for equal work, and other provision in Bill 148 to: 

 enshrining discrimination on the basis of job status as a prohibited ground for 

discrimination under the Ontario Human Rights Code; 

 expanding “equal pay for equal work” in the Employment Standards Act to include 

benefits, including pro-rated benefits for part-timers, in the definition of “pay”; and 

 explicitly stating in the Employment Standards Act that no employee shall 

experience any adverse employment effect, pay-related or otherwise, as a result of 

an employer complying with the equal pay for equal work language and/or other 

ESA improvements provided for in Bill 148.  
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EB3 
Whereas the Government of Canada aims to legalize the commercial sale of recreational 
cannabis by July 1, 2018; and 
Whereas the federal government has given responsibility for regulating the sale of cannabis to 
provincial governments; and 
Whereas in Ontario, the provincial government has already recognized the wisdom of selling 
cannabis through stores overseen by a subsidiary of the LCBO, and has announced that up to 
150 retail stores in Ontario will be overseen by that subsidiary, the new Cannabis Retail 
Corporation of Ontario; and 
Whereas the LCBO has 90 years’ experience in handling a controlled substance and public 
control is the best way to minimize the social harms caused by the legalization of cannabis; and 
Whereas OPSEU has already negotiated contract language that guarantees that the LCBO will 
voluntarily recognize OPSEU as the bargaining agent for frontline employees who handle 
cannabis and work for the LCBO, or an LCBO subsidiary; and 
 Whereas unionization is the surest way to ensure good, stable jobs in the cannabis industry;  
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU continue to lobby to unionize employees working for the 
Cannabis Retail Corporation of Ontario to ensure that the employees are OPSEU members; 
and 
Be it further resolved that if and when the government expands the recreational sale of 
cannabis to more locations, OPSEU will support the sale of cannabis through the Cannabis 
Retail Corporation of Ontario; and 
 Be it further resolved that OPSEU call on the Government of Ontario to establish the 150 retail 
stores sooner than 2020 and establish additional stores as needed to provide reasonable, safe 
and regulated access to cannabis products and undercut the illicit market and its associated 
harms 
 

EB4 
Whereas the Ontario government has proposed major changes to the Ambulance Act as per 
Bill 160, the Strengthening Quality and Accountability for Patients Act; and 
Whereas these changes – including the establishment of ministerial directives, and an 
exemptions clause to facilitate pilot projects - would open the door to the use of the fire-medic 
model; and 
Whereas expanding the power of the Lieutenant Governor in Council to allow exemptions is 
particularly concerning because the standards established in the Ambulance Act exist to ensure 
the highest level of patient care and safety; and 
Whereas the provincial government is moving forward with this plan despite repeated warnings 
about the high costs and dangers of implementing a fire-medic model, including risks associated 
with increased use of firetrucks in emergency response, firefighters’ 24 hour shift schedules and 
exemptions from hours of work provisions, daily rest periods, and mandatory time off; and  
Whereas the cost of expanded fire response is an increased cost placed on already-

overstretched municipalities who bear 100 percent of the cost of providing fire services (as 

opposed to the province’s 50/50 cost-share for ambulance services); and 
Whereas the establishment of a pilot project would require the support of the municipality 

involved;  

Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU focus its efforts to combat the implementation of the fire-
medic model at the municipal level, especially if/where a municipality expresses interest or 
agrees to establish a pilot project; and  
Be it further resolved that OPSEU work to make this a municipal election issue; and 

Be it further resolved that OPSEU work with local allies (such as labour councils) to undertake 

initiatives or campaigns to support these efforts.  
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EB5 
Whereas the number of Ontarians waiting to access long-term care has exceeded 20,000 since 
the late 1990s; and  
Whereas more beds are being cut from our community hospitals – including complex continuing 
care beds – patients are increasingly offloaded from hospitals and into long-term care homes 
“sicker and quicker”; and  
Whereas Ontario has the lowest standards in all of Canada when it comes to the long-term care 
sector, and there exist no guidelines for staff-to-resident ratios in Ontario’s long-term care homes, 
despite the existence of staffing standards in other sectors like daycare; and 
Whereas severe cuts to beds and services, combined with an aging population, have meant 
that staff are increasingly overworked, rushed and expected to do more with less, while patient 
acuity and complexity of care is growing; and  
Whereas nearly 84 percent of those entering long-term care homes today have high or very 
high needs as a result of cognitive or behavioural problems, resulting in a dramatic spike in 
violent incidents affecting both staff and residents; and    
Whereas these issues are compounded by the proliferation of privately-operated homes where 
residents are increasingly forced to pay massive out-of-pocket costs or face long wait lists in 
accessing publicly funded long-term care. These private-sector corporations cut corners by 
cutting staff, rationing supplies and reducing the quality of food;  
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU call on the Ontario government to provide funding for 
publicly owned and managed long-term care beds (staffed beds), to a level that meets 
population need; and  
Be it further resolved that OPSEU call on the government to reject any proposal to privatize 
the ownership or management of an existing public long-term care facility, and that all new 
capacity in the long-term care sector be fully public; and   
Be it further resolved that OPSEU demand funding for increased access to specialized long-

term care homes, with appropriate staffing, including skilled regulated health professionals; and  

Be it further resolved that OPSEU call for more annualized random inspections for long-term 

care homes; and 

Be it further resolved that OPSEU call for a provincial strategy to improve access to 

specialized seniors’ mental health services, as per the recommendations of the Office of the 

Chief Coroner of Ontario’s Geriatric and Long-Term Care Review Committee.      

 

EB6 

Whereas the contracting-out of home care services to private, for-profit companies has 
embedded privatization into the health care system; and 
Whereas contracting-in will remove the costs associated with the duplicate administration of the 
many provider agencies and profit-taking; and 
Whereas Bill 41, the Patients First Act, has enabled the Local Health Integration Networks 
(LHINs) to assume responsibility for the management and direct delivery of home and 
community care, which eliminates the structural barriers that have reinforced the contracting-out 
system; and 
Whereas the Minister of Health and Long-Term Care has announced the creation of a new crown 
agency for home care services called “Self-Directed Personal Support Services Ontario 
(SDPSSO)” to be launched in early 2018; and 

Whereas the creation of the SDPSSO adds a new layer of bureaucracy and will employ only a 
select few, it will not address the fact that the vast majority of home care workers are, and will 
remain, employed by an array of for-profit and not-for-profit agencies, where they often earn 
less and face precarious employment. It does not end the practice of contracting-out; and  
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Whereas there exists little information about the agency’s governance or accountability 
structure; 
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU continue to call for an end to contracting-out and the 
creation of a fully-public, not-for-profit home care system where patients have the right to 
access the care they need; and 
Be it further resolved that OPSEU oppose the creation of the SDPSSO “Self-Directed 
Personal Support Services Ontario” and continue to demand that all home care workers be 
brought in as direct service providers employed by the Local Health Integration Network (LHIN) 
and that the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care explore its options for the 
termination or non-renewal of all contracts with provider agencies; and  
Be it further resolved that OPSEU continue to demand improved Local Health Integration 
Network (LHIN) accountability to patients, the public and the workforce, through meaningful 
consultation processes and the creation of democratically elected Local Health Integration 
Network (LHIN) boards of directors.  
 
 

EB7 
Whereas Ontario now has the fewest number of hospital beds per capita in Canada, and the 
most overcrowded hospitals of any jurisdiction in the developed world; and 
Whereas the last hospital bed study conducted in Ontario was in the mid-1990s; and 
Whereas Ontario has cut more than 18,500 hospital beds since 1990; and 
Whereas the evidence shows that a 5.2 percent annual increase in hospital funding is required 
to meet population growth, aging, inflation, and increased utilization; and 
Whereas 2017 marked the first year in 10 years of real dollar funding increases for hospitals 
(between 2 and 3 percent), despite this increase remaining well below the amount required; and 
Whereas Ontario’s Local Health Integration Networks (LHINs) have been a driving force for 
costly hospital restructuring rather than health system planning, resulting in more hospital cuts, 
closures, and the loss of local accountability; and 
Whereas the primary function of the LHINs has been to overrule local boards of directors, order 
them to provide certain services or levels of service, and force them to restructure rather than 
actually planning health care services to meet population need; 
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU demand the restoration of health system planning to 
meet population need, including funding the appropriate number of hospital beds and proper 
staffing levels; and  
Be it further resolved that OPSEU continue to support the call for safe hospital occupancy 
levels, including an 85 percent maximum bed occupancy rate to improve patient experience and 
health outcomes; and 
Be it further resolved that OPSEU continue to demand that Local Health Integration Networks 
(LHINs) be accountable to patients, the public, and the health care workforce, through 
meaningful consultation processes and the creation of democratically elected Local Health 
Integration Network (LHIN) boards of directors. 
 

EB8 
Whereas the provincial government is the primary influence on the quality of Ontario’s public 
services and on the working conditions of Ontario’s public service workers; and 
Whereas the Ontario provincial election is scheduled to take place on or before June 7, 2018; 
and 
Whereas voter turn-out rates in provincial elections have been very low over the past two 
decades, sometimes below 50 percent; and 
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Whereas OPSEU’s 150,000 members could have a meaningful impact on the outcome of the 
election;  
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU strongly encourage all of its members to vote in the 
provincial election; and 
Be it further resolved that OPSEU provide all of its members with resources and information 
that will help them make an informed choice about which candidates will be most likely to 
support strong and effective public services. 
 

EB9 
Whereas the Ontario Government has acknowledged that precarious work is at crisis levels and 
has committed to meaningfully reduce precarious work; and 
Whereas a majority of Ontario’s college academic faculty are in precarious part-time and 
sessional contracts; and 
Whereas a significant number of contract academics at Ontario’s colleges have signaled they 
want to join OPSEU in order to improve their working conditions; and  
Whereas the College Employers Council is actively working to stall and block the unionization 
process for its part-time academic;  
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU demand that the provincial government direct the 
College Employers Council to immediately voluntarily recognize OPSEU as the official 
bargaining agent for all part-time academic.  
 

EB10 

Whereas the Ministry of Children and Youth Services (MCYS), and the Ministry of Community 
and Social Services (MCSS), have been restructuring children’s aid societies, children’s mental 
health and developmental services sectors; and 
Whereas  the Ministry of Children and Youth Services (MCYS) and Ministry of Community and 
Social Services (MCSS) have not provided adequate base funding increases to transfer 
payment agencies that deliver social services to society’s most vulnerable for years; and    
Whereas more than 12,000 children and youth in Ontario are currently waiting to access 
children’s mental health units, and due to chronic underfunding, many children who are forced 
to seek treatment in hospitals; and 
Whereas developmental services agencies have undergone nine years of zero budget 
increases to community agencies and predominantly operate with a part-time work force; and 
Whereas a $110-million class action lawsuit was launched against the Ontario government in 
2017 for failing to eliminate the years-long wait list for support services for adults with 
developmental disabilities; and 
Whereas children’s aid societies continue to face operating pressures which adversely impact  
workers and service provisions under the new funding formula, resulting in agencies going into 
deficit;  
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU call on all parties during the provincial election to: 

 dramatically increase base funding to transfer payment social service agencies in the 

broader public sector; and  

 strike central provincial bargaining tables for children’s aid societies, developmental services 

and children’s treatment centres. 

 

K1  
Whereas the Social Mapping Report states in 41 a) to heighten Board awareness of the 
demographics of the membership; and  
Whereas the Social Mapping Report also states in 42 to increase the capacity of all staff to 
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support the equity goals of OPSEU by building an equity perspective; and 
Whereas the Joint Leadership Day in the past was a day, in which the Equity Committees and 
Caucuses were able to communicate their issues and create understanding with the Executive 
Board, OPSEU Leaders and Staff; 
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU reinstate the Joint Leadership Day on an annual basis; 
and 
Be it further resolved that the Joint Leadership Day will be planned and executed by the 
OPSEU Equity Chairs and the Equity Unit as it has been done in the past. 
 

L1 

Whereas Home Care and Long Term Care have steadily deteriorated in the province; and 
Whereas getting the proper care through your local CCAC or LHIN’s is presently impossible; and 
Whereas studies have shown that having a time allotment of greater than 4 hours per resident 
per day significantly improves the quality of care; and 
Whereas Ontario axed legislative care standards in 1996 while other jurisdictions have been 
increasing theirs;  
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU actively campaign to amend the Long Term Care Homes 
Act (2007) to legislate a minimum 4 hours per resident per day; and 
Be it further resolved that OPSEU approach the Government of Ontario to change the level of 
funding for staffing and quality care to be tied to the minimum standard of the legislated 4 hours. 

 
L2  

Whereas Canada has a proven history of underfunding services and infrastructure for 
Indigenous peoples, creating injustice and crisis in Indigenous communities; and 
Whereas Indigenous people deserve the same quality public services and infrastructure 
available to others in Canada; and 
Whereas Indigenous communities, both on and off reserves and in urban centers, have a right 
to control the services their people depend on. 
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU will produce tools and materials to educate OPSEU 
members about the negative effects the privatization of public services and infrastructure has on 
Indigenous peoples (on-reserve, off reserves and in urban centers); and 
Be it further resolved that OPSEU will work with Indigenous peoples, the labour movement, 
and allies to oppose the commercialization of water, and protect our water from harmful 
development; and 
Be it further resolved that OPSEU will pressure all levels of government through a member 
mobilization and lobbying campaign, in conjunction with the Indigenous Circle, to protect 
community-controlled infrastructure including water and wastewater systems and social services 
in Indigenous communities, and ensure all Indigenous peoples have fair and equal access to 
public services regardless of where they live; and 
Be it further resolved that the cost associated to these campaigns not exceed $100,000. 

 
L3 
Whereas there has never been an official count of trans, bisexual, lesbian, gay, intersex, 
asexual, pansexual, queer, questioning, 2 spirited (“TBLGIAPQQ2S”) persons of communities in 
Canada; and 
Whereas data on communities is essential if we want to include TBLGIAPQQ2S communities in 
employment equity laws and policies; and 
Whereas data on communities is important for the development of good public policies and 
programs; 
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Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU, in conjunction with the OFL, CLC and NUPGE, with its 
partners, lobby the federal government to include questions pertaining to the trans, bisexual, 
lesbian, gay, intersex, asexual, pansexual, queer, questioning, 2 spirited (TBLGIAPQQ2S) 
communities in the Canadian census. 
 
L4 
Whereas a Francophone position should be introduced to the Ontario Federation of Labour 
(OFL) and to the National Union Public General Employee’s (NUPGE) executive boards; and 
Whereas there is no francophone representation to either board; 
Therefore be it resolved that the OPSEU Executive Board be tasked with opening discussions 
with both the Ontario Federation of Labour (OFL) and the National Union Public General 
Employee’s (NUPGE) to introduce a Francophone position to their respective Executive Board. 

 
L5 

Whereas sex work by choice is distinct from sexual exploitation or human trafficking; and 
Whereas laws around sex work introduced through Bill C-36 reproduced all of the same 
criminalizations that were struck down by the Supreme Court; and 
Whereas full decriminalization of sex workers, clients and third parties provide an approach which 
is inclusive of sex workers and does not perpetuate marginalization, state-sanctioned violence or 
gross human rights violations; and 
Whereas OPSEU has long fought for social and legal supports for all workers, unionized or not; 
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU recognize and support the value of voluntary sex work, 
the rights of sex workers and their efforts to attain equality, equity, workplace safety, labour rights 
and any other benefit provided to all other workers; and 
Be it further resolved that OPSEU, in solidarity with sex workers and advocates, support and 
promotes the full decriminalization of voluntary sex work, the repeal of punitive laws around 
voluntary sex work, and support sex workers in their struggle to organize and improve their 
working conditions; and 
Be it further resolved that OPSEU, in solidarity with sex workers and advocates, educate 
OPSEU members on the intersectionality between sexual exploitation and human trafficking and 
vulnerable groups in our society, which most often includes the socially and economically 
disadvantaged, women and children, Indigenous persons, members of the trans, bisexual, 
lesbian, gay, intersex, asexual, pansexual, queer, questioning, two spirited (TBLGIAPQQ2S) 
communities, runaways, youth residing in care, migrants, and new immigrants. 

 
L6 

Whereas the Health Canada policy prohibiting men who have sex with men (MSM) from donating 
blood and organs is discriminatory and may result in an increase in the number of deaths relating 
to transplant shortages; and 
Whereas Health Canada prohibits the sexual partners of MSM from donating blood and organs; 
and 
Whereas every blood donation is tested; and 
Whereas Health Canada should be stopped from sexual orientation based discrimination; 
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU, through its labour affiliates lobby Health Canada to 
abolish the discriminatory policy that bans men who have sex with men (MSM) from donating 
blood and/or organs if they have had sex with a man in the past year. 
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L7 

Whereas the standard work week/time has not seen significant change since the establishment 
of the 40 hour work week over 70 years ago in most sectors; and 
Whereas the massive increase in productivity of work processes has resulted in massive profit 
taking and a growing gap  between worker incomes and those at the top of the economic 
system; and 
Whereas the levels of stress and work life imbalance are growing; and 
Whereas many workers face too few hours and others too many; and 
Whereas the threat of job loss due to emerging artificial intelligence and robotic technology is 
anticipated; 
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU build support for a shorter workweek with no loss in pay, 
as a matter of social policy direction within the union, the labour movement and our 
communities in order to enhance worker well-being, job creation and promoting substantive 
equality in our society. 

 
L8  

Whereas the Government announced the closure of the Ministry of Natural Resources and 
Forestry (MNRF) Angus Seed Plant; and 
Whereas the plant is important for Ontario’s Forests to mitigate climate change and maintain 
tree species diversity;  
Therefore be it resolved that the union lobby against the closure of the Ministry of Natural 
Resources and Forestry (MNRF) Angus Seed Plant and that the Government of Ontario 
properly fund the facility. 

 
 
 

 
 
The following resolutions were DEFEATED: 
 

B2 
Whereas Local Presidents and Stewards are tasked with being the first line of defense for all 

member issues; and 

Whereas the process for dealing with especially complex and/or sensitive member issues 

involves, where necessary, seeking assistance from our OPSEU Staff Representatives; and 

Whereas Staff are responsible for supporting Local Presidents and Stewards to provide the best 

possible representation to OPSEU members; and  

Whereas there have been several documented instances where Staff Representatives, while 

well-intentioned, have been ill-equipped to deal with the most complex and/or sensitive member 

issues; and 

Whereas OPSEU has the resources available to create, a specialized Staff Unit trained to provide 

assistance in the most complex and challenging situations; 

Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU allocate funding, support and resources to create an 

Advanced/Specialized Case Unit, and to create that Unit by recruiting existing Staff, for the 

purpose of assisting locals with high-needs, high priority cases, staying up-to-date on the most 

recent/advanced mediation, conflict resolution and labour relations techniques as well as case 
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law, so that OPSEU members in unique and challenging situations may be afforded the same 

world-class support that OPSEU is known for providing its members.  

B3 

Whereas 12.2.1 of the OPSEU constitution lists several examples of locals having a degree of 
autonomy including but not limited to, negotiating. Local Collective Agreements, processing 
grievances, establishing joint Labour Management Committees on local working conditions, 
exercising control over expenditure of their revenues,  joining Local Labour Councils and other 
organizations and engaging social and community activities; and 
Whereas OPSEU aims to …promote justice, equality, and efficiency in services to the public 
(Article 4.1 (9) of the OPSEU Constitution), and internalizes those same values; and 
Whereas OPSEU provides complete paid time off  for a single  member in large composite 
650+ member locals and large single-unit 750+member locals; and 
Whereas even after fully utilizing the local time off fund, smaller locals can find themselves with 
disproportionally less paid local representation; and 
Whereas OPSEU has budgeted for time off for local work; 
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU  restructures the way all locals receive time off for local 
business by funding time off day (s) per local as a percentage of local dues paid per member  in 
the form of  time off for local executive members; and 
Be it further resolved that OPSEU cancel both the automatic full time book off and the current 
local time off funds and use those funds to provide time off day (s)  for the local executive to use 
as they see fit to deal with local union business. 

 
 

H1 
Whereas in 2016, a series of allegations regarding incidents of alleged workplace sexual assault 

against members of OPSEU’s staff resulted in criminal charges against a former OPSEU staff 

member and critical media coverage regarding OPSEU’s response to the allegations; and 

Whereas some members expressed serious concerns that a toxic work environment and 

systemic problems in its workplace culture may have existed in OPSEU and may have contributed 

to the alleged incidents of sexual harassment and sexual assault experienced by staff; and 

Whereas these concerns were discussed and debated at OPSEU’s 2016 Convention, resulting 

in the adoption of Emergency Resolution EB-16; and 

Whereas Emergency Resolution EB-16 directed: 

1. OPSEU’s Executive Board to “establish an ad hoc task force consisting of two officers, 

two Executive Board members, two OPSSU members, one ASU member, and one 

employee from the excluded staff”; and 

2. That the task force would “review the Union’s  staffing policies related to harassment and 

discrimination and…engage and direct an external independent consultant to conduct a 

review of OPSEU’s harassment and discrimination polices, complaint reporting 

processes, and workplace culture”; and 

3. That “the consultant will report to the task force and the Executive Board”; and 

4. That the task force “be established immediately and the external review will be established 

to ensure that it does not prejudice legal or other processes that [were] currently 

underway”; and 
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Whereas in the wake of the Weinstein and other similar allegations, there have been widespread 

reports of sexual harassment and sexual assault in numerous workplaces, industries and sectors; 

and 

Whereas the resulting public discussion of these alleged incidents has highlighted the ways in 

which a lack of appropriate workplace policies and practices and/or issues regarding workplace 

culture may have contributed to these alleged incidents and/or discouraged alleged victims from 

reporting such incidents; and   

Whereas in the current climate - and in light of the growing #metoo and #timesup movements - 

organizations are recognizing the need for greater transparency and accountability in how they 

address these kinds of allegations, and the workplace policies and practices they adopt to prevent  

and respond to future incidents; and 

Whereas there has been no formal report to OPSEU’s membership regarding the findings of the 

external review of OPSEU’s harassment and discrimination policies, complaint reporting 

processes, or any actions  OPSEU has or will be taking as a result; 

Therefore be it resolved that  the full report of the external consultant stemming from Emergency 

Resolution EB16 from 2016 Convention will be provided to the OPSEU Executive Board for 

review, discussion and action as required, unless this has already taken place; and 

Be it further resolved that OPSEU will prepare a written report providing a detailed summary of 

the external consultant’s finding, and including a complete list of the consultant’s 

recommendations together with the specific actions OPSEU plans to take or has taken to address 

each recommendation, for review, discussion and adoption by the Executive Board; and 

Be it further resolved that OPSEU will provide copies of its final written report to the officers of 

each Division, Sector and Local and the members of each Provincial Equity Committee or 

Caucus, by June 30, 2018. 

 

J1 

Whereas OPSEU is committed to providing educational programs that empower our member’s 
rights and collective agreements; and 
Whereas in Ontario, approximately 22% of jobs could be characterized as precarious work and 
approximately 33% of part-time workers are in positions with low wages, no benefits, no 
pension; and 
Whereas precarious workers, active in the Union, should not  have to make the decision as to 
whether they will commit to attending educationals to further their activism or remain available to 
possibly work during that period; and 
Whereas Section 6.2 of section 7 of the OPSEU Policy Manual states shift workers will be 
provided lost wages for attending educationals on regularly scheduled work days (April 8-10, 
1999 c. p. 7) 
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU commit to reimburse wage claims for precarious 
workers, who do not have regularly scheduled shifts and rely on call-ins for work; 
Be it further resolved that precarious workers, attending OPSEU educationals, not have to 
comply with a deadline to submit wage claims prior to the event. 
 

M1 

Whereas OPSEU promotes member engagement and opportunity for growth and involvement 
within our union; and  
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Whereas members often have Collective Agreements which grant limited time off for union 
business; and 
Whereas collective agreements vary widely on the amount of union leave available to 
members; and 
Whereas employers refuse to negotiate sufficient union time-off allotments for members, a 
union busting tactic; and 
Whereas OPSEU already reimburses the actual cost for member wage claims when an 
employer grants union leave; and 
Whereas losing a vacation or other credits deny a material benefit to the member; and 
Whereas members should not be penalized for doing the work of our union; 
Therefore be it resolved that members will be reimbursed at their regular hourly rate when a 
member’s employer denies union leave and obliges a member to use credits or unpaid leave to 
attend union business; and 
Be it further resolved that OPSEU promote the removal of time limits on union leave in 
collective agreements. 

 
 

M2 
Whereas the OPSEU annual Convention is the largest opportunity for the 

membership as a whole to debate policy and set direction for the union; and 

Whereas there is always insufficient time to debate all submitted resolutions at the 

annual Convention; and 

Whereas technology exists that could provide all OPSEU members in good standing 

and opportunity to review submitted resolutions found in Section G during a specified 

time period before the annual Convention; and 

Whereas an engaged union is a union that gives every member greater opportunities 

for input and to have their voices heard; and  
 

Whereas the Resolutions Committee could benefit from input from the membership on which 
resolutions they would prefer to see come to the Convention floor for debate; and  
Whereas any voting or input from the membership would not be binding on the function or 
authority of the Resolutions Committee; 
Therefore be it resolved that in time for the 2019 annual Convention OPSEU will develop and 
make available to all members in good standing an electronic mechanism that will give members 
an opportunity to review and vote on which resolutions they believe should be given priority on 
the Convention floor. 

 

M3 
Whereas OPSEU is an inclusive and equity based union composed of both full and part time 
and seasonal members; and 
Whereas any member may aspire to better their position in the workplace and with OPSEU 
through post-secondary education; 
Therefore be it resolved that all scholarships offered through OPSEU be written to make the 
application open to both children of members in good standing and the members themselves in 
good standing.   
 

M4 
Whereas OPSEU has set up Regional Offices by geographical boundaries and/or population; 
and 
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Whereas Regional Offices are strategically placed in geographical distance; and 
Whereas the Executive Board has passed the motion to do a workload study; and 
Whereas this study could affect Regional Offices; and 
Whereas OPSEU’s greatest strength is our members and their voices;  
Therefore be it resolved that any change to current regional boundaries or Regional Offices 
will come to the Executive Board for approval and a two thirds (2/3) vote is required to 
implement the recommendations. 

 

M5 

Whereas OPSEU is a member driven union; and 
Whereas the Local Union Steward plays a vital role in the union; and 
Whereas the Local Union Steward supports the member through the grievance process; and  
Whereas OPSEU Head Office has been refusing to pay for the time-off and travel expenses of 
the local steward to attend the Grievance Settlement Board (GSB) located in Toronto;  
Therefore be it resolved that if a grievor requests a Local Union Steward to be present at their 
Grievance Settlement Board date, that OPSEU Head Office pay for at least one local steward’s 
time-off and pay all travel expenses as per OPSEU policy. 

 
M6 

Whereas the BPS memberships of OPSEU are covered by over 500 separate Collective 
Agreements, and in some cases may be members of small units within large and diverse 
Locals; and 
Whereas BPS Sectors face significant challenges in connecting with units within composite 
Locals; and 
Whereas Communication is essential to mobilization and solidarity; and 
Whereas Communication would be improved if Sectors had access to contact information for all 
stewards of a Unit or Local, other than just the highest ranking member of a single Unit; 
Therefore be it resolved that Sector Chairs be provided with contact lists of all LEC members 
for Locals that include any unit(s) of their Sector. 

 

M7 

Whereas Membership Development Program has been created to recruit, train and develop 
people within the union structure.  As our union changes, the need to train and develop people 
becomes increasingly critical; and 
Whereas the overall goal of the Membership Development Program is to provide learning and 
development opportunities relative to the work of the professional level staff at OPSEU; and 
Whereas the Membership Development Trainees will participate in a variety of activities 
including the following: 

 On the job shadowing 

 Regular discussions with assigned staff member 

 Self-directed learning activities 

 Reflective journaling 
 

Whereas the MDT program was created to provide opportunities for OPSEU members from all 
sectors to experience what working with OPSEU would be like.  It’s also meant to develop a 
pool of qualified and experienced applicants for a variety of staff vacancies that come up from 
time to time at OPSEU; and 
Whereas OPSEU supports employment equity.  Racialized workers, women, Indigenous 
workers, LGBTQTS workers, young workers, francophone workers, and workers with disabilities 
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are encouraged to apply.  For the purpose of statistical data collection, applicants are strongly 
encouraged to voluntarily self-identify; and 
Whereas in 2017 the program was run and of the nine selected participates not one of them 
were from the equity seeking groups; and 
Whereas the representation of Workers of Colour and Indigenous people is not adequate in 
comparison to their population percentages in Ontario;  
Therefore be it resolved that OPSEU create a Membership Development Program that is 
exclusively for the Equity Groups; with emphasis on Workers of Colour and Indigenous peoples. 
This program initiative should be complete by June 2019. 

 
 
 
The following resolutions were REDUNDANT: 
 

E2 
Whereas the Equity Committee and Caucus Representatives are recognized by OPSEU; and 
Whereas the Equity Committee and Caucus Representatives do not have equal voice at 
educational planning meetings/sessions; and 
Whereas education planning minutes are not available to Equity Committees and Caucus 
Representatives; and 
Whereas Equity Committees and Caucus Representatives may not be notified of educational 
planning meetings in a timely manner; 
Therefore be it resolved that Equity Committee and Caucus Representatives should receive 
notice to attend education-planning meetings with no less than six weeks’ notice and the 
minutes to those meetings be available to the Equity Committee and Caucus Representatives; 
and 
Be it further resolved that all Equity Committee and Caucus Representatives have an equal 
voice with all educational committee members at said educational committee meetings. 
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Provincial Committee Reports 
 

OPSEU Policy Manual Section 4-15 
Executive Board Report: Aboriginal Circle/Francophone Committee/PHRC/PWC/PYC 
Reports 
 
The Aboriginal Circle, Provincial Francophone Committee, Provincial Women’s 
Committee, Provincial Human Rights Committee and Provincial Young Workers 
Committee will prepare and summit to each Convention a report of the previous year’s 
activities. For ease of filing, the reports may be appended to the Report of the Executive 
Board and the contents may be debated by the delegates. 
 
 

Indigenous Circle 

2018 was a very productive year for the Indigenous Circle members.  

We continue our quest to make June 21st a National Statutory Holiday and will be 
asking members in all regions to help with our campaign. The focus has had to change 
once Bill-369 was introduced by the Federal Government to have a day for the 
recognition of Residential School survivors. The bill was passed by the House of 
Commons to make September 30th at federal statutory holiday and is now awaiting 
debate in the Senate. This means we need to shift our focus to have the Provincial 
Government adopt this day in Ontario for all workers. We continue to demand June 21st 
as a Statutory holiday to recognize the contributions of all Indigenous people.  
 
The Circle is also working on the Red Dress Campaign to raise awareness and 
encourage the Federal Government to implement all the recommendations that come 
out of the Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls (MMIWG) Inquiry. The 
Circle is asking all OPSEU members to continue to support our campaign and to buy a 
Red Dress Pin, sign a postcard and spread the word about the campaign. 
 
At the 2018 Convention OPSEU passed a resolution for a water campaign. The Circle 
has been developing the campaign and will hold  two round tables on safe and 
accessible drinking water with our relevant stakeholders leading up to a Policy Summit 
in the fall of 2019.  
 
One of the Circle’s goals is to increase education on Indigenous Issues within OPSEU 
so non-indigenous members can understand our cultures and history. This will be 
achieved through the “Indigenous Journey” courses at regional educationals. The 
second course has been taught throughout many regions and additional educational 
courses have been requested. The Circle will submit a resolution to Convention to begin 
work on a 3rd course in the Fall of 2019. Circle members have also done teachings and 
educational sessions at different locals across the province and are happy to continue 
to do this important work of educating OPSEU members. 
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In June 2018 the Circle hosted the second OPSEU Indigenous Conference. The 
Conference theme was “Cultural Reclamation and Restoration: Weaving Culture Back 
Into Our Blanket.”  The Conference inspired and equipped OPSEU members to partner 
and work with Indigenous communities during this time of reconciliation.  The 
Conference was planned with elders and community members of Wikwemikong 
Unceded First Nation.  Participants were equipped with the necessary tools and 
knowledge to effectively network with Indigenous members within and beyond OPSEU 
on various projects and campaigns.  The Circle was joined by Maya K’iche’ guests who 
led a workshop on reviving cultural midwifing practices in Guatemala. The Circle has 
already begun working on our next conference, a Metis conference, which will be held in 
June 2020. 
 
We continue our work on the Social Mapping Project bringing insight into Indigenous 
issues and barriers that are faced by our members and to develop ways to increase 
participation in Union activities and events. The Circle would like to thank the OPSEU 
Executive Board for passing our resolution to hold an annual Equity Gathering that is 
put on by the Equity Chairs to bring together all of OPSEU’s equity Committees and 
Caucuses to learn and network with each other.  
 
We anticipate another eventful and productive year ahead and would like to thank 
OPSEU members and staff for all their support as we continue to find our voice within 
OPSEU and the Labor movement. 
 
Indigenous Rising exhibit features OPSEU members and partners 
 
National Indigenous Day on June 21: Celebrating Culture 
 
Wikwemkoong community partners with OPSEU for successful Indigenous Conference 
 
'The voice of a woman rising is the voice of us all,' declares Region 3 
 
 

Comité provincial des francophones (CPFr)  
 

Le CPFr célèbre sa 6eme année d’existence au sein du SEFPO/OPSEU en 2019.  
Tous les membres du comité, qui représentent chaque région, sont de fiers participants 
et des activistes très passionné(e)s!  Avant d’aller plus loin, je veux prendre un moment 
pour remercier tous nos membres du comité ainsi que notre personnel de soutien, 
Fridmar Facunda, et notre lien au conseil exécutif, Jean-Luc Roy pour leur support et 
leur aide essentielle pour les réussites que le comité a accomplies au cours de cette 
année.  Merci mille fois! 
 
Les membres de notre exécutif sont :   
 
Région 1 Connie Collins 

https://opseu.org/news/indigenous-rising-exhibit-features-opseu-members-and-partners
https://opseu.org/news/national-indigenous-day-june-21-celebrating-culture
https://opseu.org/news/wikwemkoong-community-partners-opseu-successful-indigenous-conference
https://opseu.org/news/voice-woman-rising-voice-us-all-declares-region-3
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Régions 2  Nathalie Gareau-Miskiw, vice-présidente * 
Région 3 Elsa Roussel-Linton, secrétaire * 
Région 4 Hervé Cavanagh, président ** 
Région 5 Marjorie Nelson 
Région 6 Dan Brisson, depuis septembre 2018: Nathalie Rondeau 
Région 7 Richard Belleau 
 
Agent de liaison du conseil exécutif : Jean-Luc Roy, 
 
Personnel de soutien : Fridmar Facunda OPSEU/SEFPO 
*depuis janvier 219,  **depuis septembre 2018 
 
Des changements ont été portes sur le Comité des francophones.  Le comité veut aussi 
remercier Dan Brisson (de la région 6) pour les trois dernières années où il a agi 
comme président au sein du comité.  Dan a aussi agi comme président parmi les 
présidents des groupes d’équité.  Ton leadership a été grandement apprécié et nous te 
remercions pour ton implication avec notre groupe.   
 
Conférence francophone 
 
Cette année a particulièrement été consacrée à la préparation de la prochaine 
conférence francophone qui aura lieu à Ottawa, Lord Elgin, 14-16 juin, 2019.  Avec les 
évènements spéciaux des derniers mois, faisant référence aux coupures du 
gouvernement provincial, beaucoup de travail a été fait pour refléter l’impact sur les 
Franco-Ontariens.  L’éducation en sera un thème majeur et nous travaillons toujours 
pour obtenir la présence d’Amanda Simard MPP.  Elle a eu le courage de démissionner 
du parti conservateur pour des raisons directement associées aux actions de ce 
gouvernement face aux francophones.  
 
La première conférence (2015) a accueilli une cinquantaine de participants.  En 2017 
nous en avons eu 77 et nous visons de 85 à 100 participants cette année (2019).   
 
L’emphase sera portée sur les francophones et les francophiles mais nous 
accueillerons aussi d’autres participants.  Des casques d’écoute pour traduction 
simultanée seront disponibles pour ceux qui en auront besoin.   
 
Éducation 
 
Les cours suivants sont disponibles pour les fins de semaine éducatives.   
 
Délégués 1 et 2 
 
Grief 1 et 2  
 
Accommodations 1 et 2 
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Formation des formateurs 
 
Cette année nous avons fait la demande de traduire les cours suivants, déjà disponibles 
en anglais, Santé et Sécurité au travail 1, 2, et 3.   
 
De plus, nous avons obtenu la permission du Conseil exécutif, et en sommes 
reconnaissant,  pour la formation d’un cours sur la Francophonie et le Mouvement 
Syndical.  Nous croyons que ces deux groupes ont fait face, et continuent à faire face, à 
des pressions constantes des gouvernements et autres groupes sociaux et 
économiques.  Par contre, nous continuons à survivre et grandir malgré tout.  En se 
rassemblant, nous sommes plus forts!  Ce cours sera développé avec l’assistance du 
comité et devrait être prêt pour 2020.   
 
Campagne 
 
Avec les compressions et coupures du nouveau gouvernement provincial, tous les 
Ontariens sont affectés directement.  Les Franco-Ontariens le sont aussi.  Nous avons 
développé deux campagnes particulières, visant surtout Caroline Mulroney, ministre 
aux affaires francophones.   
 
Sa performance a été remarquée surtout par son absence, lors de l’utilisation de la 
clause non-obstante avec la réduction du conseil municipale de Toronto, l’annonce des 
coupures avec l’université francophone en Ontario et l’abolition du commissaire aux 
services en français.  Il est notre point de vue que Mme Mulroney n’a même pas eu la 
force de faire face au public pendant ces annonces ce qui veut dire qu’elle est un point 
faible dans son parti.  C’est pourquoi la pétition et la campagne de carte postale 
s’adresse directement à elle espérant qu’elle craquera sous pression.  Une copie de la 
pétition et carte postale est inclus avec ce document.  Nous espérons obtenir le support 
de tous nos membres et employés.  
 
Groupe d’équité 
 
Le comité a participé de façon active au rassemblement en janvier avec tous les autres 
comités et caucus pour partager, supporter et discuter des résolutions pour le congrès 
2019.  Le président de notre comité continue à participer aux groupes d’équité en 
novembre, janvier, février et avril.   
 
Résolution 
 
Depuis 2017, le comité présente une résolution pour qu’OPSEU/SEFPO devienne 
bilingue.  Le but de cette résolution n’est pas de produire tous les documents en anglais 
et français, mais pour s’assurer que quand c’est nécessaire, le procédé soit initié sans 
délai.  Malheureusement, plusieurs sections locales fonctionnent en français 
quotidiennement mais leur convention collective n’est qu’imprimée en anglais.  Dans 
certain cas, la traduction a été demandée mais malheureusement refusée.  Dans le 
secteur hospitalier, l’hôpital Montfort, connu pour s’être battu contre le gouvernement 
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conservateur des années 90, n’a que des employé(e)s qui s’expriment en français.  
OPSEU/SEFPO a tenté de les syndicaliser à deux occasions mais sans succès.  Le 
français est un atout pour agrandir nos nombres.   
 
Cartographie sociale 
 
Richard Belleau de R7 fait partie du comité de cartographie sociale.  Nous supportons 
un tel projet pour mieux comprendre à quoi ressemble notre syndicat.   
 
Buts 
 
A venir, le comité sera plus actif à supporter la/le 1er vice-président(e) lors des réunions 
avec le SNEGSP pour promouvoir le français.  Son utilisation est très limitée à ce 
moment avec le SNEGSP.   
 
Créer une alliance avec l’ACFO pour promouvoir et protéger le français en Ontario.   
 
Participer au financement de la production d’un film franco-ontarien.   
 
Au congrès 2019, avec la coopération du groupe d’équité, une soirée d’hospitalité sera 
tenue.  Cette soirée sera sans alcool, pour offrir une option aux membres qui n’en 
consomme pas.     
 
Le Comité Provincial Francophone vous remercie de votre attention.  
Sincèrement 
 
Hervé Cavanagh, président du CPFr 
 

Provincial Francophone Committee (PFC)  
 
The PFC is celebrating its sixth anniversary within OPSEU/SEFPO.  The members of 
the committee, representing all regions, are proud and passionate activists.  I want to 
begin by taking a moment to thank them as well as our assigned staff, Fridmar 
Facunda, and our Executive Board Liaison, Jean-Luc Roy from which we have been 
getting great support.  Thank you all very much!   
 
The PFC committee: 
Region 1 Connie Collins 
Region 2 Nathalie Gareau-Miskiw, Vice-Chair (since Jan. 2019) 
Region 3  Elsa Roussel-Linton, Secretary (since Jan. 2019) 
Region 4 Hervé Cavanagh, Chair (since Sept. 2019) 
Region 5 Marjorie Nelson 
Region 6   Nathalie Rondeau 
Region 7 Richard Belleau 
 
Executive Board Liaison: Jean-Luc Roy 
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Assigned Staff: Fridmar Facunda OPSEU/SEFPO 
 
In the last year, we have seen some changes.  The committee would like to thank Dan 
Brisson (Region 6) for his leadership as Chair in the last 3 years.  Dan was also Chair of 
OPSEU’s Equity Chairs.  We appreciate what you have done for Francophones and 
other members of our union.  
 
Conférence des Francophones 
 
We have spent a lot of time preparing for this conference which will take place at the 
Lord Elgin in Ottawa from June 14 to 16, 2019.  So many events influenced the political 
world, especially with cuts and elimination of services.  This will severely affect the 
Franco-Ontarians.  A major theme of our conference will be education and we are still 
working to get MPP Amanda Simard.  Her actions against her own party have shown 
how she is passionate about francophone issues.   
 
Our first conference (2015) had over 50 participants.  In 2017 we had 77 and this year 
we aim for 85-100 participants.  
 
Priority will be given to Francophones and Francophiles but we will also accept others.  
Listening devices for translation will be available for those that need them.  
 
Education 
 
The following courses are available in French for educational weekends. 
 
Stewardship 1 and 2 
 
Grievance handling 1 and 2 
 
Accommodation 1 and 2 
 
Train the Trainer 
 
We requested Health and Safety 1 to 3 to be translated in French as the next courses.   
In addition, the Board has approved the development of a weekend course on 
Francophonie and the union movement.  We believe both groups have faced and 
continue to face constant pressure from governments and other economical groups.  
However, we continue to survive and grow despite this adversity.  Together, we are 
stronger!  This course will be developed with the assistance from the committee and will 
be ready for 2020.    
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Campaign 
 
Due to recent cuts, all Ontarians and Franco-Ontarians are directly affected.  We have 
worked on two campaigns, one of them targeting Caroline Mulroney, Minister of 
Francophone Affairs.   
 
Her performance was mostly noted from her absence, with the use of the 
notwithstanding clause used to downsize the Toronto city council as well as the 
elimination of the Université Francophone in Toronto and the elimination of the Office of 
the French Language Services Commissioner.  It is our position that Ms. Mulroney did 
not have the courage nor the strength to face the public when these cuts were 
announced.  We see her as a weak link within her party and we are working with a 
postcard campaign and a petition to break her.  We hope we can count on the support 
of our members and staff.   
 
Equity group 
 
Our committee has actively participated in the “Gathering” this January to share, 
discuss and support or Resolutions for the 2019 conference.  The Chair of the PFC has 
participated to equity meetings in November, January, February and April.   
 
Resolution 
 
Since 2017, our committee has presented motions to make OPSEU/SEFPO bilingual.  
The goal of this resolution is not to make everything within OPSEU/SEFPO equally in 
both French and English but to allow the translation of some documents when 
requested by a local or members.  Unfortunately, there are locals that operate in French 
within their workplace but have a collective agreement that is available in English.  In 
some cases, translations were requested only to be denied.  The Montfort Hospital is 
known for fighting back in the 90s against its closure and won the battle.  All employees 
must be able to speak French fluently and on two occasions, OPSEU/SEFPO attempted 
to organize them but failed.  French is an asset which will help us grow.   
 
Social mapping 
 
Richard Belleau from R7 is part of the Social Mapping Committee.  The PFC supports 
this project so we have a better idea of who is part of our union.    
 
Goals 
 
The PFC will work closer with the 1st VP when meeting with NUPGE to promote the use 
of French.   
 
We plan to reach out and create an alliance with ACFO to promote and protect French 
in Ontario.   
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We also want to financially in the production of a Franco-Ontarian movie.   
 
At Convention and with the help of the other equity groups, an alcohol free hospitality 
will be offered for members.   
 
Sincerely, 
Hervé Cavanagh 
Chair of the PFC 
 

 

Provincial Human Rights Committee (PHRC)  

The majority of the committee’s energy this past year was focused on two things: breaking down 
barriers that alienate minority groups, and showing up for them when they confront bigotry and 
racism head on. The campaign that was launched in the fall of 2017 against hate, race and 
islamophobia has the ultimate goal of one day making people realize that we are all one, and 
together we can take on any challenge that is put before the human race. 
 
The committee and its members have forged alliances across the province with various anti-
hate groups and have marched hand in hand and shoulder to shoulder with our allies at various 
rallies throughout the province. 
 
This past year was a trying year for the union movement within the province. There were 2 long 
strikes in the health care field. Doug Ford’s cuts have proven to be as vicious as we expected, 
and they disproportionately affect vulnerable communities. Your Provincial Human Rights 
Committee representatives were there with OPSEU members and with Ontarians, supporting 
the union movement and the fight for justice and equity for everyone. 
 
The 2018 Convention Human Rights caucus was a first and hopefully the beginning of creating 
greater alliances among the equity committees and caucuses. Developed as a partnership 
between the PHRC and the Rainbow Alliance, we welcomed The National Council of Canadian 
Muslims, who led us through a workshop on Islam in the workplace. We also welcomed a group 
of OPSEU members facing serious systemic racism in their workplace. Equity issues affect 
more than one group of people; there are commonalities amongst us all. The PHRC is 
committed to being an ally, because that is what’s right, even when it isn’t popular, and even (or 
maybe especially) when it draws attention to how we can do better. 
 
The bi-annual PHRC conference United: We Call for Action! was a great way to end the year. 
Throughout the conference, members challenged the way we treat and talk to each other, and 
worked together to address and overcome the systemic inequalities that still permeate our 
communities, our union, and the labour movement. Members at the conference continued the 
hard work of improving equity and justice for vulnerable groups. It wasn’t easy, but it was worth 
it: the conference generated exciting and achievable action plans, many of which you will see 
reflected in the resolutions our committee has submitted to convention this year. The 
conference’s goal was to create a grass roots effort across the province to combat the status 
quo, and we didn’t stop working towards it on December 2nd.  
 
Are you with us in 2019? 
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Equity Caucuses: Highlights 

Disability Rights Caucus (DRC)   

In 2018, the Disability Rights Caucus (DRC) continued its work raising awareness of 
issues affecting people with disabilities, lobbying for better legislation and increasing 
accommodation and accessibility in OPSEU  

Political action, networking and solidarity 
In the past year we have monitored political changes due to the current government 
related to the rights of people with disabilities. We have spoken to changes of the 
definition of disability from the provincial government thus decreasing access to ODSP. 
In conjunction with the Ontario Health Coalition we supported the rally against cuts 
within the care system.  We continue working with grassroots movements to raise 
awareness on the changes of funding for persons on the autism spectrum.  
We attend and network at key conferences/meetings including, The National 
Conference on Disabilities, Canadian University Teacher Association. 

 
Education, communications, outreach and mobilization 

 We sent a member to the Philippines on a 10 day solidarity tour where we 
provided education on work place injuries and safe work environments. 

 We support and participated in International Day of Persons with Disabilities, 
Injured Workers’ Day, and National Day of Mourning. We were actively involved 
in promoting Bell Let’s Talk day as a way of beginning conversations on mental 
health 

 We developed a policy statement on mental health  

 We continue lobbying and advocating for the compliance of all OPSEU buildings, 
communications and educationals under AODA 

 We will be providing Mental Health Health first aid training to any local upon 
request. 

 We will continue to promote education and raise awareness around issues of 
mental health 

 We have been working with communication to rebrand our webpage to include 
resources and links that members may find useful 

 We would like to thank you for your on-going support of our activities and the 
support we provide to on another. Treating everyone the same is not treating 
everyone equally. 

 

Rainbow Alliance  

The Rainbow Alliance Arc-en-ciel (RAA) is excited to highlight for you all of the work 
that has made 2018 a success.  These include tackling some hard hitting issues that 
impact our community at large, engaging and educating members within our union, and 
transforming the caucus with new faces and renewed vitality.  The group is ready for a 
challenge and are pleased with the results. 
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To start off 2018, the caucus sought out and was successful in passing important 
Resolutions that would see safety, security and justice for several marginalized groups 
within our community come to light and prioritized.  For too long, sex workers have gone 
unprotected by our government.  Their struggle for the right to safer work continued.  In 
solidarity with sex workers and their advocates, OPSEU now supports and promotes the 
full decriminalization of sex work, the repeal of laws around sex work introduced through 
Bill C-36, and support for sex workers in their struggle to organize and improve their 
working conditions.  Moreover during Convention, a person from the industry came and 
spoke to members about the issues that sex workers continued to face and what 
needed to be done to support them.   
 
Employment equity and national policies and programs for the LGBTQ community are 
areas within our country that are in need of recognition and support.  In order to do so, 
the RAA advocated for OPSEU to lobby the federal government to include questions 
pertaining to the LGBTQ communities in the next census. OPSEU voted in favour of 
pursuing this important means to collecting data as a precursor for change.   

 
The RAA prompted OPSEU to lobby Health Canada to abolish the discriminatory policy 
which continues to ban gay men from donating blood and/or organs.  Only if they have 
been celibate from the past year would they be eligible to donate blood.  Thankfully 
OPSEU recognized the discriminatory practice and advocated for those most impacted.   
 
Other notable initiatives included offering Convention attendees the opportunity to learn 
more about the genital autonomy movement; ending the subjugation of non-consensual 
non-therapeutic infant circumcision on boys; and creating an equal rights opportunity for 
both men and women. The latter will continue into 2019.   
 
The RAA is also looking into the implementation of an award or scholarship in honour of 
Gail Grenville.  As a former Chair of the Rainbow Alliance, Gail was one of the pioneers 
in the LGBTQ rights movement within OPSEU.     
 
Convention was also a time to introduce OPSEU to a more intimate but extremely 
relevant and historical aspect of our community. Members gathered together into 
Region 7’s hospitality suite to experience the RAA’s very first evening drag 
performance.  We used the glitter and glam of this event to highlight and reiterate the 
values of OPSEU’s Statement of Respect.  The event generated so much positive 
feedback; it was so well attended that the RAA plans to expand on this initiative at 
Convention 2019.  A drag show is planned in the John Bassett Theatre on Friday 
directly following OPSEU’s Got Talent. 
 
The RAA also collaborated with OPSEU’s Provincial Human Rights Committee (PHRC) 
to host a lunch time panel on “"The Practical Next Steps in the Fight against Hate, 
Discrimination, Racism and Islamophobia."  
 
Later in 2018, the RAA met with OPSEU members in Sudbury following the Rainbow 
Health Ontario Conference.  The group offered the first ever paint-night educational 
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event at the Sudbury Regional Office.  It was a fun, well attended and successful event. 
The RAA plans to expand on this recreational yet informative style of member 
engagement in the future.  
 
Its Queer ASL project continues to be a work in progress with tapings taking place as 
well as sneak previews being offered on social media. Rolling out this project is 
intended to take place in 2019.   
 
In other caucus business, the RAA said goodbye to retired members but also welcomed 
new faces.  The inevitable goal is to see each of OPSEU’s 7 regions represented at the 
RAA table.  There is currently a vacancy in Region 3.  Furthermore, the Terms of 
Reference (TOR) continue to be a focus for renewal.   
 
As far as the RAA’s involvement in Pride events across the province, the group opted to 
streamline its members’ ability to fund regional initiatives at their own discretion.  Doing 
so allowed members to focus their energies and finances on smaller, often under 
supported prides within their regions and communities.    
 
Goals for 2019 include examining issues that impact Pride.  These include the 
contentious but necessary conversation surrounding police participation in Pride; the 
balance between a celebration and honoring its history of resistance; and the 
commercialism of the event versus the necessity to serve its most marginalized 
members.  
 
Lastly, with the recent election of Doug Ford and the Ontario PC party, many equity 
seeking groups have become vigilant in recognizing the attacks on their communities.  
The fight to stand up against discrimination and to preserve the rights of gender and 
sexually diverse children continues to be incredibly important.  We will continue to 
challenge the Ford government’s regressive political tactics because they directly 
impact Trans and gender diverse people from all walks of life.   
 
In solidarity,  
Co-chairs, Tina Ouellette and Morgen Veres 

 

Workers of Colour Caucus (WOCC) 

2018 was a year of urgency for the Coalition of Racialized Workers, formerly known as 
Workers of Colour Caucus. The caucus was founded in 2003 to recognize the changing 
demographics in Ontario and to promote the activities and contributions of racialized 
members in OPSEU and in the community. The coalition strives to secure OPSEU’s 
future in the labour movement by embracing this change through organizing, educating 
and empowering racialized workers. 
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Internal Changes and Challenges: 

In 2018 The Coalition reflected on how this vision and mandate had been achieved after 
15 years.  The Coalition embarked on a process of internal change to fully take on the 
mandate as stated in its terms of reference.  Peter Thompson, Coalition Chair, boldly 
raised the question of the Coalition’s relevance, its connection to racialized members of 
OPSEU, and its need for restructuring based on members rights, particularly human 
rights. 

 At the 2018 OPSEU Convention, the Coalition made history by speaking directly to 
Convention delegates after adjusting the Agenda to allow a representative of OPS 
racialized men and women speak of the alleged non-representation of these members 
and the imposed moratorium of suspension and dismissals of racialized staff in the 
OPS. Saron Gebresellassi, Representative, and Arlene Johnston, an OPS OPSEU 
member, flanked by Peter Thompson, Elizabeth Ha, Butterfly GoPaul, and Patrick Riley 
addressed the convention.  Kola Iluyomade, a new member of the Coalition, spoke 
about OPSEU doing great things for public sector workers in Ontario yet much remains 
to be done concerning racialized members and human rights.  Members of the Coalition 
spoke about human rights, and in particular, the human rights of Black members and 
then powerfully stated that Black members “will no longer be invisible in this Union." 

The Coalition met with the OPSEU Executive Board to discuss broad issues of 
inclusion, recognition and visibility of People of African Descent, as the International 
Decade of People of African Descent had been ignored.  As a result, OPSEU Executive 
Board became the first Union Executive Board in Ontario to recognize the "Decade.” 

The Executive Board also agreed to the following 

1. rename the Caucus as the Coalition of Racialized Workers; 
2. include People of African Descent, in the Statement of Respect in line with the 

United Nations push to acknowledge the horrendous treatment of Africans 
throughout the world over centuries; 

3. support "The Decade" and campaigns undertaken by the Coalition to highlight it; 
and 

4. fund a change process led by the Coalition concerning inclusion of racialized 
members in OPSEU.  

Furthermore, the Coalition strategic plan allows for a topographical change of its values, 
ethos and goals, one of which is to ensure credibility with members and barrier removal 
work with OPSEU staff, (as the Executive Board was crucially in support of the plan) 
with the following vehicles:  

1. Change Management 
2. Special Projects 
3. Membership Outreach and Engagement  
4. Campaigns and event planning 
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The Coalition plans to carry out change by working with OPSEU departments, having 
authentic conversations that will bring about advancement and opportunities for its 
members and developing policies, processes and norms within the union that will 
remove barriers.  The Coalition, believing that Charity begins at home, appointed two 
additional vice-chairs in an equitable and inclusive decision that acknowledges that 
racialization in North America takes various forms, while systemic discrimination is 
universal among the groups. Brian Gosine and Kola Iluyomade are new vice chairs to 
the Provincial Coalition for the South Asian and People of African Descent portfolios for 
OPSEU membership.  They join Elizabeth Ha who is currently the vice chair who takes 
on matters of Asian membership in OPSEU.  The intent is to ensure that the issues of 
all marginalized communities, and the UN Proclamation of the International Decade of 
People of African Descent, are acknowledged and supported by OPSEU and the 
Coalition.  Region 2 racialized members also elected a new executive: Michael Kirlew, 
Chair; Joan Spaulding, Vice Chair; Vaneesa Edwards., Secretary; and Sandra Smith, 
Treasurer. 

The Coalition was deeply concerned that internal investigation recommendations in a 
Toronto Local unit were not implemented by the end of the year and those 
recommendations were human rights recommendations. Additionally, the Coalition was 
ready to make a big push to connect with the OPSEU racialized members in a way it 
hadn't been able to previously. Therefore, the importance of the support of The 
Coalition’s Strategic Plan cannot be overstated. 

Within OPSEU, Coalition members remain active in: 

  The OPSEU Social Mapping Task Force 

  The Harassment and Discrimination Complaints process as Advisors and 
Investigators 

  International Solidarity/Social Justice Funds and Live and Let Live Funds 

  Regional Equity Committees 

  Area Councils 

Campaigns: 

The Coalition remains in the forefront of advocacy for migrant workers’ rights, Elizabeth 
Ha, a vice-chair, has been the lead demanding better working conditions and changes 
to legislation and also recognizing that migrant worker conditions mirror those of chattel 
slaves. Elizabeth works tirelessly to bring attention to the disturbing issue. 

The Coalition supported youth in the Jane and Finch neighbourhood of Toronto as they 
raised awareness regarding Health Equity in a marginalized community. A mental 
health symposium at Humber River Hospital took place during the Black History Month 
and it is anticipated that The Coalition will continue to support the cause. 
 
Black History Month was marked at the Membership Centre at Wellesley Street, and 
Pam Doig represented the President of the Union, Smokey Thomas. In her speech to 
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the members present Pam stated that the members should believe in what they fight for 
and continue "marching" for the causes important to them. 
 
In Region One, the first Windsor Roots and Rhythm music festival with various artists 
and headlined by world renowned Third World Band was put together to highlight 
community opportunities for residents and visitors alike. The Chair of The Coalition was 
greatly involved in organizing this great event in the Summer of 2018. 
 
Lastly, Region 5 put on its annual members family picnic downtown Toronto. 

International Solidarity with Africa 

The Workers of Colour Caucus has supported family and community sponsorship 
program in Africa, which is now in its fourth year.   The caucus continues to support 
communities and infrastructure projects in Malawi and hopes to engage in further 
partnerships with Makupo Development Group and other indigenous, family support 
organizations in South Africa. 

W.E.B. Du Bois’ journey to Ghana may have signaled the emergence of a profound 

desire among Africans in the diaspora to retrace their roots and return to the continent. 

Ghana was a major hub for the transatlantic slave trade from the 16th to the 19th 

centuries. In Washington, D.C., in September 2018, Ghana’s President Nana Akufo-

Addo declared and formally launched the “Year of Return, Ghana 2019” for Africans in 

the Diaspora, giving fresh impetus to the quest to unite Africans on the continent with 

their brothers and sisters in the diaspora. At that event, President Akufo-Addo said, “We 

know of the extraordinary achievements and contributions they [Africans in the 

diaspora] made to the lives of the Americans, and other Countries across the globe and 

it is important that this symbolic year - 400 years later - we commemorate their 

unimaginable sacrifices. 

The Coalition plans to support "the year" with a youth initiative and an incredible 

historical project as part of the International Decade of People of African Descent. 
 

 

Provincial Women’s Committee (PWC) 

Remaining true to the mandate of the PWC and keeping in line with the Committee's 
commitment to advocating on behalf of all women within our Regions, hence the Union.  
As Representatives the PWC are seen as the Stewards of the OPSEU and therefore, 
must represent and advocate accordingly through campaigns, community actions, and 
lobbying.  Also, Regional Representatives continuous work and engagement with 
Canadian Labour Congress, Ontario Federation of Labour, National Union for Public 
and General Employees to further the issues of Gender Pay Gap, Pay Transparency, 
Child Care issues, Violence Campaigns to name a few. 
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There has been extensive initiatives and events throughout the Province for 2018 - 
2019 that Representatives across the Regions participated, organized and led in order 
to ensure that voices of women throughout the Province is respresented. 
 
May to June: 
PRIDE organizers were seen from Belleville to Brockville; from Sarnia to Simcoe, from 
Durham to Toronto.  PWC being an advocate for equality and equity supported events 
with BBQ, breakfast and donated swags. 
Pay Equity decisions from the Supreme Court of Supreme Court of Canada on Pay 
Equity had some implications for the Province of Ontario and Pay Equity Bargaining and 
Pay Equity Maintenance - the seminar outlined technical briefing on how these ruling of 
these cases would help with pay equity enforcement and to get provide adequate 
training on pay equity maintenance.  This training seminar took place on June 2018 and 
hosted by the Equal Pay Coalition. 
Work of Equal Pay Coalition Pay Transparency, Gender Pay Gap and Domestic 
Violence continue to be on the minds of every women within the Province.  Women are 
significantly impacted by on a daily basis by these. 
 
July to August: 
World Mental Health Day is observed on 10 October every year, with the overall 
objective of raising awareness of mental health issues around the world and mobilizing 
efforts in support of mental health.  Initiatives on Mental Health were  
 
Canadian Labour Congress Women's Summer School, hosted at the NAV Center in 
Cornwall.  CLC is the largest labour organization in Canada, bringing together national 
and international unions, Provincial and Territorial Federations of Labour and 
Community based Labour Councils to that represent workers.  The CLC advocates 
politically for policies and programs to improve the lives of all Canadians specifically 
working Canadians.   Though education the CLC addresses issues of human rights, and 
global solidarity.   The CLC economist and researchers, who are world renown, have 
extensive expertise in the areas of analysis and research to ensure they are always 
ahead in research and analysis.  Unions are a positive force for democratic social 
change.  
 
September to October: 
Childcare and Early Child Care Appreciation Day October 16 On this day we 
recognize the hard work, meaningful care and continuous learning these educators 
provide children every day.  The PWC continue to be stellar advocates for Universal 
Childcare within this Province.   
 
The International Day for the Eradication of Poverty, observed on October 17th can 
be traced back to 17 October 1987. On that day, over a hundred thousand people 
gathered at the Trocadéro in Paris, where the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
was signed in 1948, to honour the victims of extreme poverty, violence and hunger. 
They proclaimed that poverty is a violation of human rights and affirmed the need to 
come together to ensure that these rights are respected. These convictions are 
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inscribed in a commemorative stone unveiled on this day. Since then, people of all 
backgrounds, beliefs and social origins have gathered every year on October 17th to 
renew their commitment and show their solidarity with the poor. Replicas of the 
commemorative stone have been unveiled around the world and serve as a gathering 
place to celebrate the day. One such replica is located in the garden of United Nations 
Headquarters and is the site of the annual commemoration organized by the United 
Nations Secretariat in New York. 
 
$15 and Fairness October 24th, an emergency action to let government "Hands off 
Workers' Rights".  Announcement by the government of Ontario repealing the majority of 
Bill 148 steals basic rights from Ontario workers. Ford’s plan eliminates paid sick days, 
cuts wages, makes it easier to fire workers in precarious work, makes it more difficult to 
join and keep a union, cancels fairer scheduling laws and lowers fines for employers who 
break the law. 
This announcement also means a real-dollar wage cut for minimum wage employees. 
“Under this new act, it will be at least 2025 before minimum wage workers see a $15 
minimum wage, and by then it will be, once again, a sub-poverty wage,” said Pam Frache, 
Coordinator of the Fight for $15 and Fairness. “Doug Ford’s government is cutting our 
$15 minimum wage just six weeks before it was to take effect. To cut wages, to cut sick 
days, and to make it easier to fire workers who are already in precarious situations is 
cruel and callous in the extreme.” 
Ontarians have held marches, rallies, signed and presented petitions, called and emailed 
MPPs demanding this government protect workplace rights and the $15 minimum wage. 
Nonetheless, the government has passed Bill 47, despite growing public opposition. 
 
$15 and Fairness had two webinar training sessions on Thursday, October 25 to continue 
with educating the public. These sessions have the goal of training you on how to use 
Call Hub, an extremely useful and effective calling tool. The goal was to have as many 
activists that want to tell Doug Ford “hands off decent work laws” to be able to phonebank 
from anywhere in Ontario. 
 
OPSEU’s PWC continues to lead the fight in advocating, and telling the Ford Government 
that this is unacceptable and the fight is on!  PWC continues to advocate for $15 and 
Fairness across the Province supporting society’s most vulnerable and precarious 
workers who continue to feel the brunt of not getting that increase that would see them at 
$15 hourly. 
 
Regions were able to do various events and supported various groups.  Opportunity to 
build, advocate, strengthen membership and communities were evident in the response 
and outcome from the following events 

 Joint ventures with community partners completed and filled 150 menstrual 

hygiene kits. 

 Completed 160 Kids Camp Kits for children at Local Children’s Camp 

 Financial donations made to community service providers/ and other grassroot 

organizations. 
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 PWC hosted equity breakfast, BBQ, and luncheon programs jointly with Area 

Councils. 

 Continue participation/support of Women’s March 

 Women’s Equity Conference “Rising from the Ashes of Violence” held in 

November,to educate and raise awareness so that attendants felt inspired, 

motivated and encouraged to “rise up” and take action. 

  Info picket Rallies challenging cuts to Healthcare, education, and other Children 

Services  

 Rallies against violence in the workplace. 

  Supporting locals in their initiatives of homelessness.  

 Movie screening on International Women's Day the film “Girl Rising”.  This was to 

raise awareness to the struggles the young girls have to attend school around 

the world.   

 As a PWC Representative for Region 4 represented OPSEU at the Gender Pay 

Gap Rally held at Queens University. 

  National Day of Mourning ceremony at the OPSEU Regional Office  

 May was Sexual Assault Awareness month and there were many events held in 

Kingston and Ottawa areas.   

  Labour Day the bus trip, with other activists, to Owen Sound to support sisters 

who were on strike for several weeks.   

 Outreach program for the homeless providing staples needed including diaper, 

winter wear for women, children and men.   

 Outreach with local prison’s Program  

 Developing and mobilizing women for economic justice with under the Equal Pay 

Coalition 

 Ongoing support to LEAF – evening with members at meeting with founder for 

“Me Too” movement. 

  Equal Pay Day meeting as part of the delegation of with the Minister of Status of 

Women on issues affecting women such as Gender Pay Gap, Equal Pay, Pay 

Transparency and Domestic Violence specifically in the workplace – Strategic 

and training sessions to educate members from OPSEU and community  

 Family Fun Day – the 2nd annual family get together to connect and engage 

members from across the Region who wouldn’t under normal circumstances 

meet – network; building capacity 

 Annual Action Assembly and Health Reform Conference on Pan-Canadian on 

Long Term Care Reform 

 Rally Healthcare “Day of Action” 

 Info picket in support of CUPW throughout the city 

 16 Days of Activism to “End Gender-based Violence in the World of Work” is an 

international campaign to challenge violence against women and girls. The 

campaign runs every year from 25 November, the International Day for the 

Elimination of Violence against Women, 
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 Info picket in support of women are being faced with violence by their employer 

within another Region  

 Women won’t Forget Vigil and remembering women. The vigil not only spoke out 

for oppressed women, but paid tribute to the victims of the Montreal Massacre, 

MMIWG and all women who are victims and survivors of domestic violence. 

 Regional Children Holiday/Christmas party 

 Regional Coat/Toy Drive for shelters in the GTA 

 Recognition Award “Women of Impact” First event – the event was attended by 

members from across the Region.  Recipients were selected by members within 

one Region’s membership. 

 Women United for mutual cause Toronto – Domestic Violence Against Women   

 Women’s March – Regional Women’s Committee 

 Preparation for United Nation Commission on Status of Women (CLC – Ottawa)  

 Youth Mentorship Program – “Jump Start” 

 NUPGE Women’s Conference 

 “Real Talk” Townhall conversation with women across the Province.   

“#DoneWaiting!  

 International Woman’s Day rally and march in Toronto theme “Think equal, build 

smart, innovate for change” 

 63rd United Nation Commission for Status of Women delegate, while space was 

limited to who could participate, OPSEU’s presence was felt! 

Ongoing Campaigns  
 The Domestic Violence Campaign has been and will continue to be the largest 
campaign to date.  It will come full circle with its reality being seen over the next few 
Months.  The campaign started with the survey being sent out as a first step.  “A risk to 
one is a risk to all”!   Secondly, until Universal Childcare, Gender Pay Gap, Pay Equity 
and Equal Pay the fight/campaigns will continue until gender parity is accomplish and 
every child has safe and affordable care!  
Through resilience we continue to be privileged to continue the work in representing, 
empowering, advocating, strengthening, building capacity, and engaging the over 71% 
membership of OPSEU women.  Through education, awareness, training, increasing 
knowledge for everyone within this Province we will be able to overcome the many 
obstacles. woman is free to choose; has complete governance over body; has the right 
to work in a safe environment; is getting equal pay for equal work; when Gender gap is 
closed completely; has the right to say NO and be respected for it.  ONLY then we can 
say we have a free and just society! 
 
 

Provincial Young Workers Committee 

OPSEU’s Provincial Young Workers Committee (PYC) had a very successful year in 
2018!  The committee representatives were able to leave their mark by being present at 
regional events (picnics, rallies, educationals, etc.), participating at events hosted by 
other equity groups, and showing their support for various causes that greatly affect 
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young workers throughout the province.  The PYC also continues to have 
representation in many OPSEU committees such as the Social Justice Fund and the 
Social Mapping Project.  
 
Highlights 
 

 PYC representatives attended the OPSEU Convention in April 2018.  

 In August 2018, the PYC successfully hosted their 11th annual Young Workers 

Conference, entitled “Back to Basics: Your Young Worker Survival Guide.”  The 

main goal was to engage young workers in the important work of their union.  

Through hands-on workshops, interactive activities and engaging speakers, the 

conference provided an understanding of young workers’ rights and entitlements, 

challenges and strategies. This was also a chance for OPSEU’s young workers 

to get to know each other as the future activists and leaders of the union.   

 OPSEU’s Executive Board, the PYC was able to accept everyone who applied.  

 The event’s keynote speaker was Kwesi Johnson.  He is educator, social 

services practitioner, community organizer, ‘socialpreneur’ and award-winning 

activist. Johnson called on youth to recognize their own potential as agents of 

change in their communities. Participants were inspired to build on their 

leadership potential with OPSEU and continue implementing succession 

planning for the Provincial Young Workers’ Committee. 

 Conference workshops provided participants with a hands-on approach to 

addressing issues within the workplace while tapping into the many resources 

OPSEU has to offer.  

 OPSEU’s Young Workers Conference coincided with the United Nations’ 

International Youth Day (IYD), which is commemorated annually on August 12. In 

response to the 2018 IYD theme of “Safe Spaces for Youth,” OPSEU and the 

PYC created a space where young workers came together, engaged in activities, 

participated in decision-making processes, and could express themselves freely. 

 
Looking Ahead to 2019 
 

 OPSEU’s Provincial Young Workers Committee (PYC) is hard at work with plans 

for the upcoming Young Workers Conference, Elevate: Rising to Meet the 

Challenges of Uncertain Times.  It will take place from August 9-11, 2019 at the 

Chelsea Hotel in Toronto.  This year’s event will examine the challenges young 

workers face in the current labour market.  More importantly, the conference will 

highlight the value unions bring in responding to these challenges.  The labour 

movement has made many gains when it comes to fair wages, safe working 

environments, and access to benefits, but not all workers are able to enjoy them.  

Young workers, in particular, find themselves trapped in an endless cycle of low-

paying, insecure jobs with little or no opportunity for advancement. 
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 Education is a key aspect needed to encourage young people to become active.  

Our committee has been working with the Canadian Federation of Students, 

offering guidance, mentoring, networking and opportunities to get involved with 

OPSEU.   

 The PYC has an ongoing plan to address issues related to two-tiered contracts.  

Young worker engagement is on the rise within OPSEU and it is important to 

move forward as a strong, united front.  Going forward, PYC representatives will 

be responsible for this work in their respective regions and communities.  They 

will be equipped with information on what are two tiered wages, new hire 

concessions and orphan clauses.  Focus will be on why they shouldn't be 

bargained, and what the impacts are not just to young workers but to all workers.  

Outreach will be done to the OPSEU membership.   

 The overall objective will be to showcase the work that unions do in our fight for 

fair wages, safe working environments, and access to benefits.  These 

advantages belong to everyone in the community.  The incomes of unionized 

workers support local businesses by creating local jobs 

 

The PYC would like to thank the Executive Board, the Equity and Member Education 
Units, and the OPSEU membership for all their support over the last year.  
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